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The world is reliant on software systems of unprecedented scale, while our methods

for developing software still require programmers to manually write code with little

help toward ensuring the software correctly meets its intent. Program synthesis, which

automatically generates correct programs from specifications, offers a hopeful path

forward. While program synthesis has had many successes in recent years, these

have mostly been in restricted domains; synthesis has not yet proved useful for the

practicing software engineer.

This dissertation aims to advance program synthesis to meet the challenges posed by

the use of modern general-purpose languages, tools, and frameworks. This dissertation

presents work towards an automated programming stack that uses specifications and

expressive test cases written by programmers to scale synthesis tools to diverse domains.

Specifically, it demonstrates that types enriched with effect descriptors inferred from

test cases are a potent means to guide the synthesis of real Ruby on Rails web apps, and

that types enriched with logical predicates can be used to synthesize verified privacy

preserving queries. The key to both projects, and most other successful synthesis

work, is the proper choice of abstraction for the problem domain at hand. Based on

this insight, this dissertation contributes a new synthesis framework that takes as a



parameter an abstract interpreter and automatically guides the search with it. This

framework captures many different synthesis approaches from the literature, making

it easier to build the synthesis tools of the future. The dissertation concludes with a

vision for an automated programming stack that uses specifications and expressive

test cases written by programmers to scale synthesis tools to diverse domains, moving

us closer to a world in which correct programs are constructed automatically based

on programmer’s intent.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Programming has become an essential skill for an increasing number of people ranging

from data scientists to spreadsheet users. The need for programmers is driven by

our world’s increasing reliance on software systems. These systems have grown to an

unprecedented scale, while our methods for developing software still require expert

programmers to manually write code with little help for ensuring software correctly

meets its intent. Program synthesis, which automatically generates correct programs

from specifications, offers a hopeful path forward. It enables non-experts to write

code from familiar input/output examples, and professional programmers to describe

high-level properties and automatically generate a program that exhibits them without

worrying about implementation details.

Synthesis tools need to overcome two primary challenges before they can be

practical. The first is intractability, i.e., synthesis tools must search through the

enormous space of possible programs efficiently to find the program that the user

intended. The second is enabling the specfications written by the user to be easier to

write than the intended program. A popular solution to both these problems is the

domain specialization of synthesis tools, which works by effectively reducing the space

of programs to specify and that the synthesizer has to search through. For example, the
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FlashFill [45, 47] system in Microsoft Excel synthesizes data transformation programs

in a specialized domain-specific language (DSL) using input/output examples or

Falx [109] synthesizes data visualizations from a visualization sketch and a user

dataset.

Much of the prior work, however, requires a complete and accurate embedding

of the source language in the logic of the underlying solver the synthesis tool uses.

Such synthesis tools use techniques often ranging from symbolic execution [102],

counter-example guided synthesis [97], eliminating classes of programs that compute

the same value [1], or over-approximate semantics as predicates [58, 80, 32] (often

requiring termination measures and additional predicates for verification). Such precise

embeddings of source language is infeasible for many industrial-grade languages such

as Ruby or Python used by software engineers or data scientists in their daily workflow.

Other prior work is strongly coupled with the semantics of the source language using

purpose-built solvers like CVC4 [90] for SyGuS, but this coupling necessarily ties the

synthesis engine to the particular language model used.

This dissertation accepts the reality that behavior of programs is hard to specify,

and proposes to use lightweight specifications users already write. It proposes to

use simple abstractions such as types to efficiently guide the search for programs.

More generally, we show that such a program search can be guided by any abstract

interpreter [25], i.e., a tool that soundly approximates program behavior. However, to

verify correctness, it proposes testing the programs in the canonical concrete intrepreter

of a language. Abstractions can be coarse- or fine-grained as long as they guide the

search. Testing, on the other hand, guarantees correctness for programs that use

arbitrary libraries which lack precise formal models. In summary, this dissertation

aims to demonstrate that:

Techniques from abstract interpretation can be combined with program

testing to build program synthesis tools using lightweight specifications, to
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generate correct programs in languages or libraries of choice.

1.1 Synthesis of Effectful Programs

A key task in modern software development is writing code that composes calls to

existing APIs, such as from a library or framework. Component-based synthesis aims

to carry out this task automatically, and researchers have shown how to perform

component-based synthesis using types [31] or special properties of the synthesis

domain [55], which is critical to achieving good performance. However, prior work

does not explicitly consider side effects, which are pervasive in many domains. For

example, consider web apps, a centerpiece of daily online interactions. Such apps act

as the liaison between the database, network, and global state of the program itself.

Any operation to read or modify data from such an external systems are side effects.

However, these apps are not amenable to formal specifications primarily due to the

overhead of formally modeling external systems like the database or the network. Such

apps often relying on type systems and testing to enforce correctness, making it hard

to use existing synthesis methods.

We address this limitation of applying synthesis to such web apps by introducing

RbSyn [49], a new tool for synthesizing Ruby methods. In RbSyn, the user specifies

the desired method by its type signature and a series of test cases it must pass.

RbSyn then searches for a solution by enumerating candidates and checking them

against the tests. The key novelty of RbSyn is that the search is both type- and

effect-guided. Specifically, the search begins with a typed hole, i.e., a placeholder

program, tagged with the method’s return type. Each step either replaces a typed

hole with an expression of that type, possibly introducing more typed holes; inserts

an effect hole, annotated with a write effect that may be needed to satisfy a test

assertion; or replaces an effect hole with an expression with the given write effect,
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possibly inserting another effect hole. Once this process finds a set of method bodies

that cumulatively pass all tests, RbSyn uses a novel merging strategy to construct a

complete solution: it creates a method whose body branches among the conditions,

executing the corresponding (passing) code, thus yielding a single method that passes

all tests.

We observe, in practice, programmers test an effectful method by triggering a

complementary side-effect in their test. For example, to check if a method writes

to a database correctly, a corresponding test will read from that database location

to assert expected behavior. This led to the key insight that test executions can be

monitored for errors to automatically infer the effect holes and their desired effect

labels. We formalized this inference, and implemented a practical tool for synthesizing

programs in Ruby. RbSyn was evaluated by synthesizing database model methods

from production-grade Ruby applications like GitLab, Discourse, and Diaspora using

their original tests. Our evaluation showed effect guidance is useful for outperformance

when compared to just type-guided synthesis. Additionally, RbSyn synthesizes

if-then-else branches using unit tests, often used to encode data validation checks

and business logic in web apps. The branches synthesized by RbSyn are at parity with

code written by software engineers of those projects. Moreover, RbSyn’s lightweight

effects allows programmers to explore a spectrum between highly precise to very

coarse grained effects–allowing flexibility to tune the synthesis performance based on

specification burden vs. synthesis time budget, while still being correct because of

testing.

1.2 Synthesizing Privacy Preserving Queries

While RbSyn with its coarse grained type-and-effects is a good fit for database access

methods in web apps, there are domains (like security) that are safety-critical and
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require precision and stronger correctness guarantees. For example, a common security

task is to ensure that private or sensitive data cannot be accessed by unauthorized

third parties, a property formalized as non-interference [41]. Information flow control

(IFC) [92] systems are designed to protect the confidentiality of such secrets during pro-

gram execution thus enforcing non-interference. However, in practice, non-interference

is too strong for most programs, as most occasionally need to reveal information about

sensitive data. For example, a password check routine needs to display the result of

checking if the user-input password is correct or not, which leaks a bit of information

about the password. To support such use cases, programmers use declassification

statements in IFC applications that weaken non-interference by allowing selective

disclosure. Declassification statements, however, are typically part of an application’s

trusted computing base and developers are responsible for properly vetting them. In

particular, mistakes in declassifications can easily compromise a system’s security

because declassified information bypasses non-interference checks.

To address this problem, we design Anosy [50], a framework for enforcing declas-

sification policies that regulate what information can be declassified by limiting the

amount of information an attacker could learn from the declassification statements.

Specifically, declassification policies are expressed as constraints over knowledge, which

semantically characterizes the set of secrets an attacker considers possible given the

observations. To enforce such policies, first we develop a novel encoding of attacker

knowledge approximations using LiquidHaskell’s refinement types to produce machine-

checked proofs of correctness. Second, the constraints generated by these refinement

types are combined with numerical optimization in Anosy to automatically synthesize

functions to compute correct-by-construction knowledge approximations for queries

on secret data. The key innovation of Anosy is the synthesis of a function that given

any prior knowledge of the attacker, computes the attacker’s posterior knowledge if

the query on secrets were to be executed. As a result, such a function can be directly
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integrated in the application, eliminating the need to run an expensive static analysis

(such as Prob [68]) for each query computation.

Anosy was evaluated using domains such as intervals [24] or powersets of inter-

vals [84, 10] on diverse set of queries from past work inspired by targeted advertising

on Facebook. Anosy’s synthesis being a compile time operation has a one time

upfront cost, but the subsequent estimation of adversary’s knowledge incurs no cost.

In contrast, tools like Prob need to run an expensive static analysis each time adver-

sary knowledge is to be computed. Moreover, Anosy’s synthesis algorithm is more

precise for queries containing disjunctions than Prob for higher precision domains like

powersets. Anosy ships with a monad, AnosyT that allows safe declassifications to

guarantee end-to-end policy compliance in applications. We show that such declassifi-

cations support sequence of multiple queries to be answered securely in an end-to-end

application, while the precision and time taken for synthesis can be tuned using the

cardinality of powersets.

1.3 Generalized program search with abstract inter-

pretation

RbSyn and Anosy both are separate tools that rely on very different abstractions to

guide the synthesis search. Their search algorithms are inherently tied to the abstract

domain defintion and the semantics. In general, developing a synthesis tool requires

designing the search algorithm tied to the language semantics using abstractions of

our choice. However, often the key insight is in designing the right abstraction for

the problem domain, like types and effects for Ruby programs or refinement types

for Haskell programs. A natural question arises: is there a better way to design

synthesis tools that can guide the search based on abstraction while keeping the search

algorithms independent of the used domain?
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To answer this question, we develop Absynthe [48], an approach based on user-

defined abstract semantics that aims to be both lightweight and language agnostic.

The synthesis engine is parameterized by the abstract semantics and independent of

the source language. In Absynthe, users define a synthesis problem via concrete

test cases and an abstract specification in some user-specified abstract domain. These

abstract domains, and the semantics of the target language in terms of the abstract

domains, are written by the user in a domain-specific language. Moreover, the user

can define multiple simple domains, each defining a partial semantics of the language,

which they can combine together as a product domain automatically. Absynthe uses

these abstract specifications to automatically guide the search for the program using

the abstract semantics. The abstract semantics are lightweight to design, simplifying

away inconsequential language details, yet effective in guiding the search for programs.

The key novelty of Absynthe is that it separates the search procedure from

the definition of abstract domains, allowing the search to be guided by any user-

defined domain that fits the synthesis task. More specifically, the program search in

Absynthe begins with a hole tagged with an abstract value representing the method’s

expected return value. At each step, Absynthe substitutes this hole with expressions,

potentially containing more holes, until it builds a concrete expression without any

holes. Each concrete expression generated is finally tested in the reference interpreter

to check if it passes all test cases. A program that passes all test cases is considered

the solution.

For a baseline comparison against other tools, we evaluated Absynthe on the

SyGuS strings benchmark—a standard program synthesis benchmark in a small

functional language. Unlike tools like CVC4 [89] (when used in SyGuS synthesizer

mode), that have complete background theory for strings and linear integer arithmetic,

Absynthe works with more lightweight semantics like string length, string prefix, and

string suffix domains. It does not have any additional semantic knowledge of integers
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or strings outside these domains. Moreover, Absynthe’s guidance using the abstract

semantics allows it to outperform other enumerative synthesis tools designed for SyGuS

programs [3]. Absynthe also allows the programmer to mix-and-match abstract

domains for each synthesis task based on the expressiveness of the domains used

for specification. This allows the user to move on a performance and expressiveness

spectrum, where using a simple domain searches through more programs but a more

expressive domain prunes more programs. The generalizability of Absynthe to

different synthesis problems is evaluated by synthesizing benchmarks unrelated to

SyGuS. We use the AutoPandas benchmark [13]—a suite of Python data frame

manipulation programs using the Pandas library sourced from StackOverflow questions.

Pandas data frames are commonly used by data scientists for data wrangling before

any downstream analysis is done. AutoPandas uses a graph neural network models

trained on dedicated hardware (4 Nvidia Titan V GPUs) over a 48 hour period to

solve 17 out of 26 benchmarks. In contrast, Absynthe solves the same number of

benchmarks (with some overlap in the set of benchmarks solved) using just a type

system and sets of data frame column labels on a 2016 Macbook Pro.

We believe Absynthe represents an important step forward in the design of

practical synthesis tools that provide lightweight formal guarantees while ensuring

correctness from tests.
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Chapter 2

RbSyn: Type- and Effect-Guided

Program Synthesis

2.1 Introduction

A key task in modern software development is writing code that composes calls to

existing APIs, such as from a library or framework. Component-based synthesis aims

to carry out this task automatically, and researchers have shown how to perform

component-based synthesis using SMT solvers [55]; how to synthesize branch condi-

tions [78]; and how to perform synthesis given a very large number of components [31].

This prior work guides the synthesis process using types or special properties

of the synthesis domain, which is critical to achieving good performance. However,

prior work does not explicitly consider side effects, which are pervasive in many

domains. For example, consider synthesizing a method that updates a database.

Without reasoning about effects—in this case, that the method body needs to change

the database—synthesis of such a method reduces to brute-force search, limiting its

performance.

In this chapter, we address this issue by introducing RbSyn, a new tool for
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synthesizing Ruby methods. In RbSyn, the user specifies the desired method by its

type signature and a series of test cases it must pass. RbSyn then searches for a

solution by enumerating candidates and checking them against the tests. The key

novelty of RbSyn is that the search is both type- and effect-guided. Specifically, the

search begins with a typed hole tagged with the method’s return type. Each step

either replaces a typed hole with an expression of that type, possibly introducing more

typed holes; inserts an effect hole, annotated with a write effect that may be needed

to satisfy a test assertion; or replaces an effect hole with an expression with the given

write effect, possibly inserting another effect hole. Once this process finds a set of

method bodies that cumulatively pass all tests, RbSyn uses a novel merging strategy

to construct a complete solution: It creates a method whose body branches among the

conditions, executing the corresponding (passing) code, thus yielding a single method

that passes all tests. (§ 2.2 gives a complete example of RbSyn’s synthesis process.)

We formalize RbSyn for λsyn, a core object-oriented language. The synthesis

algorithm is comprised of three parts. The first part, type-guided synthesis, is similar

to prior work [76, 37, 80], but is geared towards imperative, object-oriented programs.

The second part is effect-guided synthesis, which tries to fill an effect hole ♢ : ϵ with

an expression with effect ϵ. In λsyn, an effect accesses a region A.r, where A is a

class and r is an uninterpreted identifier. For example, Post.author might indicate

reading instance field author of class Post. This notion of effects balances precision

and tractability: effects are precise enough to guide synthesis effectively, yet coarse

enough that reasoning about them is simple. The last part of the synthesis algorithm

synthesizes branch conditions to create a merged program that combines solutions for

individual tests into an overall solution for the complete problem. (§ 2.3 discusses our

formalism.)

Our implementation of RbSyn is built on top of RDL, a Ruby type system [36].

Our implementation extends RDL to include effect annotations, including a self
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region to give more precise effect information in the presence of inheritance. Our

implementation also makes use of RDL’s type-level computations [57] to provide precise

typing during synthesis. Finally, when searching for solutions, our implementation

heuristically prioritizes further exploration of candidates that are small and have

passed more assertions. (§ 2.4 describes our implementation.)

We evaluated RbSyn on a suite of 19 benchmarks, including seven benchmarks we

wrote and 12 benchmarks extracted from three widely used, open-source Ruby apps:

Discourse, Gitlab, and Disaspora. For the former, we wrote our own specifications.

For the latter, we used unit tests that came with the benchmarks. We found that

RbSyn synthesizes correct solutions for all benchmarks and does so quickly, taking

less than 9 seconds each for 15 of the benchmarks, and 83 seconds for the slowest

benchmark. Moreover, type- and effect-guidance is critical. Without it, a majority

of the benchmarks time out after five minutes. Finally, we examine the tradeoff of

effect precision versus performance. We found that restricting effects to class names

only causes 3 benchmarks to time out, and restricting effects to only purity/impurity

causes 10 benchmarks to time out. (§ 2.5 discusses the evaluation in detail.)

We believe that RbSyn is an important step forward in synthesis of effectful

methods from test cases.

2.2 Overview

In this section, we illustrate RbSyn by using it to synthesize a method from a

hypothetical web blogging app. This app makes heavy use of ActiveRecord, a popular

database access library for Ruby on Rails. It is the ActiveRecord methods whose side

effects RbSyn uses to guide synthesis.

Figure 2.1 shows the synthesis problem. This particular app includes database

tables for users and posts. In ActiveRecord, rows of these tables are represented as
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1 # User schema {name: Str, username: Str}
2 # Post schema {author: Str, title: Str, slug: Str}
3

4 define :update_post, "(Str, Str, {author: ?Str, title: ?Str, slug:
5 ?Str}) → Post", [User, Post] do
6

7 spec "author can only change titles" do
8 setup {
9 seed_db # add some users and their posts to db

10 @post = Post.create(author: 'author', slug: 'hello-world', title:
11 'Hello World')
12 update_post('author', 'hello-world', author: 'dummy', title:
13 'Foo Bar', slug: 'foobar')
14 }
15 postcond { |updated|
16 assert { updated.id == @post.id }
17 assert { updated.author == "author" }
18 assert { updated.title == "Foo Bar" }
19 assert { updated.slug == 'hello-world' }
20 }
21 end
22

23 spec "other users cannot change anything" do
24 setup { ... # same setup as above except next line
25 update_post('dummy', ...) # other args same
26 }
27 postcond { |updated| ... # same other three asserts
28 assert { updated.title == "Hello World" }
29 }
30 end
31 end

Figure 2.1: Specification for update_post method
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instances of classes User and Post, respectively. For reference, the table schemas

are shown in lines 1 and 2. Each user has a name and username. Each post has the

author’s username, the post’s title, and a slug, used to compute a permalink.

The goal of this particular synthesis problem, given by the call to define, is to

create a method update_post that allows users to change the information about a

post. Lines 4 and 5 specify the method’s type signature in the format of RDL [36], a

Ruby type system that RbSyn uses for types and type checking. Here, the first two

arguments are strings, and the last is a finite hash type that describes an instance

of Hash with optional (indicated by ?) keys author, title, and slug (all symbols,

which are just interned strings) that map to strings. The method itself returns a Post.

In addition to the type signature, the synthesis problem also includes a list of

constants that can be used in the target method. In this case, those constants are

the classes User and Post, as given by the last argument to define on line 5. These

classes can then be used to invoke singleton (class) methods in the synthesized method.

For simplicity, we assume that RbSyn can use only these constants for this example.

In practice, RbSyn can synthesize predefined numeric or string constants like 0, 1 or

the empty string.

Finally, the synthesis problem includes a number of specs, which are just test cases.

Each spec has a title, for human convenience; a setup block to establish any necessary

preconditions and call the synthesized method; and a postcond block with assertions

that must hold after the synthesized method runs. As we will see below, separating

the pre- and postconditions allows RbSyn to more easily use effects to guide synthesis.

In this example, both specs add a few users and a post created by each of them to

the database (call to seed_db, details not shown) and then create a post titled “Hello

World” by the user author. The first spec asserts that update_post allows author

to update a post’s title. The second spec asserts that a dummy user cannot update the

post. The check for id ensures that only existing posts are updated (any new posts

13



☐: Post

(☐:Class<Post>)
  .first

(☐:Class<Post>)
  .where(☐:{FF.}).first

(☐:Class<Post>)
  .exists?(☐:{FF.})

Post.where(☐:{id: Int,
  slug: Str, FF.})
  .first

Post.where({
  id: (☐:Int)})
  .first

Post.where({
  slug: (☐:Str)})
  .first

Post.where({
  slug: arg0})
  .first

Post.where({
  slug: arg1})
  .first

Post.first

✓

✗✗

✗

✗

t0 = Post.where({
  slug: arg1}).first
(☐:Post).title =
  (☐:Str)
☐:Post

t0 = Post.where({
  slug: arg1}).first
t0.title = arg0
t0

t0 = Post.where({
  slug: arg1}).first
t0.title = (☐:{
  author: Str, title: Str, FF.})
  [☐:author or title or FF.]
t0

✗

✗
t0 = Post.where({
  slug: arg1}).first
t0.title = 
  arg2[:author]
t0

t0 = Post.where({
  slug: arg1}).first
t0.title =
  arg2[:title]
t0

✗
Effect: Post.title

Type Error

Test Failure
No Terms

Test Failure

Test Failure

Test Failure

Test Failure

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

C11

C12

C13

C14

C15

t0 = Post.where({
  slug: arg1}).first
(◇:Post.title)
☐:Post C10

C9

Figure 2.2: Steps in the synthesis of solution to the first specification. Note C2 takes
two steps to synthesize but is shown as a single composite step. Some choices available
to the synthesis algorithm have been omitted for simplicity.

will have a new unique id).

The final, synthesized solution is shown in Figure 2.3. Notice the synthesized

code calls several ActiveRecord methods (exists?, where, and first) as well as

the hash access method []. Applying solver-aided synthesis to this problem would

require developing accurate models of these methods, which is a difficult challenge [71].

To address this limitation, RbSyn instead enumerates candidates, which can then

be run to check them against the specs. As the search space is vast, RbSyn uses

update_post’s type signature and the effects from the specs’ postconds the guide the

search. Finally, RbSyn uses a novel merging algorithm to synthesize the necessary

branch condition to yield a solution that satisfies both specs.

2.2.1 Synthesizing Spec Solutions

Figure 2.2 shows the search process RbSyn uses to solve this synthesis problem. To

begin, RbSyn observes that the return type of update_post is Post. Thus, the

search begins (upper left) by creating a candidate method body □:Post, which is a
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1 def update_post(arg0, arg1, arg2)
2 if Post.exists?(author: arg0, slug: arg1)
3 t0 = Post.where(slug:arg1).first
4 t0.title=arg2[:title]
5 t0
6 else
7 Post.where(slug: arg1).first
8 end
9 end

Figure 2.3: Synthesized update_post method.

typed hole that must be filled by an expression of type Post. RbSyn then iteratively

expands holes in candidates, running the specs whenever it produces fully concretized

candidates with no holes.

In general, RbSyn can fill a typed hole with a local variable, a constant, or a

method call. As there are no local variables (which so far are just parameters) or

constants of the appropriate type, RbSyn chooses a method call. To do so, it searches

through the available method type annotations to find those that could return Post.

In this case, RbSyn takes advantage of RDL’s type annotations for ActiveRecord [57]

to synthesize candidates C1 and C2, among others (not shown). It is straightforward

for the user to add type annotations for any other library methods that might be

needed by the synthesized method. For illustration purposes, we also show a candidate

C3 that returns the wrong type. Such candidates are discarded by RbSyn, vastly

reducing the search space. Note that C2 contains two method calls, and thus would

take two steps to produce, but we show it here as a single step for conciseness.

Next, RbSyn tries to fill holes in candidate expressions, starting with smaller

candidates. In this case, it first considers C1, which has a hole of type Class<Post>,

which is the singleton type for the constant Post. Thus, there is only one choice for

the hole, yielding candidate C4. Since C4 has no holes, RbSyn runs it against the

specs. More specifically, it runs it against the first spec—as we will discuss shortly,

RbSyn synthesizes solutions for each spec independently, and then combines them.
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In this case, C4 fails the spec (because the first post in the database is not the one to

be updated, due to the initial database seeding) and hence is rejected.

Continuing with C5, RbSyn fills in the (finite hash-typed) hole, yielding choices

that include C6 and C7. RbSyn rejects C6 since there is no way to construct an

expression of type Int. However, for C7, there are two local variables of type Str

from the method arguments. Substituting these yields C8 and C9. C8 uses arg0, the

username, to query the Post table’s slug, so it fails. C9 queries the Post table with

the correct slug value arg1. This passes the first two assertions (line 16 onwards) but

fails the third, which expects the post title to be updated from “Hello World” to “Foo

Bar.”

RbSyn extends RDL’s type annotations to include read and write effects. When

the expression inside an assert evaluates to false, RbSyn infers the assert’s read

and write effects based on those of the methods it calls. For example, we can give the

Post#title1 method, used by the third assertion, the following signature:

type Post, :title, ’() → Str’, read: [’Post.title’]

Thus, RbSyn sees that the failing assertion reads Post.title, an abstract effect label.

To make the assertion succeed, RbSyn inserts an effect hole ♢ : Post.title in the

candidate program (C10). It also saves the value of the previous candidate expression

in a temporary variable, and inserts a hole with the candidate’s type at the end.

RbSyn then continues the search, trying to fill the effect hole with a call to a method

whose write effect matches the hole—such a call could potentially satisfy the failed

assertion. Here, RbSyn replaces the effect hole (C11) with a call to Post#title=,

which is such a method. (We should note that all previous candidates that failed a

spec due to a side effect will also have effect holes added in a similar fashion. We omit

these candidates from the discussion as they do not lead to a solution.)

RbSyn continues by using type-guided synthesis for the typed holes of C11—
1A#m indicates instance method m of class A.
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yielding C12, rejected due to assertion failures—and then C13. After several steps

(not shown), RbSyn arrives at C14, which fails the spec, and C15, which fully satisfies

the first spec. Indeed, we see this exact expression in lines 3–5 of the solution in

Figure 2.3.

2.2.2 Merging Solutions

RbSyn next uses the same technique to synthesize an expression that satisfies the

second spec, yielding the expression shown on line 7. Now RbSyn needs to merge

these individual solutions into a single solution that passes all specs. At a high-level, it

does so by constructing a program if b1 then e1 else if b2 then e2 end, where

the ei are the solutions for the specs and the bi are branch conditions capturing the

conditions under which those expressions pass the specs.

To create the bi, RbSyn uses the same technique again, this time synthesizing a

boolean-valued expression that evaluates to true under the setup of spec i. In this

case, this process results in the same branch condition true for both specs. However,

since this trivially holds for both specs, this branch condition does not work—we need

to find a branch condition that distinguishes the two cases.

Next RbSyn tries to synthesize a branch condition b′1 that evaluates to true for

the setup of the first spec and false for the setup of the second. This yields the

more precise branch condition b′1 = Post.exists?(author: arg0, slug: arg1).

This is a sufficient condition, as the update_post method is supposed to update a post

only if a post with slug arg1 is authored by arg0. It solves an analogous synthesis

problem for the second spec, yielding b′2 = !Post.exists?(author: arg0, slug:

arg1). As these are the negation of each other, RbSyn then merges these two together

as if-then-else (rather than an if-then-else if-then-else), yielding the final

synthesized program in Figure 2.3.
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Values v ::= nil | true | false | [A]
Expressions e ::= v | x | e; e | e.m(e)

| if b then e else e
| let x = e in e | □ : τ | ♢ : ϵ

Conditionals b ::= e | !b | b ∨ b
Types τ ::= A | τ ∪ τ
Programs P ::= def m(x) = e

Specs s ::= ⟨S,Q⟩
Setup S ::= e; xr = P (e)
Postconditions Q ::= assert e | Q;Q
Spec Set Ψ := {si}
Synthesis Goal G ::= ⟨τ → τ,Ψ⟩

Class Table CT ::= ∅ | A.m : σ,CT

Method Types σ ::= τ
⟨ϵr,ϵw⟩−−−−→ τ

Type Env. Γ ::= ∅ | x : τ,Γ
Dynamic Env. E ::= x→ v
Constants Σ ::= ∅ | v : τ,Σ
Effect ϵ ::= • | ∗ | A.∗ | A.r | ϵ ∪ ϵ

r ∈ effect regions • ⊆ ϵ ϵ ⊆ ∗
A1.∗ ⊆ A2. ∗ and A1.r ⊆ A2.r and A1.r ⊆ A2. ∗ if A1 ≤ A2

ϵ1 ⊆ ϵ1 ∪ ϵ2 ϵ2 ⊆ ϵ1 ∪ ϵ2

⟨ϵ1r, ϵ1w⟩ ∪ ⟨ϵ2r, ϵ2w⟩ = ⟨ϵ1r ∪ ϵ2r, ϵ
1
w ∪ ϵ2w⟩

x ∈ variables, m ∈ methods, A ∈ classes,
Nil ≤ τ τ ≤ Obj τ1 ≤ τ1 ∪ τ2 τ2 ≤ τ1 ∪ τ2

Figure 2.4: Syntax and Relations of λsyn.

2.3 Formalism

In this section, we formalize RbSyn on λsyn, a core object-oriented calculus shown

in Figure 2.4. Values v include nil, true, false, and objects [A] of class A. Note

that we omit fields to keep the presentation simpler. Expressions e include values,

variables x, sequences e; e, method calls e.m(e), conditionals if b then e else e, and

variable bindings let x = e in e. A conditional guard b can be an expression e, a

negation !b, or a disjunction b ∨ b. The grammar for guards is limited to match what
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RbSyn can actually synthesize.

Expressions also include typed holes □ : τ and effect holes ♢ : ϵ, which are

placeholders that are eventually filled with an expression of the given type, or expression

with the given write effect, respectively. We note our synthesis algorithm only inserts

effect holes at positions that can have any type. Types are either classes or unions of

types, and we assume classes form a lattice with Nil (the class of nil) as the bottom

element and Obj as the top element. We write A ≤ B when class A is a subclass of B

according to the lattice. We defer the definition of effects for the moment. Finally, a

synthesized program P is a single method definition def m(x) = e. We restrict the

method to one argument for convenience.

A spec s in λsyn is a pair of setup code S and a postcondition Q. A setup

e1;xr = P (e2) includes some initialization e1 followed by a special form indicating

calling the synthesized method in P with argument e2 and binding the result to xr.

The postcondition is a sequence of assertions that can test xr and inspect the global

state using library methods. We write Ψ for a set of specs, and a synthesis goal G

is a pair ⟨τ1 → τ2,Ψ⟩, where τ1 and τ2 are the method’s domain and range types,

respectively, and Ψ are the specs the synthesized method should satisfy.

The next part of Figure 2.4 defines additional notation used in the formalism.

Synthesized methods can use classes and methods from a class table CT , which maps

class and method names to the methods’ types. For example, the class table has type

information for other methods of a target app and library methods such as those

from ActiveRecord. A method type σ has the form τ
⟨ϵr,ϵw⟩−−−−→ τ ′, where τ and τ ′ are

the domain and range types, respectively, and ⟨ϵr, ϵw⟩ specifies the method’s read

effect ϵr and write effect ϵw (discussed shortly). During type-guided synthesis, RbSyn

maintains a type environment Γ mapping variables to their types. When executing a

synthesized program, the operational semantics (omitted) uses a dynamic environment

E mapping variables to their values. During synthesis, Σ is a list of user-supplied
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constants that can fill holes.

Effects. The last part of Figure 2.4 defines effects ϵ. In RbSyn, effects are hierar-

chical names that abstractly label the program state. The empty effect • denotes no

side effect, used for pure computations. The effect ∗ is the top effect, indicating a

computation that might touch any state in the program. Lastly, effect A.∗ denotes

code that touches any state within class A, and A.r denotes code that touches the

region labeled r in A, where region names are completely abstract. Effects can also

be unioned together.

We define subsumption ϵ1 ⊆ ϵ2 on effects to hold when ϵ2 includes ϵ1. Effects •

and ∗ are the bottom and top, respectively, of the ⊆ relation, and if A1 ≤ A2 then

A1.r ⊆ A2.r and A1.r ⊆ A2.∗ and A1.∗ ⊆ A2.∗. We also have standard rules for

subsumption with effect unions.

In RbSyn, all effects arise from calling methods from the class table CT , which

have effect annotations of the form ⟨ϵr, ϵw⟩, where ϵr and ϵw are the method’s read

and write effects, respectively. We extend subsumption to such paired effects in the

natural way. During synthesis, if RbSyn observes the failure of an assertion with

some read effect ϵr, it tries to fix the failure by inserting a call to some method with

write effect ϵw such that ϵr ⊆ ϵw, i.e., it tries writing to the state that is read. For

example, in Section 2.2, this technique generated a call to Post#title.

Our effect language is inspired by the region path lists approach of [15], but is

much simpler. We opted for coarse-grained, abstract effects to make it easier to write

annotations for library methods. Although class names are included in the effect

language, such names are for human convenience only—nothing precludes a method

in class A being annotated with an effect to B.r for some other class B. We found

that this approach works well for our problem setting of synthesizing code for Ruby

apps, where trying to precisely model heap and database state would be difficult.
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Σ,Γ ⊢CT e⇝ e : τ

Γ(x) = τ

Σ,Γ ⊢CT x⇝ x : τ
T-Var

Σ,Γ ⊢CT e1 ⇝ e′1 : τ1
Σ,Γ[x 7→ τ1] ⊢CT e2 ⇝ e′2 : τ2

Σ,Γ ⊢CT let x = e1 in e2 ⇝ let x = e′1 in e′2 : τ2
T-Let

Σ,Γ ⊢CT □ : τ ⇝ (□ : τ) : τ
T-Hole

v : τ1 ∈ Σ τ1 ≤ τ2
Σ,Γ ⊢CT □ : τ2 ⇝ v : τ1

S-Const

Γ(x) = τ1 τ1 ≤ τ2
Σ,Γ ⊢CT □ : τ2 ⇝ x : τ1

S-Var

m : τ1 → τ2 ∈ CT (A) τ2 ≤ τ3

Σ,Γ ⊢CT □ : τ3 ⇝ (□ : A).m(□ : τ1) : τ2
S-App

Figure 2.5: Type-guided synthesis rules (selected).

However, we believe the core of this approach—pairing effects (in our case, reads and

writes) and then creating candidates using the opposing element of such a pair—can

be generalized to more complex effect systems.

Synthesis Problem. We can now formally specify the synthesis problem. Given a

synthesis goal ⟨τ1 → τ2, {⟨Si, Qi⟩}⟩, RbSyn searches for a program P such that, for

all i, assuming that Si calls P with an argument of type τ1, evaluating to xr of type

τ2, it is the case that P ⊢ Si;Qi ⇓ v. In other words, evaluating the setup followed by

the postcondition yields some value rather than aborting with a failed assertion. We

omit the evaluation rules as they are standard.

2.3.1 Type-Guided Synthesis

The first component of RbSyn is type-guided synthesis, which creates candidate

expressions of a given type by trying to fill a hole □ : τ2 where τ2 is the method

return type. Figure 2.5 shows a subset of the type-guided synthesis rules; the full
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set can be found in the companion technical report [49]. These rules have the form

Σ,Γ ⊢CT e1 ⇝ e2 : τ , meaning with constants Σ, in type environment Γ, under class

table CT , the holes in e1 can be rewritten to yield e2, which has type τ .

The rules in Figure 2.5 have two forms. The T- rules apply to expressions whose

outermost form is not rewritten. Thus these rules perform standard type checking.

For example, T-Var type checks a variable x by checking its type against the type

environment Γ, leaving the term unchanged. T-Let typechecks and recursively

rewrites (or not) the subexpressions and then rewrites those new expressions into a

let-binding, ensuring the resulting term is type-correct. Finally, T-Hole applies to a

typed hole that is not being rewritten, in which case it remains the same and has the

given type.

The S- rules rewrite typed holes. S-Const replaces a hole by a constant of the

correct type from Σ. S-Var is similar, replacing a hole by a variable from Γ. Finally,

S-App replaces a hole with a call to a method with the right return type, inserting

typed holes for the method receiver and argument.

Type Narrowing. Notice that in these three S-rules, the term replacing the hole

may actually have a subtype of the original hole’s type. Thus, type-guided synthesis

could narrow types in a synthesized program, potentially also narrowing the search

space. For example, consider an expression (□1 : Str).append(□2 : Str) that joins

two strings, and assume the set of constants Σ includes nil. Notice that nil is a

valid substitution for □1, which will then cause the type of the receiver to narrow

to Nil. But then the typing derivation fails because the Nil type has no append

method, stopping further exploration along this path. In contrast, if we had typed the

replacement term at Str, then RbSyn would have fruitlessly continued the search,

trying various replacements for □2 only to reject them due to a runtime failure for

invoking a method on nil.
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Σ,Γ, ϵr ⊢CT e↠ e

Σ,Γ ⊢CT e⇝ e : τ

Σ,Γ, ϵr ⊢CT e↠ let x = e in (♢ : ϵr;□ : τ)
S-Eff

Σ,Γ ⊢CT e⇝ e : τ

Σ,Γ ⊢CT ♢ : ϵ⇝ (♢ : ϵ) : Obj
T-EffObj

ϵr ⊆ ϵ′w m : τ1
⟨ϵ′r,ϵ′w⟩−−−−→ τ2 ∈ CT (A)

Σ,Γ ⊢CT ♢ : ϵr ⇝ □ : ϵ′r; (□ : A).m(□ : τ1) : τ2
S-EffApp

Σ,Γ ⊢CT ♢ : ϵ⇝ nil : Nil
S-EffNil

Figure 2.6: Effect guided synthesis rule

2.3.2 Effect-Guided Synthesis

The second component of RbSyn is effect-guided synthesis, used when type-guided

synthesis creates a candidate that does not satisfy the postcondition of the tests.

If this happens, RbSyn computes the effect ⟨ϵr, ϵw⟩ of the failed assertion in the

postcondition. (We defer the formal rules for computing this effect to the technical

report [49], as they simply union the effects of method calls in the assertion.) Then,

we hypothesize that the assertion may have failed because the region denoted by ϵr is

in the wrong state.

To potentially fix the state, RbSyn applies a new rule S-Eff, shown in Figure 2.6.

The hypothesis computes the type τ of e, the candidate expression that failed the

postcondition. In the conclusion, e is rewritten to let x = e in (♢ : ϵr;□ : τ), i.e., e

is computed, bound to x, and two holes are sequenced. The first must be filled with

an expression of the desired effect ϵr. The second must have e’s type τ , to preserve

type-correctness. For example, it could be filled by x, as happened in Figure 2.2 when

t0 is returned.

The rules for working with effect holes are shown in the bottom of Figure 2.6,
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which extends Figure 2.5. T-EffObj gives an effect hole, that is not rewritten, type

Obj. Since this is the top of the type hierarchy, this ensures an effect hole can safely

be replaced by a term with any type. In other words, effect holes are filled for their

effects, not their types. S-EffApp does the heavy lifting, filling an effect hole with

a call to a method m with a write effect ϵ′w that subsumes the desired effect ϵr. Of

course, this call may itself read state ϵ′r, so the rule precedes the method call with a

hole with that effect, in case said state needs to change. Finally, S-EffNil replaces

an effect hole with nil, which removes it from the program. This is used in case some

extra effect holes are added that are not actually needed.

2.3.3 Merging Solutions

The last component of RbSyn combines expressions that pass individual specs

into a final program that passes all specs. More specifically, given a synthesis goal

⟨τ1 → τ2, {si}⟩, RbSyn first uses type- and effect-guided synthesis to create expressions

ei such that ei is the solution for spec si. Then, RbSyn combines the ei into a branching

program roughly of the form if b1 then e1 else if b2 then e2 . . . for some bi.

For each i, RbSyn uses the type-guided synthesis rules in § 2.3.1 to synthesize

a bi such that under the setup Si of spec si, conditional bi evaluates to true, i.e.,

def m(x) = bi ⊢ Si; assert xr ⇓ v. Note effect-guided synthesis is not used here as

the asserted expression xr is pure.

Notice that while each initial bi evaluates to true under the precondition, there is

no guarantee it is a sufficient condition for si to satisfy the postcondition—especially

because RbSyn aims to synthesize small expressions, as discussed further in § 2.4.

Moreover, there may be multiple ei that are actually the same expression, and therefore

could be combined to yield a smaller solution.

Thus, RbSyn next performs a merging step to create the final solution. This

process operates on tuples of the form ⟨e, b,Ψ⟩, which is a hypothesis that the program
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⟨e1, b1,Ψ1⟩ ⊕ ⟨e2, b2,Ψ2⟩ = ⟨e1, b1,Ψ1 ∪Ψ2⟩
if e1 ≡ e2 and b1 =⇒ b2

(2.1)

⟨e1, b1,Ψ1⟩ ⊕ ⟨e2, b2,Ψ2⟩ = ⟨e1, b1 ∨ b2,Ψ1 ∪Ψ2⟩
if e1 ≡ e2 and b1 ≠⇒ b2

(2.2)

⟨e1, b1,Ψ1⟩ ⊕ ⟨e2, b2,Ψ2⟩ = ⟨e1, bsyn1 ,Ψ1⟩ ⊕ ⟨e2, bsyn2 ,Ψ2⟩
if e1 ̸≡ e2 and b1 =⇒ b2

where ∀⟨Si, Qi⟩ ∈ Ψ1.def m(x) = bsyn1 ⊢ Si; assert xr ⇓ v

∧ ∀⟨Sj, Qj⟩ ∈ Ψ2.def m(x) = bsyn1 ⊢ Sj; assert !xr ⇓ v

and ∀⟨Si, Qi⟩ ∈ Ψ1.def m(x) = bsyn2 ⊢ Si; assert !xr ⇓ v

∧ ∀⟨Sj, Qj⟩ ∈ Ψ2.def m(x) = bsyn2 ⊢ Sj; assert xr ⇓ v

(2.3)

Figure 2.7: Rewriting rules.

fragment if b then e satisfies the specs Ψ. RbSyn repeatedly merges such tuples using

an operation ⟨e1, b1,Ψ1⟩⊕⟨e2, b2,Ψ2⟩ to represent that if b1 then e1 else if b2 then e2

satisfies the specs Ψ1 ∪Ψ2. We define Specs(⟨e1, b1,Ψ1⟩ ⊕ ...) =
⋃

Ψi, i.e., the specs

from merged tuples, and Prog(⟨e1, b1,Ψ1⟩⊕ ...) = def m(x) = if b1 then e1 else ...,

a definition with the expression represented by the merged tuples.

Figure 2.7 defines rewriting rules that are applied to create the final solution.

Rule 2.1 simplifies the case where e1 and e2 are the same and b1 implies b2, yielding

a single expression and branch that satisfy Ψ1 ∪ Ψ2. Note we omit the symmetric

case for all rules due to space limitations. Rule 2.2 applies when b1 does not imply

b2 but e1 and e2 are the same. In this case, e1 satisfies the union of the specs under

the disjunction of the branch conditions. (Note this rule could also applied if b1 ⇒ b2,

but the resulting solution would be longer than Rule 2.1 generates.) Finally, Rule 2.3

applies when e1 and e2 differ but b1 implies b2. In such a scenario, b2 holds for both e1

and e2 and thus it must be that b1 and b2 are insufficient to branch among e1 and e2.

Thus, RbSyn synthesizes a stronger conditional bsyn1 that hold for all specs in Ψ1 and

does not hold for the specs in Ψ2, and the reverse for bsyn2 . For example, recall the

application of this rule in the example of § 2.2, to synthesize a more precise branch
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Algorithm 1 Merge programs
1: procedure MergeProgram(candidates = {⟨ei, bi,Ψi⟩})
2: merged ← {

⊕
⟨ei, bi,Ψi⟩}

3: final← {}
4: for all m ∈ merged do
5: m← apply (2.1)-(2.3) to m until no rewrites possible
6: final← final ∪ {m} if ∀⟨Si, Qi⟩ ∈ Specs(m).
7:

∧
i

Prog(m) ⊢ Si;Qi ⇓ v

8: end for
9: return Prog(m) s.t. m ∈ final

10: end procedure

condition because the initial condition true was the same for both branches.

RbSyn also includes a number of other merging rules, deferred to the Appendix A.4,

for further simplifying expressions. Like, if b1 then e1 else if !b1 then

e2 else nil can be rewritten as if b1 then e1 else e2, which was used to generate

the solution in Figure 2.3.

Checking Implication. Checking the implications in Figure 2.7 is challenging since

branch conditions may include method calls whose semantics is hard to reason about.

To solve this problem, RbSyn checks implications using a heuristic approach that is

effective in practice. Each unique branch condition b is mapped to a fresh boolean

variable z. Similarly, !b is encoded as ¬z, and b1 ∨ b2 is encoded as z1 ∨ z2. Then to

check an implication b1 ⇒ b2, RbSyn uses a SAT solver to check the implication of

the encoding. While this check could err in either direction (due to not modeling the

semantics of the bi precisely), we found it works surprisingly well in practice. In case

the implication check fails due to lack of precision, we fall back on the original ⊕

form which represents the complete program if b1 then e1 else if . . . without loss

of precision. Should the implication check incorrectly succeed, it will be caught by

running the merged program against the assertions.
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Constructing the Final Program. Finally, notice that the merge operation ⊕ is

not associative, and it may yield different results depending on the order in which

it is applied. Thus, to get the best solution, RbSyn uses Algorithm 1. It builds

the set of all possible merged fragments (line 2). Then it simplifies each candidate

solution using the rewrite rules and only considers a candidate valid if it passes all

tests. It returns any such program as the solution. This branch merging strategy

tries all combinations, so it is less sensitive to spec order than other component based

synthesis approaches [78]. In practice, we found that reordering the specs does not

have much effect.

2.3.4 Discussion

Before discussing our implementation in the next section, we briefly discuss some

design choices in our algorithm.

Our effect system uses pairs of read and write effects in regions. As mentioned,

this core idea could be extended to any effects in a test assertion that can be paired

with an effect in the synthesized method body. For example, throwing and catching

exceptions, I/O to disk or network, or enabling/disabling features in a UI could all be

expressed this way. We leave exploring such effect pairs to future work.

One convenient feature of our algorithm is that correctness is determined by

passing specs, which are directly executed. Thus, the synthesizer can generate as

many candidates as it likes—i.e., be as over approximate as it likes—as long as its set

of candidates includes the solution. This feature enables RbSyn to use a fairly simple

effect annotation system compared to effect analysis tools [15].

We could potentially adapt our algorithm to work in a capability-based setting,

using the observation that capabilities and effects are related [27, 17, 42]. In this

setting, assertion failures in tests would indicate specific capabilities needed by the

synthesized code. We leave exploring this idea further to future work.
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Finally, we distinguish typed holes from effect holes, rather than have a single

type-and-effect hole, to control where to use type-guidance and where to use effect-

guidance. When initially trying to synthesize a method body, we omit effects because

it is unclear which effects are needed. For example, in Figure 2.1, the second spec has

read effects on all fields of the post, and yet the target method does not write any

fields, as the spec is checking the case when the post is not modified. Thus, we cannot

simply compute the union of all read effects in all assertions and use those for effect

guidance. Moreover, type-guided synthesis often will synthesize effectful expressions,

e.g., the call to Post.where in Figure 2.3. Conversely, our algorithm only places effect

holes in positions where the type does not matter—hence type information for such a

hole would not add anything. Nonetheless, type-and-effect holes would be a simple

extension of our approach, and we leave exploration of them to future work in other

synthesis domains.

2.4 Implementation

RbSyn is implemented in approximately 3,600 lines of Ruby, excluding its dependen-

cies.

Synthesis specifications, as discussed in § 2.2, are written in a custom domain-

specific language. Each has the form:

define :name, "method-sig", [consts,...] do

spec "spec1" do setup { ... } postcond { ... } end ...

end

where :name names the method to be synthesized; method-sig is its type signature;

and consts lists constants that can be used in the synthesized method. Each spec is

a test case the method must pass: setup describes the test case setup, and postcond

makes assertions about the results.
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In Ruby, do...end and {...} are equivalent syntax for creating code blocks, i.e.,

closures. Having the setup and postcondition in separate code blocks allows RbSyn

to run the setup code and check the postcondition independently.

RbSyn also has optional hooks for resetting the global state before any setup

block is run. This ensures candidate programs are tested in a clean slate without

being affected by side-effects from previous runs. In our experiments, RbSyn resets

the global state by clearing the database.

Program Exploration Order. While our synthesis rules are non-deterministic,

our implementation is completely deterministic. This makes it sensitive to the order

in which expressions are explored. RbSyn uses two metrics to prioritize search. First,

programs are explored in order of their size; smaller programs are preferred over larger

ones. Program size is calculated as the number of AST nodes in the program.

Second, RbSyn prefers trying effect-guided synthesis for expressions that have

passed more assertions rather than fewer. (The technical report [49] formally describes

counting passed assertions.) Untested candidates are assumed to have passed zero

assertions. In general, expressions are explored in decreasing order of number of passed

assertions, then in increasing order of program size.

These metrics combined also help when RbSyn synthesizes a candidate that does

not make any progress towards a solution: after running tests and effect-guided

synthesis on such candidates, their size increases, but if they do not pass more

assertions, they are pushed further down the search queue. We leave experimenting

with other search strategies to future work.

Effect Annotations. We extended RDL to support effect annotations along with

type annotations for library methods. Programmers specify read and write effects

following the grammar in § 2.3. For example a method annotated with a write effect

Post.author writes to some region author in some object of class Post. Here author
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is an uninterpreted string, selected by the programmer. Similarly the labels “.” and

“∗” stand for pure and any region (or simply “impure”), respectively. A region Post.*

is written as Post for convenience. One important extension is a self effect region,

which indicates a read or write to the class of the receiver. This is essential for

supporting ActiveRecord, whose query methods are inherited by the actual Rails

model classes. For example, we use the self effect on the exists? query method

of ActiveRecord::Base. Then at a call Post.exists?, where Post inherits from

ActiveRecord::Base, we know the query reads the Post table and not any other

table.

Effect annotations are similar to frame conditions [16, 70, 35] used in verification

literature. More precise effect annotations help RbSyn find a solution faster because

it will have fewer methods with subsumed effects than an imprecise one, shrinking the

search space. But effect precision does not affect the correctness of the synthesized

program, since correctness is ensured by the specs. For example, if the effect annotation

for the method Post#title= shown in § 2.2.1 had just Post as its write annotation,

synthesis would still work, but would try more candidate programs. In some cases,

coarse effects are required, e.g. the Post.where method queries records from the Post

table. It has the coarser Post annotation because which columns such a query will

access cannot be statically specified: it depends on the arguments. We evaluate some

of the tradeoffs in effect precision in § 2.5.4.

Type Level Computations. RbSyn uses RDL [36, 88] to reason about types, e.g.,

checking if one type is a subtype of another, and using the type environment and class

table to find terms that can fill holes. RDL includes type-level computations [57], or

comp types, in which certain methods’ types include computations that run during

type checking. For example, a comp type for the ActiveRecord#joins method can

compute that A.joins(B) returns a model that includes all columns of tables A and B
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combined. Using a comp type for joins encodes a quadratic number of type signatures,

for different combinations of receivers and arguments, into a single type, and more for

joins of more than two tables [57].

RbSyn uses RDL’s comp types, but with new type signatures designed for synthesis.

In particular, the previous version of RDL’s comp types gave precise types when the

receiver and arguments were known, e.g., in A.joins(B), RDL knows exactly which

two classes are being joined. But this may not hold during synthesis, e.g., if B is

replaced by a hole in the example, then the exact return type of the joins call cannot

be computed.

To address this issue, we modified RDL’s existing comp type signatures for

ActiveRecord methods like joins so that they compute all possible types. For

example, if a hole is an argument to joins, then the type finds all models B1, B2, . . .

that could be joined (i.e., those with associations); gives the hole type B1 ∪ B2 ∪ . . .;

and sets the return type of joins to a table containing the columns of A, B1, B2, . . ..

This over-approximation is narrowed as the argument terms are synthesized, leading

to cascading narrowing of types throughout the program as discussed in § 2.3.1.

Optimizations. Synthesis of terms that pass a spec is an expensive procedure.

In practice, we found solutions to a single spec often satisfy others. Thus, when

confronted with a new spec, RbSyn first tries existing solutions and conditionals to

see if they hold for the spec, before falling back on synthesis from scratch if needed.

This makes the bottleneck for synthesis not the number of tests, but the number of

unique paths through the program. Moreover, this reduces the number of tuples for

merging, as a single expression and conditional tuple can represent multiple specs Ψ.

Finally, we found that in practice, the condition in one spec often turns out to

be the negation of the condition in another. Thus during synthesis of conditionals,

RbSyn tries the negation of already synthesized conditionals before falling back on
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synthesis from scratch.

Limitations. While RbSyn works on a wide range of programs, as we will demon-

strate next, it does have several key limitations. First, RbSyn currently only synthe-

sizes code that does not need type casts to be well-typed. This ensures programs do

not have type errors at run time, but eliminates some valid programs from consider-

ation. Second, the set of constants RbSyn can use during synthesis is fixed ahead

of time. This places programs that use unlikely constants out of reach, e.g., we have

encountered Rails model methods that include raw SQL query strings (instead of only

using ActiveRecord). Finally, because RbSyn uses enumerative search, it can face

a combinatorial explosion when searching for nested method calls, e.g., if there are

n possible method calls, available, synthesizing A.m(A.m(A.m(x))) may require an

O(n3) search. In practice, we did not face this problem as deeply nested method calls

are rarely used in Rails apps.

2.5 Evaluation

We evaluated RbSyn by using it to synthesize a range of benchmarks extracted from

widely used open source applications that use a variety of libraries. We pose the

following questions in our evaluation:

• How does RbSyn perform using code based on existing unit tests in widely

deployed applications? (§ 2.5.2)

• How much improvement is type-and-effect guidance compared to alternatives

such as only type-guidance or only effect-guidance? (§ 2.5.3)

• How does the precision of effect annotations affect synthesis performance?

(§ 2.5.4)
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2.5.1 Benchmarks

To answer the questions above, we collected a benchmark suite comprised of programs

from the following sources:

• Synthetic benchmarks is a set of minimal examples that demonstrate features of

RbSyn.

• Discourse [53] is a Rails-based discussion platform used by over 1,500 companies

and online communities.

• Gitlab [40] is a web-based Git repository manager with wiki, issue tracking, and

CI/CD tools built on Rails.

• Diaspora [30] is a distributed social network, with groups of independent nodes

(called Pods), also built on Rails.

We selected these apps because they are popular, well-maintained, widely used,

and representative of programs that are written with supporting unit tests. We

selected a subset of the app’s methods for synthesis, choosing ones that fall into the

Ruby grammar we can synthesize: method calls, hashes, sequences of statements and

branches. We currently do not synthesize blocks (lambdas), for/while loops, case

statements, or meta-programming in the synthesized code. All benchmarks from apps

have side effects due to either database accesses or reading and writing globals.
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Table 2.1 lists the benchmarks. The first column group lists the app name (or

Synthetic for the synthetic benchmarks); the benchmark id; the benchmark name;

and the number of specs. The synthetic benchmarks exercise features of RbSyn by

synthesizing pure methods, methods with side effects, methods in which multiple

branches are folded into a single line program, etc. The Discourse benchmarks include

a number of effectful methods in the User model, such as methods to activate an

user account, unstage a placeholder account created for email integration, etc. The

Gitlab benchmarks include methods that disable two factor authentication for a user,

methods to close and reopen issues, etc. Finally, the Disaspora benchmarks include

methods to confirm a user’s email, accept a user invitation, etc.

We derived the specs for the non-synthetic benchmarks directly from the unit

tests included in the app. We split each test into setup and postcondition blocks in

the obvious way, and we added an appropriate type annotation to the synthesis goal.

Across all benchmarks, we started with a base set of constants (Σ in § 2.3) to be true,

false, 0, 1 and the empty string. Then we added nil and singleton classes (for calling

class methods) on a per benchmark basis as needed. (As with many enumerative

search based methods, we rely on the user to provide the right set of constants.)

A few apps have several different unit tests with exactly the same setup but

different assertions in the postcondition. We merged any such group of tests into a

single spec with that setup and the union of the assertions as the postcondition, to

ensure that every spec setup can be distinguished with a unique branch condition,

if necessary. We indicate this in the # Specs column of Table 2.1 by listing the

final number of specs followed by the original number of tests in parentheses if they

differ. We report the minimum and maximum number of assertions over all specs per

benchmark in the Asserts columns and the number of paths through the method in

the true canonical solution (from the app) in the # Orig Paths column.
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Annotations for Benchmarks. Finally, the # Lib Meth column lists the number

of library methods available during synthesis. These are methods for which we

provided type-and-effect annotations. In total, 164 such methods are shared across

all benchmarks, including, e.g., ActiveRecord and core Ruby libraries. Since our

benchmarks are sourced from full apps, they often also depend on some other methods

in the app. We wrote type-and-effect annotations for such methods and included

those annotations only when synthesizing that app. Since RbSyn needs to run the

synthesized code, when running specs we include the code for both general-purpose

methods, such as those from ActiveRecord, and required app-specific methods. We

slightly modify the set of library methods for A9, as discussed further below.

To find effect labels for app-specific methods, we found examining the method

name and quickly scanning its code was typically quite helpful. Often it was clear if a

method was pure or impure. For impure methods, there were a few cases. Sometimes,

methods access the same object fields irrespective of how the method is called, so we

give such methods the most precise labels, e.g., the effect InvitationCode.count was

used for benchmark A10. Other times, it is apparent the method accesses different

fields of a class depending on the method’s arguments or the global state, so we give

these class effect labels, e.g., User (equivalent to User.*). Overall, the simplicity of

the effect system helped here, as we could use human-readable region identifiers even

without any object references, e.g., the effect InvitationCode.count abstracts over

all possible instances of InvitationCode class.

The other main category of effect labels was for Rails libraries such as ActiveRecord.

We constructed these labels by following the documentation. For metaprogramming-

generated column accessor methods, we extended RDL’s existing type generating

annotations [88] to also generate effects. For example, when RDL creates the type

signature for an accessor method Post#title for the title column of the Post table, it

now also creates a read effect annotation Post.title for it.
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Overall, we found writing effect annotations to be easier than our previous efforts

writing type annotations for Ruby [88, 57], though of course we relied on that previous

experience. We leave a systematic evaluation of the effort of writing effect annotations

to future work.

2.5.2 Synthesis Correctness and Performance

RbSyn successfully synthesized methods that pass the specs for every benchmark.

We manually examined the output and found that the synthesized code is equivalent

to the original, human-written code, modulo minor differences that do not change

the code’s behavior in practice. For example, one such difference occurs with original

code that updates multiple database columns with a single ActiveRecord call, and

then has a sequence of asserts to check that each updated column is correct. Because

RbSyn considers the effects of assertions in the postcondition one by one, it instead

synthesizes a sequence of database updates, one per column. Another difference occurs

in Gitlab, which uses the state_machine gem (an external package) to maintain an

issue’s state (closed, reopened, etc). RbSyn synthesizes correct implementations that

work without the gem.

The middle group of columns in Table 2.1 summarizes RbSyn’s running time. We

set a timeout of 300 seconds on all experiments. The first column reports performance

numbers for the full system as the median and semi-interquartile range (SIQR) of

11 runs on a 2016 Macbook Pro with a 2.7GHz Intel Core i7 processor and 16GB

RAM. The next three columns show the median performance when RbSyn uses only

type-guidance, only effect-guidance, and naive enumeration, respectively. The SIQRs

(omitted due to space constraints) for these runs are very small compared to the

median runtime, similar to the performance numbers with all features enabled. We

discuss the runs with certain guidance disabled in detail in § 2.5.3. The right-most

group of columns shows the synthesized method size (in terms of number of AST
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nodes) and the number of paths through the method (1 for straight-line code).

Overall, RbSyn runs quickly, with around 80% of benchmarks solving in less than

9s. Benchmarks like A3 take longer because it requires synthesis of nil terms—recall

nil is the bottom element of our type lattice, causing RbSyn to synthesize nil

at every typed hole for method arguments. Consequently, this requires testing all

completed candidates—even though they eventually fail—consuming significant time.

For one benchmark, A9, we changed the set of default library methods slightly due

to some pathological behavior. This benchmark includes an assertion that invokes

ActiveRecord’s reload method, which touches all fields of that record. But then when

RbSyn tries to find matching write effects, it explores a combinatorial explosion of

writes to different subsets of the fields. This effort is almost entirely wasted, because

the remainder of the assertion looks at only one particular field—but that one read is

subsumed by the effect of the reload, making it invisible to RbSyn’s search. As a

result, synthesis for A9 slows down by two orders of magnitude. We addressed this

by removing four ActiveRecord methods that manipulate specific fields and adding

ActiveRecord’s update! method as the only way to write a field back to the database.

An alternative approach would have been to move the reload call to be outside the

assertion.

As this example shows, and as is common with many synthesis problems, perfor-

mance is very hard to predict. Indeed, we can see from Table 2.1 that performance is

generally not well correlated with either the size of the output program or with the

number of branches. The number of assertions (which direct the side effect guided

synthesis) does not correlate with the synthesis time. We do observe that RbSyn’s

branch merging strategy is effective, often producing fewer conditionals than there

are specs, e.g., in A12 there are seven specs but only three conditionals. Though,

sometimes the results are not always optimal if the branch merging strategy finds a

program that passes all tests, but a program with fewer branches exists, e.g., for A4
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Figure 2.8: Number of benchmarks synthesized using type-and-effect (TE Enabled)
guided synthesis relative to using only type (T Only) or effect (E Only) guidance
separately and naive enumeration (TE Disabled). Higher is better.

and A12, RbSyn produces a program with one more branch than the hand-written.

2.5.3 Performance of Type- and Effect-Guidance

Next, we explore the performance benefits of type- and effect-guidance. Figure 2.8

plots the running times from Table 2.1 when all features of RbSyn are enabled

(TE Enabled), with only type-guidance (T Only), with only effect-guidance (E Only)

and with neither (TE Disabled). The plot shows the number of benchmarks that

complete (y-axis) in a given amount of time (x-axis), based on the median running

times. This experiment serves as a proxy to show how a synthesis procedure that uses

type-guidance but not effect-guidance, such as SyPet [31] or Myth [76, 37], may

have performed if adapted for Ruby.

We can clearly see that type- and effect-guided synthesis performs best, successfully

synthesizing all benchmarks; the slowest takes 83s. In contrast, with both strategies

disabled, all but three small benchmarks time out. Performance with only type- or only
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Figure 2.9: Performance of RbSyn with varying effect annotation precision: full, class
effects only, and purity annotations on library methods. Lower is better. Full height
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effect-guidance lies in between. With only type-guidance, synthesis completes on eight

benchmarks, of which the majority are pure methods from the synthetic benchmarks.

From apps, it only synthesize A7 and A10. In these benchmarks, the needed effectful

expressions are small and hence can be found with essentially brute-force search. With

only effect-guidance, synthesis performance significantly worse, completing only five

benchmarks, of which only three are from apps. These benchmarks succeeded because

effect-guided synthesis quickly generates the template for the effectful method calls

and then correctly fills them since they are small and can be found quickly by naive

enumeration.

2.5.4 Effect Annotation Precision vs. Performance

Finally, we explore the tradeoff between effect annotation precision and synthesis

performance. Recall that we found writing effect annotations easier for our benchmarks

than writing type annotations. However, the effort can be further minimized by writing

less precise annotations. This will not affect correctness, since RbSyn only accepts
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synthesis candidates that pass all specs, but it does affect performance.

Figure 2.9 plots the median of synthesis times for benchmarks over 11 runs under

three conditions: Precise Effects, which are the effects used above; Class Effects,

in which annotations include only class names and eliminate region labels (e.g.,

Post.title becomes Post); and Purity Effects, in which the only effect annotations

are pure or impure (the • and ∗ effects, respectively, in our formalism). The benchmarks

(x -axis) are ordered in increasing order of time for Purity Effects, then Class Effects,

and finally Precise Effects.

From these experiments, we see that synthesis time increases as effect annotation

precision decreases, often leading to a timeout. Class labels were sufficient to synthesize

16 of 19 benchmarks. Overall, class labels take time similar to precise labels, except

for the three cases (A8, A11, and A3) where side-effecting method calls require precise

labels to quickly find the candidate. As all precise effects are reduced to class effects,

RbSyn must try many candidates with class effect before finding the correct one,

leading to timeouts.

We note that A1 and A4 are slightly faster when using class effects. The reason is an

implementation detail. The effect holes in these benchmarks can only be correctly filled

by methods whose regular annotations are class annotations (more precise annotations

are not possible). However, when trying to fill holes, RbSyn first tries all methods

with precise annotations, only afterward trying methods with class annotations. Since

the precise annotations never match, this yields worse performance under the precise

effect condition than under the class effect condition, when the search could by chance

find the matching methods sooner.

Purity labels only enabled synthesis of 9 benchmarks, including just 3 of 12 app

benchmarks. The purity annotations are slow in general and only effective in the cases

where the number of impure library methods is small.
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2.6 Related Work

Component-Based Synthesis. Several researchers have proposed component-

based synthesis, which creates code by composing calls to existing APIs, as RbSyn does.

For example, [55] propose synthesis of loop-free programs for bit-vector manipulation.

Their approach uses formal specifications for synthesis, in contrast to RbSyn, which

uses unit tests. Hoogle+ [54] uses Haskell tests and types to synthesize potential

solutions, primarily geared towards API discovery. CodeHint [39] synthesizes Java

programs, using a probabilistic model to guide the search towards expressions more

often used in practice. SyPet [31] also synthesizes programs that use Java APIs, by

modeling them as a petri net and using SAT-based techniques to find a solution. These

approaches do not support synthesis of programs with branches, which are common in

the domain of web apps. While SyPet supports synthesis with side-effecting methods

and CodeHint detects undesirable side effects during the search and avoids them,

RbSyn uses side effect information from test cases to guide the search.

Programming by Example. Myth [76, 37] uses bidirectional type checking to

synthesize programs, using input/output examples as the specification. However,

Myth expects examples to be trace complete, meaning the user has to provide

input/output examples for any recursive calls on the function arguments. RbSyn

does not synthesize recursive functions, as they are rarely needed in our target domain

of Ruby web apps. Escher [1] and spreadsheet manipulation tools [46, 51, 47] all

accept input/output examples as a partial specification for synthesis. These tools

primarily target users who cannot program, whereas RbSyn is targeted towards

programmers. In addition, RbSyn’s specs are full unit tests, so they can check both

return values and side effects. λ2 [34] synthesizes data structure transformations using

higher-order functions, a feature not handled by RbSyn because of our target domain

of Rails web apps, which rarely use such functions. STUN [2] uses a program merging
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strategy that is similar to ours, but it depends on defining domain-specific unification

operators to safely combine programs under branches. In contrast, our approach may

be more domain-independent, using preconditions and tests to find correct branch

conditions. There have been multiple approaches to synthesizing database programs

[20, 32]. Perhaps the closest in purpose to RbSyn is Scythe [108], which synthesizes

SQL queries based on input/output examples. Scythe uses a two-phased synthesis

process to synthesize an abstract query, after which enumeration is used to concretize

the abstract query. In contrast, the use of comp types [57] allows RbSyn to quickly

construct a template for a database query. With precise types for the method argument

holes, this essentially builds abstract queries for free, whose holes are then filled later

during synthesis.

Solver-Aided Synthesis. In solver-aided synthesis, synthesis specifications are

transformed to a set of constraints for a SAT or SMT solver. Synquid [80] uses

polymorphic refinement types as the specification for synthesis. Lifty [82] is a

similar type system that verifies information flow control policies and synthesizes

program repairs as needed to satisfy the policies. Both Synquid and Lifty synthesize

conditionals using logical abduction. In contrast, RbSyn uses branch merging to

synthesize conditionals, since translating Rails code and libraries into logical formulas

is impractical.

Sketch [98] allows users to write partial programs, called sketches, where the

omitted parts are then synthesized by the tool. Migrator [111] uses conflict-driven

learning [33] to synthesize raw SQL queries, for use in database programs for schema

refactoring. In contrast, programs synthesized by RbSyn use ActiveRecord to access

the database. Rosette [102, 101] is a solver-aided language that provides access to

verification and synthesis. It relies on symbolic execution, and thus requires significant

modeling of external libraries for synthesizing programs that use such libraries.
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eusolver [3] synthesizes programs with branches, using an information-gain

heuristic via decision tree learning. While, the decision tree learning procedure can

produce branches in an enumerative search setting (provided the input/output example

set is complete), we leave an exploration of how it compares to our rule-based merging

to future work. However, eusolver requires a SMT solver to produce counterexamples

to build the input/output example set which has the additional cost of requiring

formal specifications of library method semantics, an impractical task in the Rails

setting. SuSLik [81] synthesizes heap-manipulating programs using separation logic to

precisely model the the heap. RbSyn, in contrast, uses very coarse effects to track

accesses that can go beyond the heap, such as database reads and writes.

2.7 Conclusion

We presented RbSyn, a system for type- and effect-guided program synthesis for

Ruby. In RbSyn, the synthesis goal is described by the target method type and a

series of specs comprising preconditions followed by postconditions that use assertions.

The user also supplies the set of constants the synthesized method can use, and

type-and-effect annotations for any library methods it can call. RbSyn then searches

for a solution starting from a hole □ : τ typed with the method’s return type,

inserting (write) effect holes ♢ : ϵ derived from the read effects of failing assertions.

Finally, RbSyn merges together solutions for individual specs by synthesizing branch

conditions to select among the different solutions as needed. We evaluated RbSyn by

running it on a suite of 19 benchmarks, 12 of which are representative programs from

popular open-source Ruby on Rails apps. RbSyn synthesized correct solutions to all

benchmarks, completing synthesis of 15 of the 19 benchmarks in under 9s, with the

slowest benchmark solving in 83s. We believe RbSyn demonstrates a promising new

approach to synthesizing effectful programs.
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Chapter 3

Anosy: Approximated Knowledge

Synthesis with Refinement Types for

Declassification

3.1 Introduction

Information flow control (IFC) [92] systems protect the confidentiality of sensitive data

during program execution. They do so by enforcing a property called non-interference

which ensures the absence of leaks of secret information (say, a user location) through

public observations (say, information being sent to the network socket).

Real-world programs, however, often need to reveal information about sensitive

data. For instance, a location based web application needs to suggest restaurants

or friends that are nearby the Secret user location. Such computations, which leak

information about the Secret location, would be prevented by IFC systems that

enforce non-interference. To support them, IFC systems provide declassification

statements [93] that can be used to weaken non-interference by allowing the selective

disclosure of some Secret information.
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Declassification statements, however, are typically part of an application’s trusted

computing base and developers are responsible for properly declassifying information.

In particular, mistakes in declassification statements can easily compromise a system’s

security because declassified information bypasses standard IFC checks. Implementing

declassification statements can be difficult for developers to implement correctly.

For example, [19] showed that non-Personally Identifiable Information (PII) in an

advertising system could be combined to uniquely identify and target an individual.

Developers may declassify seemingly non-sensitive non-PII, but accidentally leak

sensitive information about a person’s identity. Instead of trusting the developer to

correctly declassify information, an alternative approach is to enforce declassification

policies [21] that regulate the use of declassification statements.

In this chapter, we present Anosy, a framework for enforcing declassification

policies on IFC systems where policies regulate what information can be declassified [93]

by limiting the amount of information an attacker could learn from the declassification

statements. Specifically, declassification policies are expressed as constraints over

knowledge [8], which semantically characterizes the set of secrets an attacker considers

possible given the prior declassification statements. To enforce such policies, we

develop (1) a novel encoding of knowledge approximations using Liquid Haskell’s [104]

refinement types which we use to (2) automatically synthesize correct-by-construction

knowledge approximations for Haskell queries. We then (3) implement and (4) evaluate

a knowledge tracking and policy enforcing declassification function that can easily

extend existing IFC monadic systems. Next, we discuss these four contributions in

detail.

Verified knowledge approximations We define a novel encoding for knowledge

approximations over abstract domains using Liquid Haskell (§ 3.4). The novelty of

our encoding is that approximation data types are indexed by two predicates that
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respectively capture the properties of elements inside and outside of the domain. Using

these indexes, we encode correctness of over- and under-approximations, without

using quantification, permitting SMT-decidable verification. With this encoding,

we implement and machine check Haskell approximations of two abstract domains:

intervals over multi-dimensional spaces (where each dimension is abstracted using

an interval) and powersets on these intervals, that increase the precision of our

approximations. This verified knowledge encoding is general and can be used, beyond

declassification, also as building block for dynamic [44, 28], probabilistic [100, 68, 43,

62], and quantitative policies [9, 61].

Synthesis of knowledge approximations We develop a novel approach for auto-

matically synthesizing correct-by-construction posteriors given any prior knowledge

and user-specified boolean query over multi-dimensional integer secret values (§ 3.5).

Our approach combines type-based sketching with SMT-based synthesis and it is

implemented as a Haskell compiler plugin, i.e., it operates at compile-time on Haskell

programs. Given a user-defined query, Anosy generates a synthesis template (a

so-called sketch) where the values of the abstract domain elements are left as holes

to be filled later with values, combined with the correctness specification encoded

as refinement types. It then reduces the high-level correctness property into integer

constraints on bounds of the abstract domain elements and uses an SMT solver to

synthesize optimal correct-by-construction values. Replacing these values in the sketch,

Anosy synthesizes Haskell executable programs of the approximated knowledge and

automatically checks their correctness with Liquid Haskell.

Enforcing declassification policies We implement a policy-based declassification

function that can be used by any monadic Haskell IFC framework (§ 3.2, § 3.3). In

this setting, users write declassification policies as Haskell functions that constrain

the (approximated) attacker knowledge, whereas declassification queries are written
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as regular Haskell functions over secret data. At compile time, Anosy synthesizes

and verifies the knowledge approximations for all declassification queries. At runtime,

declassification is called in the AnosyT monad that tracks knowledge over multiple

declassification queries and checks, using the synthesized knowledge approximations,

whether performing the declassification would lead to violating the user-specified

policy. Importantly, AnosyT is defined as a monad transformer, thus can be staged on

top of existing IFC monads like LIO [99] and STORM [64].

Evaluation We evaluated precision and running time of Anosy using two bench-

marks (§ 3.6). First, we compared with Prob’s [68] benchmark suite to conclude that

Anosy is slower but more precise. Second, to demonstrate Anosy enables secure

declassification of sequential queries, we evaluate how many queries Anosy allows

to declassify before a policy violation. For the interval abstract domain, we found a

policy violation was detected after a maximum of 7 queries and after 14 queries for

the more precise powerset domain.

3.2 Overview

We start by motivating the need for declassification policies (§ 3.2.1): repeated

downgrades can weaken non-interference until leaking the secret is allowed. Next, we

present how the knowledge revealed by queries can be computed (§ 3.2.2). Finally

(§ 3.2.3), we describe how Anosy synthesizes correct-by-construction knowledge, by

combining refinement types, SMT-based synthesis, and metaprogramming.

3.2.1 Motivation: Bounded Downgrades

Secure Monads IFC systems, e.g., LIO [99] and LWeb [77], define a secure monad

to ensure that security policies are enforced over sensitive data, like a user’s physical
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location. For instance here, we define the data type UserLoc to capture the user

location as its x and y coordinates.

data UserLoc = UserLoc {x :: Int, y :: Int}

A Secure monad will return such a location wrapped in a protected “box” to ensure

that only code with sufficient privileges can inspect it. For example, a function that

gets the user’s location will return a protected value:

getUserLoc :: User → Secure (Protected UserLoc)

In the LIO monad, for example, data are protected by a security label data type

and the monad ensures, based on the application, that only the intended agents can

observe (or unlabel) the user’s exact location.

Queries A query is any boolean function over secret values. As an example, we

consider the user location to be the secret value and the nearby function below checks

proximity to this secret value from (x_org, y_org).

type S = UserLoc

nearby :: (Int, Int) → S → Bool

nearby (x_org, y_org) (UserLoc x y)

= abs (x - x_org) + abs (y - y_org) ≤ 100

where abs i = if i < 0 then -i else i

The nearby query is using Manhattan distance to check if a user is located within 100

units of the input origin location.

Downgrades Even though locations protected by the Secure monad cannot be

inspected by unprivileged code, in practice many applications need to allow selective

leaks of secret information to unprivileged code. For instance, many web applications

need to check location of users to provide useful information, such as restaurant, friend,

or dating suggestions that are physically nearby the user.
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(a) Posteriors on x = 200, 300,
400 and y = 200. (b) Indistinguishability Sets (c) Under-Approximation

Figure 3.1: Posteriors, Indistinguishability Sets and their Approximations with respect
to nearby query.

The showAdNear function below shows a restaurant advertisement to the user only

if they are nearby. To do so, the function uses downgrade (from the Secure monad)

to downgrade (to public) the result of the nearby check over the protected user

location.

downgrade :: Protected S → (S → Bool)

→ Secure Bool

showAd :: User → Restaurant → Secure ()

showAdNear :: User → Restaurant → Secure ()

showAdNear user res = do

ul ← getUserLoc user

isNear ← downgrade ul (nearby (res_loc res))

if isNear then showAd user res else return ()

Downgrades are a common feature of real-world IFC systems. For example, in LIO

downgrades happen with the unlabelTCB trusted codebase function, which is exposed

to the application developers. At the same time, downgraded information bypasses

security checks by design. In the code above, isNear is unprotected and can now

be leaked to an attacker. Therefore, declassification statements need to be correctly

placed to avoid unintended leaks of information that would bypass IFC enforcement.
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Declassification knowledge To semantically characterize the information declas-

sified by downgrades, we use the notion of attacker knowledge [8], i.e., the set of

secrets that are consistent with an attacker’s observations, where attackers can observe

the results of downgrade. That is, we consider the worst-case scenario where any

declassified information is always leaked to an attacker. This knowledge can be refined

by consecutively running downgrade queries and ultimately can reveal the exact value

of the secret. In the example below, a piece of code downgrades two queries asking if

the user is located nearby to both (200,200) and (400,200) to infer if the exact user

location is (300,200) .

secret ← getUserLoc user

kn1 ← downgrade secret (nearby (200,200))

kn2 ← downgrade secret (nearby (400,200))

−− if kn1 ∧ kn2, then secret = (300,200)

The posterior is the knowledge obtained after executing a query. Consider again the

code above. If nearby (200,200) is true, the knowledge after the first downgrade

statement is the green region of Figure 3.1a. Using this information as prior knowledge

for the second downgrade query, which asks nearby (400,200) , might result in a

knowledge containing only the user location (300,200) , i.e., the intersection of the

green and red posterior knowledge regions.

Quantitative Policies A quantitative policy is a predicate on knowledge which,

for instance, ensures that the accumulated knowledge is not specific enough, i.e., the

secret cannot be revealed. As an example, qpolicy below states that the knowledge

should contain at least 100 values.

qpolicy dom = size dom > 100

This policy will allow declassifying nearby (200,200) and nearby (300,200) ,

since the intersections of the green and blue regions in Figure 3.1a contain at least 100
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potential locations, but not nearby (400,200) since the resulting knowledge contains

exactly one secret.

Bounded Downgrade We define a bounded downgrade operator that allows the

computation of queries on secret data, while enforcing quantitative policies. For

example, the operator tracks declassification knowledge during an execution and allows

downgrading the nearby (200,200) and nearby (300,200) queries, but terminates

with an error on the sequence of nearby (200,200) and nearby (400,200) .

The downgrade operation is the method of the AnosyT monad (§ 3.3) which is

defined as a state monad transformer. As a state monad, it preserves the protected

secret, the quantitative policy, and the prior declassification knowledge. To downgrade

a new query, the monad checks if the posterior knowledge of this query satisfies the

policy. If not, it terminates with a policy violation error. Otherwise, it updates

the knowledge to the posterior and returns the query result. Since AnosyT is also a

monad transformer, it can be combined with existing security monads, which provide

the underlying IFC enforcement mechanism, to enrich them with extra quantitative

guarantees on the inevitable downgrades.

3.2.2 Approximating knowledge from queries

Precisely computing, representing, and checking quantitative policies over a (potentially

infinite) knowledge requires reasoning about all points in the input space, which is an

uncomputable task in general. So, we use abstract domains (here intervals [24]) to

approximate knowledge.

Indistinguishability sets The proximity query nearby (200,200) partitions the

space of secret locations into two partitions (for the two possible responses: True and

False), called indistinguishability sets (ind. sets), i.e., all secrets in each partition

produce the same result for the query. Figure 3.1b depicts the two ind. sets for our
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query. The inner diamond—depicted in light gray—is the ind. set for the result True,

i.e., all its elements respond True to the query. In contrast, the outer region—depicted

in dark gray—is the ind. set for False. Figure 3.1c depicts the under-approximated

(i.e., subset) ind. sets for the query as defined by under_indset :

data AInt = AInt {lower :: Int, upper :: Int}

data A = A [AInt]

under_indset :: (A, A)

under_indset = (A [AInt 121 279, AInt 179 221],

A [AInt 0 400, AInt 0 99])

The data AInt abstracts integers as intervals between a lower and an upper value. A

is our abstract knowledge data type that is defined as a list of abstract integers, which

can be used to abstract data with any number of integer fields. The under_indset

is a tuple, where the first element corresponds to the True response and the second

element to the False response. It says all secrets in x ∈ [121, 279] and y ∈ [179, 221]

evaluate to True for the query and all secrets in x ∈ [0, 400] and y ∈ [0, 99] evaluate

to False.

Knowledge under-approximation. We use ind. sets to compute the posterior

knowledge after the query, i.e., the set of secrets considered possible after observing

the query result. To do so, we simply take the intersection ∩ of the prior knowledge

with the ind. sets associated with the query [8, 9]. If the intersection happens with the

exact ind. sets, then we derive the exact posterior. For our example, we intersect with

the under-approximate ind. set to produce an under-approximation of the posterior

knowledge i.e., an under-approximation of the information learned when observing

the query result.

underapprox :: A → (A, A)

underapprox p = (p ∩ trueInd, p ∩ falseInd)
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where (trueInd, falseInd) = under_indset

The intersection ∩ refers to the set-theoretic intersection of two domains. We formally

define these operations in § 3.4.

3.2.3 Verification and Correct-by-Construction Synthesis of

Knowledge

Our goal is to generate a knowledge approximation for each downgrade query, which as

shown by our nearby example is a strenuous and error prone process. To automate this

process Anosy uses refinement types, metaprogramming, and SMT-based synthesis to

automatically generate correct-by-construction knowledge approximations of queries

in four steps. First, for each query Anosy generates a refinement type specification

that denotes knowledge approximation. Next, it uses metaprogramming to generate a

partial program, called a sketch, i.e., a function definition with holes (to be eventually

substituted with terms) that computes the knowledge. Then, it uses an SMT solver

to fill in the integer value holes in the sketch. Finally, it delegates to Liquid Haskell’s

refinement type checker to verify that our synthesized knowledge indeed satisfies its

specification.

Here, we explain a simplified version of these steps for our nearby (200,200)

example query.

Step I: Refinement Type Specifications Anosy uses abstract refinement types

to index abstract domains with a predicate that all its elements should satisfy (§ 3.4).

For example, A <{\l → 0 < l}> denotes the abstract domain whose elements are

positive values. Using this abstraction, Anosy specifies the ind. set and knowledge

approximations:

under_indset :: (A <{\l → nearby l}>,

A <{\l → ¬ nearby l}>)
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underapprox :: p: A

→ (A <{\x → nearby x ∧ (x ∈ p)}>,

A <{\x → ¬ nearby x ∧ (x ∈ p)}>)

under_indset returns a tuple of abstract domains. The first abstract domain can only

contain elements that satisfy the query and the second that falsify it. The function

underapprox computes the posterior given some prior knowledge p. The posterior is

further refined to contain only elements that originally existed in the prior knowledge.

Step II: Sketch Generation Using syntax directed meta-programming Anosy

defines underapprox as in § 3.2.2 to be the intersection of the ind. set and the prior

knowledge. For the definition of the ind. set it relies on the secret type to be translated

to generate a sketch with integer value holes. Since UserLoc contains two integer

fields, the sketch [98] for under_indset is the following, where all l and u are holes:

under_indset = (A [AInt lt1 ut1, AInt lt2 ut2],

A [AInt lf1 uf1, AInt lf2 uf2])

Step III: SMT-Based Synthesis Finally, it combines the refinement type with the

program sketch to generate, using an SMT solver, solutions for the integer holes (§ 3.5).

By combining values from the above sketch for under_indset with its refinement type,

the below constraints are generated:

∀x, y. lt1 ≤ x ≤ ut1 ∧ lt2 ≤ y ≤ ut2 =⇒ nearby(x, y) (Under-approx, True)

∀x, y. lf1 ≤ x ≤ uf1 ∧ lf2 ≤ y ≤ uf2 =⇒ ¬nearby(x, y) (Under-approx, False)

The first constraint indicates all points in the domain should satisfy the nearby

function, whereas the second constraint means the all points inside the domain should

not satisfy the nearby function. The definition of nearby (200,200) and the abs
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function is mechanically translated to logic as follows:

query(x, y) = abs(x− 200) + abs(y − 200) ≤ 100

abs(i) = if i < 0 then − i else i

These constraints have multiple correct solutions, but, for precision, Anosy prefers

the tightest bounds. Specifically, when under-approximating, it aims for the maximal

domain that satisfies the above two constraints. Anosy uses Z3 [14] as the SMT

solver of choice because it supports optimization directives for maximizing u1− l1 and

u2− l2 together, for both the true and false cases. Finally, it uses the SMT synthesized

solutions to fill in the holes and derive complete programs, like the under_indset

of § 3.2.2.

Step IV: Knowledge Verification Anosy uses LiquidHaskell to verify the synthe-

sized result. To achieve this step, we implemented (§ 3.4) verified abstract domains for

intervals and their powersets that, as shown in our evaluation § 3.6, greatly increase the

precision of the abstractions. These implementations are independent of the synthesis

step and can be used to verify manually user-written, knowledge approximations as

well.

3.3 Bounded Downgrade

Here we present the bounded downgrade operation, first by an example that showcases

how downgrades that violate the quantitative declassification policy are rejected, next

by providing its exact implementation, and finally by showing correctness of policy

enforcement.
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Bounded Downgrade by Example The bounded downgrade function checks,

before running a downgrade query using the underlying Secure monad, that the

approximation of the revealed knowledge satisfies the quantitative policy. To do so,

it preserves a state that maps each secret that has been involved in downgrading

operations to its current knowledge. As an example, below we present how the

knowledge is updated to prevent the example from § 3.2.1.

secret ← lift (getUserLoc user)

−− secret = Protected (UserLoc 300 200)

−− secrets = []

r1 ← downgrade secret "nearby (200,200)"

−− secrets = [(secret, post1 = {121...279,179...221})], |post1| = 6837

r2 ← downgrade secret "nearby (300,200)"

−− secrets = [(secret, post2 = {221...279,179...221})], |post2| = 2537

r3 ← downgrade secret "nearby (400,200)"

−− secrets = [(secret, post3 = {∅ , 179 ... 221})], |post3| = 0

−− Policy Violation Error

The user location is taken by lifting the getUserLoc function of the underlying

monad (any computation of the underlying monad can be lifted). Assume that the

user is located at (300,200) . Originally, there is no prior knowledge for this secret

(and protected) location, i.e., the secrets map associating secrets to knowledge

approximations is empty. After downgrading the nearby (200,200) query (which as

we will explain next, is passed to downgrade as a string) we get the posterior post1

with size 6837. Since this size is greater than 100, the qpolicy (defined in § 3.2.1) is

satisfied and the result of the query (here true) is returned by the bounded downgrade.

Similarly, downgrade of the nearby (300,200) query refines the posterior to size 2537.

But, when downgrading the nearby (400,200) query the posterior size becomes zero,

thus our system will refuse to perform the query (and downgrading its result) and

return a policy violation error, instead of risking the leak of the secret.
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Definition of Bounded Downgrade Figure 3.2 presents the definition of the

bounded downgrade function. It takes as input a protected secret, which should be

able to get unprotected by an instance of the Unprotectable class, a string that

uniquely determines the query to be executed, and returns a boolean value in the

AnosyT state monad transformer [66]. As discussed in § 3.2.1, we used a transformer

to stage our downgrade on top of an existing secure monad.

The state of Anosy AState contains the quantitative policy, the map secrets of

secret values to their current knowledge, and the map queries that maps strings that

represent queries to query information QInfo that, in turn, contain both the query

itself and an under-approximation function (like the synthesized underapprox) that

given the prior knowledge approximates the posterior, after the query is executed.

Even though tracking of multiple secrets is permitted, we require all the secrets and

abstractions to have the same type; this limitation can be lifted using heterogeneous

collections [59].

Having access to this state, downgrade will throw an error if it cannot find the

query information of the string input, since it has no way to generate the posterior

knowledge1. Then, it will compute the posterior and throw an error if it violates the

quantitative policy. Otherwise, it will update the posterior of the secret and return

the result of the query. Note that detection of violations of the quantitative policy is

independent of the actual secret value.

Correctness: Policy Enforcement Suppose a secret s that has been downgraded

n times by the queries query1, . . . , queryn. After each downgrade, the knowledge is

refined. So, starting from the top knowledge (K0
.
= ⊤), after n queries, the knowledge

evolves as follows: K0 ⊆ K1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Ki ⊆ · · · ⊆ Kn, where Ki = Ki−1∩{x | queryi x =

queryi s}.

We can show that for each i-th downgrade of the secret s, there exists a posterior
1On-the-fly synthesis albeit possible would be very expensive.
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type AnosyT a s m = StateT (AState a s) m

data AState a s = AState {
policy :: a → Bool,
secrets :: Map s a,
queries :: Map String (QInfo a s)}

data QInfo a s = QInfo {
query :: s → Bool,
approx :: p: a

→ (a <{\x → query x ∧ (x ∈ p)}>,
a <{\x → ¬ query x ∧ (x ∈ p)}>)}

class Unprotectable p where
unprotect :: p t → t

downgrade :: ( Monad m, Unprotectable protected
, AbstractDomain a s) −− Defined in § 4.1

⇒ protected s
→ String −− (s → Bool)
→ AnosyT a s m Bool

downgrade secret’ qName = do
st ← get
let qinfo = lookup qName (queries st)
if isJust qinfo then do

let secret = unprotect secret’
let prior = fromMaybe ⊤

$ lookup secret (secrets st)
let (QInfo query approx) = fromJust qinfo
let (postT, postF) = approx prior
if policy st postT ∧ policy st postF then do

let response = query secret
let posterior = if response then postT

else postF
modify $ \st → st {secrets =

insert secret posterior (secrets st)}
return $ response

else throwError "Policy Violation"
else throwError ("Can’t downgrade " ++ qName)

Figure 3.2: Implementation of bounded downgrade.
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Pi so that (s,Pi) is in the secrets map and also Pi is an under-approximation of

the knowledge Ki, that is Pi ⊆ Ki. The proof goes by induction on i, assuming that

the attacker and the downgrade implementation start from the same ⊤ knowledge,

and the inductive step relies on the specification of the approx function and the way

downgrades modifies secrets , i.e., using postT or postF depending on the response

of the query.

Thus if our quantitative policy enforces a lower bound on the size of the leaked

knowledge, (e.g., qpolicy dom = size dom > k) it is correctly enforced by downgrade :

since Pi ⊆ Ki, then qpolicy Pi implies qpolicy Ki at each stage of the execution.

Note that for correctness of policy enforcement, the policy should be an increasing

function in the size of the input for underapproximations. The exact definition of

such a policy domain specific language is left as a future work. Further, even though

our implementation can trace knowledge overapproximations, we have not yet studied

applications or policy enforcement for this case. Last but not least, it is important

that the policy is checked irrespective of the query result, i.e., on both postT and

postF, to prevent potential leaks due to the security decision.

Security Guarantees Anosy enforces declassification policies that limit the amount

of information an attacker can learn from declassification statements. For this, Anosy

directly checks that downgrades are bounded (§3.3) and it relies on the underlying

security monad to ensure that the adversary’s knowledge remains constant, i.e., there

are no leaks, between two downgrade s. As a result, the underlying security monad

needs to enforce termination-sensitive non-interference. Alternatively, one can use

a monad enforcing termination-insensitive non-interference, such as LIO [99], and

additionally prove termination, e.g., using Liquid Haskell’s termination checker.
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class AbstractDomain a s where
⊤ :: a <{\_ → True , \_ → False}>
⊥ :: a <{\_ → False, \_ → True }>
∈ :: s → a → Bool
⊆ :: a → a → Bool
∩ :: d1:a <p1, n1> → d2:a <p2, n2>

→ {d3:a <p1∧p2, n1∨n2> | d1 ⊆ d3 ∧ d2 ⊆ d3}
size :: a → {i:Int | 0 ≤ i}
−− class laws
sizeLaw :: d1:a → {d2:a | d1 ⊆ d2}

→ {size d1 ≤ size d2}
subsetLaw :: c:s → d1:a → {d2:a | d1 ⊆ d2}

→ {c ∈ d1 ⇒ c ∈ d2}

Figure 3.3: Abstract Domain Type Class

3.4 Refinement Types Encoding

We saw that our bounded downgrade function is correct, if each query is coupled

with a function approx that correctly computes the underapproximation of posterior

knowledge. Here, we show how refinement types can specify correctness of approx , in

a way that permits decidable refinement type checking. First (§ 3.4.1), we define the

interface of abstract domains as a refined type class that in § 3.4.2 we use to specify

the abstractions of ind. sets and knowledge. Next, we present two concrete instances

of our abstract domains: intervals (§ 3.4.3) and powersets of intervals (§ 3.4.4).

3.4.1 Abstract Domains

Figure 3.3 shows the AbstractDomain a s refined type class interface stating that

a can abstract, i.e., represent a set of values of, s. For example, an instance

instance AbstractDomain AI UserLoc states that the data type AI (that we will

define in § 3.4.3) abstracts UserLoc (of § 3.2.1). The interface contains method defini-

tions and class laws, and when required the abstract domain is indexed by abstract

refinements.
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Class Methods The class contains six, standard, set—theoretic methods. Top (⊤)

and bottom (⊥), respectively represent the full and empty domains. Member c ∈ d

tests if the concrete value c is included in the abstract domain d. Subset d1 ⊆ d2 tests

if the abstract domain d1 is fully included in the abstract domain d2. Intersect d1 ∩ d2

computes an abstract domain that includes all the concrete values that are included

in both its input domains. Finally, size d computes the number of concrete values

represented by an abstract domain.

Class Laws We use refinement types to specify two class laws that should be

satisfied by the ⊆ and size methods. sizeLaw states that if d1 is a subset of d2, then

the size of d1 should be less than or equal to the size of d2. subsetLaw states that

if d1 is a subset of d2, then any concrete value in d1 is also in d2. These methods

have no computational meaning (i.e., they return unit) but should be instantiated

by proof terms that satisfy the denoted laws. Even though we could have expressed

more set-theoretic properties as laws, these two were the ones required to verify our

applications.

Abstract Indexes In the types of top, bottom, and intersection, the type a is

indexed by two predicates p and n (both of type s → Bool). The positive predicate

p describes properties of concrete values that are members of the abstract domain.

Dually, the negative predicate n describes properties of the values that do not belong

to the abstract domain. Intuitively, the meaning of these predicates is the following:

a <p,n> ~ {d:a | ∀x. x∈d ⇒ p x ∧ ∀x. x̸∈d ⇒ n x}

Yet, the right-hand side definition is using quantifiers which lead to undecidable

verification. Instead, we used abstract refinements [103] and the left-hand side

encoding, to ensure decidable verification.

The specification of the full domain ⊤ states that the positive predicate is True,

i.e., all elements belong to the domain, and the negative False, i.e., no elements are
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outside of the domain. Similarly, the empty domain ⊥ has a False positive predicate,

i.e., no elements are in the domain, and True negative predicate, i.e., all elements

can be outside the domain. Finally, the type signature for intersect d1 ∩ d2 returns a

domain d3 whose positive predicate indicates it includes elements included in d1 and

d2 i.e., p1∧p2. The negative predicate indicates points excluded from d3 are points

excluded from either d1 or d2, i.e., n1∨n2. The refinement on d3 ensure that d3 is a

subset ⊆ of both d1 and d2. For abstract types in which these two predicates are

omitted, the \_ → True predicate is assumed, which we will from now on abbreviate

as true and imposes no verification constraints.

3.4.2 Approximations of ind. sets and knowledge

In Figure 3.4, we use the positive and negative abstract indexes to encode the

specifications of over- and under-approximations for ind. sets and knowledge. We

assume concrete types for a and s with an instance AbstractDomain a s and a

query on the secret. (In the previous sections for simplicity, we omitted the negative

predicates and overapproximations.)

Approximations of ind. sets A query’s ind. sets is a tuple whose first element is

an abstract domain that represents secrets that satisfying the query and the second

element is an abstract domain that represents secrets that falsify the query.

The specification of the ind. sets under_indset says the first domain only includes

secrets for which the query is True and the second domain only includes secrets for

which the query is False (the positive predicates). The negative predicates do not

impose any constraints on the elements that do not belong to the domain. This means

the domains can exclude any number of secrets, as long as the secrets that are included

are correct, i.e., it is an under-approximation.

Dually, the over-approximation over_indset sets the negative predicate to exclude
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query :: s → Bool

under_indset :: (a <{\x → query x, true}>,
a <{\x → ¬ query x, true}>)

over_indset :: (a <{true, \x → ¬ query x}>,
a <{true, \x → query x}>)

underapprox :: p:a →
(a <{\x → query x ∧ (x ∈ p), true}>,
a <{\x → ¬ query x ∧ (x ∈ p), true}>)

underapprox p = (dT ∩ p,dF ∩ p)
where (dT,dF) = over_indset

overapprox :: p:a →
(a <{true, \x → ¬ query x ∨ (x ̸∈ p)}>,
a <{true, \x → query x ∨ (x ̸∈ p)}>)

overapprox p = (dT ∩ p,dF ∩ p)
where (dT,dF) = over_indset

Figure 3.4: Specifications of Approximations for concrete a and s that instantiate
AbstractDomain.

all points for which the query evaluates to False for the domain corresponding to the

True response and the second domain (corresponding to the False response) excludes

all points for which the query evaluates to False. The positive predicates are just

true. The domains can include any number of secrets as long as they are not leaving

out any secrets that are correct, i.e., it is an over-approximation.

Approximations of knowledge By combining the prior knowledge of the at-

tacker with the ind. set for the query, we derive an approximation of the attacker’s

knowledge after they observe the query. Figure 3.4 shows the specifications for the

knowledge under-approximation underapprox and the over-approximation overapprox .

underapprox is similar to the type of under_indset , except the positive predicate is

strengthened to express that all the elements of the domain should also belong to

the prior knowledge p. Similarly, overapprox specifies that the elements that do not

belong in the posterior knowledge, should neither be in the prior nor the ind. set.

Each approximation is implemented by a pair-wise intersection with the respective
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ind. sets and can be verified thanks to the precise type we gave to intersection.

Precision The refinement types ensure our definitions are correct, but they do

not reason about the precision of the abstract domains. For example, the bottom

and top domains are vacuously correct solutions for under- and over-approximations,

respectively. But, these domains are of little use as ind. sets, since they ignore all the

query information. It is unclear if precision can be encoded using refinement types.

Instead, we empirically evaluate precision in § 3.6.

3.4.3 The Interval Abstract Domain

Next we define AI , the interval abstract domain that can abstract any secret type S,

constructed as a product of integers (like the UserLoc of § 3.2) or types that can be

encoded to integers (e.g., booleans or enums). AI is defined as follows:

−− S = Int × Int × ...

data AInt = AInt {lower :: Int, upper :: Int}

type Proof p x = {v:S<p> | v = x }

data AI <p::S → Bool, n::S → Bool>

= AI { dom :: [AInt]

, pos :: x:{S| x ∈ dom } → Proof p x

, neg :: x:{S| x ̸∈ dom } → Proof n x }

| ⊤I { pos :: x:S → Proof p x }

| ⊥I { neg :: x:S → Proof n x }

AI has three constructors. ⊤I and ⊥I respectively denote the complete and empty

domains. AI represents the domain of any n-dimensional intervals, where n is the

length of dom. An interval AInt represents integers between lower and upper. For

a secret s = s1 × s2 × . . . sn, an AI represents each si by the ith element of its

dom (si ∈ (dom!i)) in the n dimensional space. For example, domEx = [(AInt 188
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212), (AInt 112 288)] is the rectangle of x ∈ [188, 212] and y ∈ [112, 288] in the two

dimensional space of UserLoc .

Proof Terms The pos and neg components in the AI definition are proof terms

that give meaning to the positive p and negative n abstract refinements. The complete

domain ⊤I contains the proof field pos that states that every secret s should satisfy

the positive predicate p (i.e., x: S → Proof p x) and the empty domain contains only

the proof neg for the negative predicate n. Due to syntactic restrictions that abstract

refinements can only be attached to a type for SMT-decidable verification [103], the

proof terms are encoded as functions that return the secret, while providing evidence

that the respective predicates are inhabited by possible secrets. In AI this is encoded

by setting preconditions to the proof terms: the type of the pos field states that each

s that belongs to dom should satisfy p, while the neg field states that each x that does

not belong to dom should satisfy n.

When an AI is constructed via its data constructors, the proof terms should be

instantiated by explicit proof functions. For example, below we show that the domEx

(described above) only represents elements that are nearby (200,200) .

example :: AI <{\s → nearby (200,200) s, true}>

example = AI domEx exPos (\x → x)

exPos :: s:{UserLoc | s ∈ domEx }

→ {o:UserLoc | nearby (200,200) s ∧ o = s}

exPos (UserLoc x y) = UserLoc x y

The proof term exPos is an identity function refined to satisfy the pos specification.

Once the type signature of exPos is explicitly written, Liquid Haskell is able to

automatically verify it. Automatic verification worked for all non-recursive queries,

but for more sophisticated properties (e.g., in the definition of the intersection function)
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we used Liquid Haskell’s theorem proving facilities [106] to establish the proof terms.

Importantly, when AI is used opaquely (like in approx in Figure 3.4), the proof terms

are automatically verified.

AbstractDomain Instance We implemented the methods of the AbstractDomain

class for the AI data type as interval arithmetic functions lifted to n-dimensions. ∈

checks if any secret is between lower and upper for every dimension. ⊆ checks if the

intervals representing the first argument is included in the intervals representing the

second argument. ∩ computes a new list of intervals to represent the abstract domain,

that includes only the common concrete values of the arguments. Size just computes

the number of secrets in the domain, which can be interpreted as the domain’s volume.

Our implementation consists of 360 lines of (Liquid) Haskell code, the vast majority of

which constitutes explicit proof terms for pos and neg fields and the class law methods.

By design, AI uses a list to abstract secrets that are sums of any number of elements,

thus this class instance can be reused by an Anosy user to abstract various secret

types.

3.4.4 The Powersets of Intervals Abstract Domain

To address the internal imprecision of the interval abstract domains, we follow the

technique of [84, 10] and define the powerset abstract domain AP, i.e., a set of interval

domains. Similar to intervals, the powerset AP is also parameterized with the positive

and negative predicates:

data AP <p::S → Bool, n::S → Bool> = AP {

domi :: [AI] , domo :: [AI]

, pos :: x:{S| x ∈ domi ∧ x ̸∈ domo} → Proof p x

, neg :: x:{S| x ̸∈ domi ∨ x ∈ domo} → Proof n x }

AP contains four fields. domi is the set (represented as a list) of intervals that are
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contained in the powerset. domo is the set of intervals that are excluded from the

powerset. This representation backed by two lists gives flexibility to define powersets

by writing regions that should be included and excluded, without sacrificing generality

or correctness (as guaranteed by our proofs). Moreover, this encoding of the powerset

makes our synthesis algorithm simpler (§ 3.5). The proof terms provide the boolean

predicates that give semantics to the secrets contained in the powerset, similar to the

interval abstract domain (§ 3.4.3). We do not need a separate top ⊤ and bottom ⊥

for AP as they can be represented using ⊤I or ⊥I in the pos list.

AbstractDomain Instance We implemented the methods of the AbstractDomain

class for the powerset abstraction in 171 lines of code. A concrete value belongs to

(∈) the powerset AP if it belongs to any individual interval of the domi list but not to

any individual interval of the domo list. The subset d1 ⊆ d2 operation checks if each

individual interval in the inclusion list domi of d1 is a subset of at least one interval

in the inclusion list domi of d2 and also that none of the individual intervals in the

exclusion list domo of d1 is a subset of any interval in domo of d2. This operation returns

True if the first powerset is a subset of the second, but if it returns False it may or

may not be powerset. We have not found this to be limiting in practice, as this criteria

is sufficient for verification. We plan to improve the accuracy via better algorithms

in future work. Intersection d1 ∩ d2 produces a new powerset, whose inclusion list is

made of pairwise intersecting intervals from domi of d1 and domi of d2 and the exclusion

interval list is simply the union of all intervals in the individual exclusion lists domo of

d1 and domo of d2. Size is the sum of the size of all intervals in the inclusion list minus

the size of all intervals in the exclusion list.
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3.5 Synthesis of Optimal Domains

We use synthesis in Anosy to automatically generate ind. sets that satisfy the

correctness types of Figure 3.4 for each downgrade query. Our synthesis technique

proceeds in three steps: first, Anosy extracts the sketch of the posterior computation

(§ 3.5.2). Second, it translates this to SMT constraints with relevant optimization

directives to synthesize the abstract domains (§ 3.5.3). Finally, the SMT synthesis is

iterated to allow synthesis of powersets of any size (§ 3.5.4). To efficiently perform

these synthesis steps using SMT, we used a very restrictive form of the query language

(§ 3.5.1).

3.5.1 The query language

The queries analyzed by Anosy are Haskell functions that take one input, of the

secret type, and return a boolean: query :: s → Bool (as per Figure 3.4).

For algorithm and efficient synthesis and verification, all the queries we tried are

restricted to linear arithmetic, bool-eans, and data types that have a direct, syntactic

translation to SMT functions restricted to decidable logic fragments. Concretely,

the queries can call other functions that belong to the same fragment, but recursive

definitions of queries are rejected by Anosy.

Supporting other query classes The query language can be easily extended

to support non-boolean queries with finitely many outputs. This can be done by

computing one ind. set per possible output. Further, our secrets currently and for

simplicity are restricted to integer products, but they can be easily extended to

other domains with decidable decision procedures (e.g., datatypes). Extensions to

undecidable secret types (e.g., floating points, strings) has unclear implications and is

deferred to future work.
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3.5.2 Synthesis Sketch

We use syntax-directed synthesis by starting with a partial program i.e., sketch [98],

for the ind. sets based on their type specifications in Figure 3.4. For example, the

sketch for the under-approximate ind. sets would be:

under_indset = (□::A <{\x → query x, true}>,

□::A <{\x → ¬ query x, true}>)

Following the structure of the type we simply introduce typed holes of the form

□::τ for each abstract domain, which for this case is (refined) A.

3.5.3 Synth: SMT-based Synthesis of Intervals

We define the procedure Synth that given a typed hole of an abstract domain, the

number of fields in the secret n, and the kind of approximation (over or under),

it returns a solution, i.e., an abstract domain that satisfies the hole’s type. As an

example, consider the below solution to first typed hole of under_indset . All l and u

are symbolic integers.

□ :: AI <{\x → query x, \_ → True}>

□ = AI dom pos neg

dom = [AInt l1 u1, ..., AInt ln un]

The above solution is using the AI applied to the domain list dom and the pos

and neg proof terms. The proof terms for our (non recursive) queries follow concrete

patterns (as the example of § 3.4.3) and are generated from syntactic templates. The

dom is a list of ranges AInt that contains symbolic integers as lower (li) and upper

(ui) bounds, while the length n of the list is the number of fields of the secret data

type.

To find concrete values for the symbolic integers li and ui, Synth mechanically

generates SMT implications based on the type indexes. Since the positive index states

that all elements x on the domain should satisfy query x and the negative index
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states that all elements outside of the domain should satisfy True, the following SMT

constraint is mechanically generated:

∀ x. (x∈ dom ⇒ query x) ∧ (x ̸∈ dom ⇒ True)

Such constraints (see § 3.2.3 for a concrete example) are sent to the SMT, by a

direct, syntactic translation of the Haskell instance method ∈ and the query definitions

into Z3 functions (§ 3.5.1).

Solving such constraints gives us a value for dom if a solution exists. In practice,

however, such solutions are often just a point, i.e., the abstract domain contains

only one secret. Although this is a correct solution, it is not precise. To increase

precision we add optimization directives to constraints depending on the type of our

approximation. That is, for i ∈ {1 . . . n} we add maximize ui - li or minimize ui -

li for under-approximations and over-approximations respectively. These optimization

constraints are handed to an SMT solver that supports optimization directives [14]

and the produced model is an intended solution for dom. We used the Pareto optimizer

of Z3 [14], such that no single optimization objective dominates the solution. For

example, if two domains of sizes 400× 1 and 20× 20 are valid solutions, Anosy will

prefer the latter.

3.5.4 IterSynth: Iterative Synthesis of PowerSets

Powerset abstract domains (§ 3.4.4) are synthesized by Algorithm 2 that iteratively

increments the powersets with individual intervals to avoid scalability problems faced

by Z3 when optimizing multiple intervals at once.

The algorithm takes as arguments the number of intervals k to be included in the

powerset, the number of fields in the secret n, the refinement type of the powerset

domain τ , and the kind of approximation apx (under or over). It first runs Synth

(§ 3.5.3) to generate the first interval, with the top level type properly propagated

to the hole. If this is for an under-approximation, more such intervals can be added
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Algorithm 2 Iterative Synthesis of Powersets
1: procedure IterSynth(k, n, τ , apx)
2: dom_i ← [Synth (AP [□] [] _ _)::τ n apx]
3: dom_o ← []
4: for i = 2 to k do
5: if apx == under then
6: dom_t ← Synth (AP (dom_i ++ □) dom_o _ _)::τ n apx
7: dom_i ← dom_i ++ [dom_t]
8: else
9: dom_t ← Synth (AP dom_i (dom_o ++ □) _ _)::τ n apx

10: dom_o ← dom_o ++ [dom_t]
11: end if
12: end for
13: return (AP dom_i dom_o _ _)
14: end procedure

to the powerset to boost the precision. Conversely, if the first synthesized interval is

an over-approximation, then more intervals can be eliminated from the powerset to

return a more precise over-approximation. At each iteration, the algorithm creates

a new placeholder interval □ and Synth solves it, incrementally building up the

inclusion list dom_i, or the exclusion list dom_o. Finally, the powerset is returned after

k iterations. This is Anosy’s general synthesis algorithm since for k = 1 the returned

powerset has a single interval.

As a final step, the returned powerset is lifted to the Haskell source and substituted

in the sketch in § 3.5.2, which as a sanity check is validated by Liquid Haskell.

Discussion Traditional abstract interpretation based techniques will refine the do-

mains, as the query is evaluated with small step semantics, leading to imprecision at

each step. In contrast, Anosy is more precise (as we show in § 3.6), because the final

abstract domain is synthesized in the final step after accumulating constraints. How-

ever, Z3 does not give precise solutions when there are too many maximize/minimize

directives (more than 6 in our experience) and it does not handle non-linear objectives

well. We leave exploration of better optimization algorithms to future work.
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3.6 Evaluation

We empirically evaluated Anosy’s performance using two case studies. In the first one

(§ 3.6.1), we analyze efficiency and precision of Anosy when verifying and synthesizing

ind. sets using a set of micro-benchmarks from prior work. In the second one (§ 3.6.2),

we use the Anosy monad to construct an application that performs multiple queries

(similar to those of § 3.2) while enforcing a security policy on the attacker’s knowledge.

With this case study, we evaluate how losses of precision introduced by Anosy’s

abstract domains affect the ability of answering multiple queries.

Experimental setup Anosy is a GHC plugin built against GHC 8.10.1. All

refinement types were verified with LiquidHaskell 0.8.10. Z3 4.8.10 was used to

synthesize the bounds of the abstract domains. All experiments were performed on a

Macbook Pro 2017 with 2.3 GHz Intel Core i5 and 8GB RAM.

3.6.1 Verification & Synthesis of ind. sets

In this case study, we analyze the Anosy’s performance with respect to the verification

and synthesis of ind. sets.
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Table 3.1: Number of fields in the secret, and size of the precise ind. sets x/y for our
benchmarks, where x and y denotes the number of secrets that evaluate to True and
False, respectively.

# Name No. of fields Size of ind. sets

B1 Birthday 2 259 / 13246
B2 Ship 3 1.01e+06 / 2.43e+07
B3 Photo 3 4 / 884
B4 Pizza 4 1.37e+10 / 2.81e+13
B5 Travel 4 2160 / 6.72e+06

Benchmark Programs Our benchmarks consist of 5 problems from [68], which

represent a diverse set of queries (B3 and B4 come from a targeted advertisement case

study from Facebook [23]). We selected these benchmarks to illustrate that Anosy

supports similar classes of queries as existing prior work and to compare performance

and precision with available tools.

(B1) Birthday checks if a user’s birthday, the secret, is within the next 7 days of a

fixed day2.

(B2) Ship calculates if a ship can aid an island based on the island’s location and the

ship’s onboard capacity.

(B3) Photo checks if a user would be possibly interested in a wedding photography

service by checking if they are female, engaged, and in a certain age range.

(B4) Pizza checks if a user might be interested in ads of a local pizza parlor, based on

their birth year, the level of school attended, their address latitude and longitude

(scaled by 106).

(B5) Travel tests for a user interest in travels by checking if the user speaks English,

has completed a high level of education, lives in one of several countries, and is

older than 21.
2We only use the deterministic version of the Birthday problem.
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For each problem, we encode the query as a Haskell function with the appropriate

refinement type [105] where the secret domain is represented as a Haskell datatype

for which we use the same bounds as [68]. Table 3.1 reports the number of fields in

the secret, and the size of the precise ind. sets for each benchmark as x/y, where x

denotes the size of the precise ind. set for the True response from query and y is the

size when the query responds False.

Experiment For each benchmark, we use Anosy to (1) synthesize the under- and

over-approximated ind. sets for both results True and False and (2) verify that the

synthesized approximations match the refinement types from § 3.4. We run each

benchmark 11 times to collect synthesis and verification times. We use a 10 second

timeout for each Z3 call. The goal is to evaluate the precision of the synthesized ind.

set and time taken for synthesis and verification to run.

Intervals Figure 3.5a reports the results of our experiments for both the under-

and over-approximated ind. sets using the interval abstract domain. Specifically, the

column Size reports the number of secrets in the approximated ind. set, the column

Verif. time reports the time (in seconds) LiquidHaskell takes to verify the posteriors,

and the column Synth. time reports the time (in seconds) taken for synthesizing

the approximate ind. sets. The % diff. column lists the difference in size of the

approximate ind. sets with the exact ones from Table 3.1. The lower the % diff.

column value, the more precise is the synthesized ind. set, i.e., it is closer to the

ground truth.

For all our benchmarks, LiquidHaskell quickly verifies the correctness of the

posteriors, in less than 4 seconds on average. In some cases, like B1 and B3, Anosy

can synthesize the exact ind. set for the True result using a single interval (for both

approximations). For the False set, however, the tool returns an approximated result

because the precise ind. set is not representable using intervals.
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In 7 out of 10 synthesis problems, Anosy synthesizes the approximations in less

than 5 seconds. The three outliers are the synthesis of under-approximations for B2

and the synthesis of both approximations for B4. B2 uses a relational query that

creates a dependency between two secret fields, where the multi-objective maximization

employed by Z3 runs longer. B4 uses very large bounds (in the orders of 108) which

result in Z3 quickly finding a sub-optimal model but timing-out before finding an

optimal solution.

Powersets of intervals Figure 3.5b reports the results of our experiments using

the powersets domain with 3 intervals. A higher number gives more precision for

representation of the ind. set at the cost of taking more time for synthesis, due to our

iterative synthesis algorithm (§ 3.5.4).

For under-approximations, Anosy successfully synthesizes both exact ind. sets

for B1 using powersets, even though the False set was not representable using just a

single interval. For B2 and B3, the powersets significantly improve precision, i.e., we

synthesize larger under-approximations.

This can be seen by comparing the % diff. column between Figure 3.5a and 3.5b,

where the latter reports lower percentage differences from ground truth. In fact, for

B3, Anosy can almost synthesize the entire ind. set for False with powersets of

size 3 and it can synthesize the exact ind. set with powersets of size 4 (not shown

in Figure 3.5b). For B4, powersets only marginally improve precision due to SMT

optimization timing out. For over-approximations, we observe a similar increase in

precision, in particular in B3 and B5 where the synthesized approximations are close

to the exact values. B4 slows down drastically because synthesis of each interval takes

almost 10 seconds due to SMT timeouts.

Discussion Anosy synthesizes ind. sets, and a function to compute a posterior for

any prior, incurring one-time cost for synthesis but making posterior computation
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free at runtime. In contrast, prior tools like Prob [68] need to run an expensive static

analysis each time when computing the posterior knowledge. While the synthesis

takes 54.2x longer on average than running Prob each time, this cost is amortized

over multiples runs of the program with Anosy.

Moreover, Anosy is more precise than Prob, as demonstrated by difference from

ground truth in benchmarks like B3 (Figure 3.5b). A difference of 0 indicates that

Anosy synthesized an exact ind. set. In contrast Prob’s belief was 0.1429 (i.e., had

some uncertainty; 0 is exact) for the same example in same conditions. Anosy is more

precise because it can automatically split regions into intervals (§ 3.5.4) whose union

in the powerset gives a better accuracy. For instance, in Figure 3.5b, a powerset of

size 3 is enough to synthesize the exact ind. set (% diff. is 0) for several benchmarks.

In our experience, iterative synthesis (§ 3.5.4) works better than existing tech-

niques [9, 68] for queries (benchmarks B1, B3, and B5) that contain point-wise

comparisons, i.e., the query checks if a secret x is one of several constant values

c1, c2, . . ., or in other words, formulas of the form x = c1 ∨ x = c2 ∨ . . . . These

queries split the indistinguishable sets into a union of disjoint sets, and the SMT

solver efficiently identified the best possible solution for the abstract domain. However,

benchmarks that do not use point-wise comparisons (like B2) perform equivalent to

prior work [68] in our experience.

3.6.2 Secure Advertising System

In this case study, we go back to the advertisement example in § 3.2 which we

implement using Anosy to restrict the information leaked through downgrade . The

goal of this case study is evaluating how the choice of abstract domains affects the

number of declassification queries authorized by Anosy.
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Figure 3.6: The lines show the number of execution instances (Y-axis) that were
authorized for the i-th declassification query (X-axis). Each line corresponds to the
under-approximated ind. set of powersets of size k.

Application We implemented the advertising query system from § 3.2 in Haskell

using the AnosyT monad, with the UserLoc type as the secret. The system executes a

sequence of 50 queries (one per restaurant branch): we use the nearby query from

§ 3.2 with the origin, denoting in this experiment the location of the restaurant, being

a randomly generated point in the 400× 400 space.

Security policy and enforcement Our program implements the security policy

qpolicy from § 3.2, which restricts the restaurant chain from learning the user location

below a set of 100 possible locations. To easily enforce the security policy, we wrapped

the advertising query in the downgrade operation of AnosyT as in § 3.3.

Initially, our system starts with a prior knowledge equivalent to the entire secret

domain 400× 400 (i.e., the attacker does not have any information about the secret).

As the system executes queries, the AnosyT monad tracks an under-approximation of
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the attacker’s posterior knowledge based on the query result and on the prior. If the

posterior complies with the policy, then the monad outputs the query result and the

system continues with the next query. If a policy violation is detected, the system

terminates the execution.

Experiment For each experiment, we generate a new user location randomly, used

as the secret, in the 400 × 400 space, and we run through the 50 queries for every

restaurant location. For each execution, we measure after how many queries the

system stops due to a policy violation. We repeat this experiment 20 times, to get the

mean and standard deviation of query count and discuss them below.

Results Figure 3.6 reports the results of our experiments. The line for each k, i.e.,

the number of synthesized intervals in the powerset, depicts the number of experiment

instances that are still running (Y-axis) after executing the i-th query (X-axis). For

example, in the k = 1 powerset (equivalent to an interval), the system was able to

answer the first 3 queries in all 20 instances without violating the policy, but only 2

instances were able to answer the 6th query.

As the size of powersets increases (from 3 to 10), the system can compute more

precise under-approximations and, therefore, securely answer more queries, as can

be seen in the figure. Specifically, for powerset of size k = 3, the system answers

a maximum of 10 queries over 20 runs, with only 1 run reaching the 10th query.

Similarly, the maximum number of queries answered increases to 14, due to increased

precision by using powersets of size 10. Moreover, more than 10 instances answer

more than 6 queries if the size of powersets goes above 3. This shows that Anosy

can be used to build a system, that can answer multiple queries sequentially with

precision without violating the declassification policy.

Figure 3.6 shows a tradeoff between number of queries answered and the precision of

the powersets. Higher sized powersets (k = 7 or 10) under-perform in the intermediate
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declassifcations from 5 to 7 (on the X-axis) when compared to k = 5. The intersection

of powersets made of k1 and k2 intervals produces a powerset of k1k2 intervals, of

which many intervals are small or empty (as individual powersets might have very

little overlap). Hence a slightly more imprecise powerset k = 5 declassifies allows more

instances of the query to run. However, over a longer sequence of queries a higher

sized powerset performs better due to improved precision in tracking knowledge (as

can be seen from k = 10 allowing 14 declassifcations).

3.7 Related Work

Information-flow control Language-based information-flow control (IFC) [92]

provides principled foundations for reasoning about program security. Researchers

have proposed many enforcement mechanisms for IFC like type systems [18, 7, 85,

65, 29, 91, 82], static analyses [56], and runtime monitors [44] to verify and enforce

security properties like non-interference. The ind. sets and knowledge approximations

computed by Anosy can be used as a building block to enforce both non-interference

as well as more complex security policies, as we discuss below.

Use of knowledge in IFC The notion of attacker knowledge has been originally

introduced to reason about dynamic IFC policies, where the notion of “public” and

“secret” information can vary during the computation [8, 44, 28]. The notion of belief

consists of a knowledge, i.e., set of possible secret values, equipped with a probability

distribution describing how likely each secret is. Existing approaches [100, 68, 43,

62] can enforce security policies involving probabilistic statements over an attacker’s

belief, e.g., “an attacker cannot learn that a secret holds with probability higher than

0.7”. We plan to deal with probability distributions in future work. However, Anosy

synthesizes a function that computes the posterior given a prior, eliminating the need

to run the full static analysis for each query execution. This enables applications to
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directly use knowledge based policies without expensive static analysis at runtime.

Additionally Anosy’s posterior knowledge is correct-by-construction and mechanically

verified using LiquidHaskell’s refinement types, unlike existing tools [68] which rely on

(often complex) pen-and-paper proofs.

Quantitative Information Flow approaches provide quantitative metrics, e.g., Shan-

non entropy [94], Bayes vulnerability [95], and guessing entropy [69], that summarize

the amount of leaked information. For this, several approaches [22, 9, 61] first compute

a representation of a program’s indistinguishability equivalence relation, whereas we

represent the partition induced by the indistinguishability relation, where each ind.

set is one of the relation’s equivalence classes.

There are several approaches for approximating the indistinguishability relation

in the literature. [22] provide techniques to approximate the indistinguishability

relation for straight line programs. [9] automates the synthesis of such equivalence

relations using program verification techniques, and [61] further improve the approach

by combining it with sampling-based techniques. Similarly to [9], we automatically

synthesize ind. sets from programs. In contrast to [22, 9, 61], the correctness of our

ind. sets is also automatically and machine-checked.

Declassification Declassification is used in IFC systems to selectively allow leaks,

and several extensions of non-interference account for it [8, 44, 28]; we refer the reader

to [93] for a survey of declassification in IFC. Most systems treat declassification

statements as trusted. Our work focuses on the what dimension of declassification,

that is, our policies restrict what information can be declassified. In contrast, [21]

enforce declassification policies that target other aspects of declassification, specifically,

limiting in which context declassification is allowed and how data can be handled after

declassification.
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Program Synthesis Anosy’s synthesis technique follows sketch-based synthe-

sis [98], where traditionally users provide a partial implementation with holes and

some specifications based on which the synthesizer fills in the holes. Standard types

have extensively served as a synthesis template often combined with tests, examples, or

user-interaction [76, 49, 32, 67]. Refinement types provide stronger specifications, thus,

as demonstrated by Synquid [80], do not require further tests or user information. In

Anosy, we use the refinement type synthesis idea of Synquid, but also mechanically

generate the knowledge specific refinement types.

3.8 Conclusion & Further Applications

We presented Anosy, a novel technique that uses the abstractions of refinement

types to synthesize and statically machine-check correct approximations of knowledge

and ind. sets. Using these approximations of knowledge, we defined a bounded

downgrade function that can be staged on top of existing IFC systems to enforce

declassification policies. We implemented Anosy and demonstrated it runs across a

variety of benchmarks from prior work and can securely answer multiple sequential

queries without losing precision. We believe Anosy represents a promising approach

to embedding declassification policies in applications.

Though we only used Anosy’s precise, explicit representation of knowledge for

declassification, such a representation is at the core of many information flow control

tasks. Enforcing probabilistic policies requires combining knowledge, computed by

Anosy, with a probability distribution [68]. Moreover, dynamic security policies

can be enforced by keeping track of attacker knowledge and comparing it with the

current policy [44]. Finally, approximations of classical quantitative information flow

measures, such as Shannon entropy [94], can be derived from the user’s knowledge,

i.e., by counting the number of concrete elements represented by the knowledge.
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Chapter 4

Absynthe: Abstract

Interpretation-Guided Synthesis

4.1 Introduction

In recent years, there has been a significant interest in automatically synthesizing

programs from high-level specifications, which often take the form of logical formu-

las [33], type signatures [80], or even input-output examples [37]. Program synthesis

has seen significant success in domains such as spreadsheets [45], compilers [79] or even

database access programs [49]. Much of the prior work, however, requires a complete

and accurate embedding of the source language in the logic of the underlying solver the

synthesis tool uses. These often range from symbolic execution [102], counter-example

guided synthesis [97], or over-approximate semantics as predicates [58, 80, 32] (often

requiring termination measures and additional predicates for verifcation). This is infea-

sible for many industrial-grade languages such as Ruby or Python. Other approaches

are strongly coupled with the semantics of the source language with purpose-built

solvers [90], but this necessarily ties the synthesis engine to the particular language

model used.
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In this chapter, we propose Absynthe, an alternative approach based on user-

defined abstract semantics that aims to be both lightweight and language agnostic.

The abstract semantics are lightweight to design, simplifying away inconsequential

language details, yet effective in guiding the search for programs. The synthesis engine

is parameterized by the abstract semantics [25] and independent of the source language.

In Absynthe, users define a synthesis problem via concrete test cases and an abstract

specification in some user-defined abstract domain. These abstract domains, and the

semantics of the target language in terms of the abstract domains, are written by the

user in a DSL. Moreover, the user can define multiple simple domains, each defining

a partial semantics of the language, which they can combine together as a product

domain automatically. Absynthe uses these abstract specifications to automatically

guide the search for the program using the abstract semantics. The key novelty of

Absynthe is that it separates the search procedure from the definition of abstract

domains, allowing the search to be guided by any user-defined domain that fits the

synthesis task. More specifically, the program search in Absynthe begins with a hole

tagged with an abstract value representing the method’s expected return value. At

each step, Absynthe substitutes this hole with expressions, potentially containing

more holes, until it builds a concrete expression without any holes. Each concrete

expression generated is finally tested in the reference interpreter to check if it passes

all test cases. A program that passes all tests is considered the solution. (§ 4.2 gives a

complete example of Absynthe’s synthesis strategies).

We formalize Absynthe for a core language Lf and define an abstract interpreter

for Lf in terms of abstract transformer functions. Next, we describe a DSL Lmeta

used to define these abstract transformers. Notably, as Absynthe synthesizes terms

at each step, it creates holes tagged as abstract variables x̃, i.e., holes which will be

assigned a fixed abstract values later. We give evaluation rules for these transformers

written in Lmeta, that additionally narrows these abstract variables to sound range of
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abstract values. For example, given a specification that requests Pandas programs that

should evaluate to a data frame, a term (□ : x̃1).query(□ : x̃2) is a viable candidate

that queries a data frame. However, semantics of Lmeta help with constraining the

bounds on x̃1 and x̃2 such that these holes are substituted by values of a DataFrame

and String respectively. Finally, we present the synthesis rules used by Absynthe

to generate such terms. Specifically, we discuss how Absynthe specializes term

generation based on the properties of the domain, such as a finite domain enables

enumeration through domain, or a domain that can be lifted to solvers can use solver-

backed operations, or domains expressed as computations not supported by dedicated

SMT solvers. (§ 4.3 discusses our formalism).

We implemented Absynthe as a core library in Ruby, that provides the nec-

essary supporting classes to implement user-specific abstract domains and abstract

interpretation semantics. It further integrates automatic support for ⊤ and ⊥ values

and abstract variables , as well as ProductDomain to combine the individual domains

point-wise. The Absynthe implementation has interfaces to call a concrete interpreter

with a generated program to check if a program satisifies the input/output examples.

Finally, we also discuss some optimizations to scale Absynthe for practical problems,

such as caching small terms and guessing partial programs based on testing predicates

on the input/output examples, and some limitations of the tool. (§ 4.4 discusses our

implementation).

We evaluate Absynthe as a general-purpose tool on a diverse set of synthesis

problems while being at par on performance with state-of-the-art tools. We first use

Absynthe to solve the SyGuS strings benchmarks [5] using simple domains such as

string prefix, string suffix, and string length to guide the search. Though Absynthe

operates with minimal semantic information about SyGuS programs, it still performs

similar to enumerative search solvers such as EuPhony [3], solving most benchmarks

in less than 7 seconds. SMT solvers such as CVC4, or Blaze that rely on precise
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abstractions perform much faster than Absynthe, but require large specification

effort. We further evaluate the impact of our performance optimizations and verify

that Absynthe’s synthesis cost adjusts with the expressiveness of the domain. More

specifically, the string prefix and suffix domains written in Ruby generate a concrete

candidate 0.41ms average, whereas string length domain being a solver-aided domain

takes around 16.93ms per concrete candidate on average due to calls to Z3. Next,

we use Absynthe synthesize an unrelated benchmark suite, for which it is harder

to write precise formal semantics—Python programs that use Pandas, a data frame

manipulation library. We evaluate Absynthe on the AutoPandas benchmarks [13],

a suite of Pandas data frame manipulating programs in Python. The AutoPandas

tool trains deep neural network models to synthesize Pandas programs. Absynthe is

at par with AutoPandas, including a significant overlap in the benchmarks both

tools can solve, despite using simple semantics such types and column labels of a

data frame while running on a consumer Macbook Pro without specialized hardware

requirements. (§ 4.5 discusses our evaluation).

In summary, we think Absynthe represents an important step forward in the

design of practical synthesis tools that provide lightweight formal guarantees while

ensuring correctness from tests.

4.2 Overview

In this section, we demonstrate Absynthe by using it to synthesize data frame

manipulation programs in Python using the Pandas library [87]. In this example, we

abstract data frames as sets of column names, and use a lightweight type system for

Pandas API methods to effectively guide synthesis.

A data frame is a collection of data organized into rows and columns, similarly to a

database table. Data frame manipulation is a key task in data wrangling, a preliminary
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id valueA

0 255 1141
1 91 1130
2 347 830
...

...
...

8 225 638
9 257 616

(a) Data frame arg0

id valueB

0 255 1231
1 91 1170
2 5247 954
...

...
...

12 211 575
13 25 530

(b) Data frame arg1

id valueA valueB

0 255 1141 1231
1 91 1130 1170
2 347 830 870
5 159 715 734
8 225 638 644

(c) Output data frame

1 'valueA != valueB'

(d) Query string arg2

1 def goal(arg0, arg1, arg2):
2 return arg0.merge(arg1, on=['id']).query(arg2)

(e) Synthesized program

Figure 4.1: Data Frame Manipulation Example [13]. The synthesis goal is to produce (c)
given inputs (a), (b), and a query string (d). Absynthe synthesizes the solution (e).

step for data science or scientific computing tasks. For example, Figure 4.1 shows

a data frame manipulation synthesis task taken from the AutoPandas benchmark

suite [13]. The goal is to use the Python Pandas library [87] to produce the data frame

in Figure 4.1c, given the two input data frames in Figure 4.1a and 4.1b and a query

string (Figure 4.1d). In this case, the output joins the input rows with the same id

but with different values in valueA and valueB columns. The Pandas library provides

a wide range of methods that perform complex data frame manipulation. For example,

calling left.merge(right, on: [’col’]) joins the data frames left and right on

column col. As another example, calling df.query(str) returns a new data frame

with the rows of df that satisfy query string predicate str (as in Figure 4.1d).

To keep the synthesis task tractable, Absynthe restricts its search to Python

code consisting of input variables arg0 through arg2; constants such as column names

’id’, ’valueA’, and ’valueB’ or row labels 0, 1, . . ., 13 from the data frames; array

literals and indexing; and dictionaries (for keyword arguments). Additionally, for this

discussion we will limit Absynthe to the merge and query methods just mentioned,

even though our evaluation (§ 4.5.2) supports many more methods. Nonetheless,
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even with this restricted search space, naïve enumeration of possible solutions times

out after 20 minutes. In contrast, using Absynthe, we can guide the search using

abstract interpretation to find a solution in 0.47 seconds.

Abstract Domains and Semantics The first step in using Absynthe is to identify

appropriate abstract domains for the abstract interpretation and implement the

abstract semantics. Typically, we develop the domain by looking at the input/output

examples and thinking about the problem domain. In our running example, we observe

that the data frames use columns id, valueA, and valueB, but each frame has a

slightly different set of columns. This gives us the idea of introducing a domain

ColNames that abstracts data frames to a set of column labels.

Abstract values, drawn from an abstract domain, represent a set of concrete values

in the program. The abstract semantics define the evaluation rules of the program

under values from this abstract domain. This approach has seen considerable success

in practical static analysis tools such as ASTREÉ [26] and Sparrow [73]. Figure 4.2a

shows, similar to these tools, the definition of the ColNames domain, which is a

class whose instances are domain values. Absynthe is implemented in Ruby, and

Absynthe domains subclass AbstractDomain, which provides foundational definitions

such as ⊤ and ⊥ (see § 4.4). A value in the ColNames domain stores the set of columns

it represents in the instance variable @cols, which by line 2 can be read with an

accessor method cols. All abstract domains require a partial ordering relation ⊆ on

the domain that returns true if and only if the first columns label set ( rhs.cols) is a

subset of the second set (@cols). Finally, the ∪ method returns a new abstract value

containing the union of the column names of the two arguments. The ∪ method is

optional, however we define this as it will be used in the abstract semantics.

After defining the abstract domain, next we need to define the abstract interpreter

to give semantics to the target language in our abstract domain. Figure 4.2b defines
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1 class ColNames < AbstractDomain
2 attr_reader :cols
3 def initialize(cols)
4 @cols = cols.to_set
5 end
6

7 def ⊆(rhs)
8 rhs.cols.subset?(@cols)
9 end

10

11 def ∪(rhs)
12 ColNames.new(@cols∪rhs.cols)
13 end
14 end

(a) ColNames Domain

1 class ColNameInterp < AbsInterp
2 def self.interpret(env, prog)
3 # details omitted for brevity
4 end
5

6 def self.pd_merge(left,right,opt)
7 left ∪ right
8 end
9

10 def self.pd_query(df, pred)
11 df
12 end
13 end

(b) ColNames Abstract Semantics

1 class PyType < AbstractDomain
2 attr_reader :ty
3

4 def initialize(ty)
5 @ty = ty
6 end
7

8 def ⊆(rhs)
9 @ty <= rhs.ty

10 end
11 end

(c) PyType Domain

1 class PyTypeInterp < AbsInterp
2 def self.pd_merge(left,right,opt)
3 DataFrame if left ⊆ DataFrame ∧
4 right ⊆ DataFrame ∧
5 opt ⊆ {on: Array<String>}
6 end
7

8 def self.pd_query(df, pred)
9 DataFrame if df ⊆ DataFrame ∧

10 pred ⊆ String
11 end
12 end

(d) PyType Abstract Semantics

Figure 4.2: Abstract domain definition for column names domain (a) and types domain
definition (c). Abstract semantics for the required methods are defined in (b) using
ColNames domain and (d) using PyType domain.
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the abstract interpreter for ColNames domain as ColNameInterp class. All abstract

interpreters are defined as a subclass of AbsInterp class, provided by Absynthe. It

needs a definition of the interpret class method (the preceding self. denotes it is a

class method), that given an environment env, and a term prog reduces it to a value

of type ColNames. The interpret is a standard recursive interpreter, so we omit

the definition of interpret for brevity. Then we define the pd_merge and pd_query

class methods that define the operations for the Pandas merge and query methods

on values from ColNames domain. A call to left.merge(right, opt) in the source

term under abstract interpretation is computed via a call pd_merge(abs(left),

abs(right), abs(opt)), where abs() indicates the abstract values of the arguments.

In the column name abstraction, we only need to compute the column names of the

resulting data frame, which is just the union of the column names of the input data

frame (line 7). Notice the opt argument can be ignored, as it impacts how the data

frames are merged in the concrete domain, but the set column names of the final data

frame is unaffected. Similarly, a call to df.query(pred) is abstractly evaluated via

a call to pd_query(abs(df), abs(pred)). Since the data frame returned by query

has the same columns as its input data frame, pd_query simple returns the abstract

data frame df (line 11).

Absynthe can also combine multiple domains together pointwise. We observe that

the Pandas API methods expect values of a specific type. Hence, we also introduce a

PyType abstract domain as a lightweight type system for Python. Figure 4.2c defines

the abstract domain, which stores a type in the @ty field as a type from RDL [36], a

Ruby type system. We build on RDL for representing Python types because it comes

with built-in representations for nominal types, generic types, etc. and a subtyping

relation between them. The ⊆ method for PyType simply calls the subtyping method

≤ of RDL types. The subtyping method ≤ is a special-case of the partial ordering

relation ⊆.
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Figure 4.2d defines gives the abstract semantics for merge and query in the PyType

domain. The method pd_merge checks that the types of left and right are subtypes

of DataFrame, i.e., the type that represents Pandas data frames as shown in Figure 4.1,

and that opt is a dictionary with a key on that admits an array of strings. If this check

is satisfied, the return type is DataFrame. Otherwise, pd_merge returns nil, which

Absynthe interprets as ⊤, i.e., any value is possible. Note, in a type checker, if the

arguments do not match the expected types a type error occurs. Here, in contrast, we

are computing what would be a valid abstraction, and since we don’t have a specific

type we can assume ⊤, i.e., anything can happen. Later, during synthesis the search

procedure will appropriately do the pruning by type-checking when it is provided a

user specification. pd_query also checks if the receiver is a subtype of DataFrame and

the query string is a String. If so, it returns DataFrame, otherwise it returns nil.

These domains are combined together using a ProductDomain class, provided

by Absynthe. Here we write × to pair elements from the ColNames domain and

the PyType domain. For example, {’id’, ’valueA’ } × DataFrame denotes all data

frames that have the columns ’id’ and ’valueA’. The ProductDomain also comes

with a ProductInterp that evaluates product domain values with respective individual

semantics and combines these into a final product abstract value.

Synthesizing Solutions An Absynthe synthesis problem is specified by giving

input/output examples for the synthesized function. Synthesis begins by abstractly

interpreting the input/output examples to compute an abstract signature for the

function. We have automated this for the AutoPandas benchmark suite. The upper-

right corner of Figure 4.3 gives the abstract signature for out example. In particular,

the first argument is a DataFrame with columns ’id’ and ’valueA’; the second

argument is a DataFrame with columns ’id’ and ’valueB’; and the third argument

is a String and has no columns. The synthesized function should return a DataFrame
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☐: Post

(☐:Class<Post>)
  .first

(☐:Class<Post>)
  .where(☐:{FF.}).first

(☐:Class<Post>)
  .exists?(☐:{FF.})

Post.where(☐:{id: Int,
  slug: Str, FF.})
  .first

Post.where({
  id: (☐:Int)})
  .first

Post.where({
  slug: (☐:Str)})
  .first

Post.where({
  slug: arg0})
  .first

Post.where({
  slug: arg1})
  .first

Post.first

✓

✗✗

✗

✗

t0 = Post.where({
  slug: arg1}).first
(☐:Post).title =
  (☐:Str)
☐:Post

t0 = Post.where({
  slug: arg1}).first
t0.title = arg0
t0

t0 = Post.where({
  slug: arg1}).first
t0.title = (☐:{
  author: Str, title: Str, FF.})
  [☐:author or title or FF.]
t0

✗

✗
t0 = Post.where({
  slug: arg1}).first
t0.title = 
  arg2[:author]
t0

t0 = Post.where({
  slug: arg1}).first
t0.title =
  arg2[:title]
t0

✗
Effect: Post.title

Type Error

Test Failure
No Terms

Test Failure

Test Failure

Test Failure

Test Failure

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

C11

C12

C13

C14

C15

t0 = Post.where({
  slug: arg1}).first
(◇:Post.title)
☐:Post C10

C9

Figure 4.3: Steps in the synthesis of solution to the problem in Figure 4.1. Some
choices available to the synthesis algorithm has been omitted for simplicity.

that has columns ’id’, ’valueA’, and ’valueB’. Additionally, Absynthe also uses

a set of constants that can be used during the synthesis process. It constructs this

from the rows and columns of the dataframes in the input/output example: {’id’,

’valueA’, ’valueB’, 0, 1, . . . , 13}.

Absynthe iteratively produces candidate function bodies that may contain holes

□ : a, where each hole is labeled with the abstract value a its solution must abstractly

evaluate to. Synthesis begins (left side of figure) with candidate C0, which is a hole

labeled with the abstract return value of the function. At each step, Absynthe

replaces a hole with an expression that satisfies its labels. For example, candidate C1 is

not actually generated because its concrete value ’valueA’ is not of type DataFrame.

The process continues until the program has been full concretized, at which point

is it tested in the Python interpreter against the input/output examples. Synthesis

terminates when it finds a candidate that matches the input/output examples. For

our running example, Figure 4.1e shows the solution synthesized by Absynthe.

The rest of the figure illustrates the search process. The candidate C2 does not

satify the abstract specification on columns, so it is also never generated. The candidate
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C3 instead expands the hole to a call to query, which itself has holes for the receiver

and argument. Note we omit the abstraction labels here because Absynthe has not

fixed the abstract value for that hole yet. Absynthe treats these as abstract variables

that can be used during abstract interpretation, but will be eventually substituted

with a fixed abstract value as the search proceeds (discussed in § 4.3).

After a single set of expansion of holes, Absynthe runs the abstract interpreter

on all candidates (including the partial programs). Running C3 through the abstract

interpreter calls the pd_query function from PyTypeInterp (Figure 4.2d). From the

evaluation of the pd_query Absynthe can infer the first hole has to be a subtype of

DataFrame and the second hole should be a subtype of String. Thus candidates like

C4 will not be generated as it is ill-typed (arg0 is a DataFrame).

We use filling the remaining hole in C5 to illustrate another feature of Absynthe,

enumerating finite abstract domains. Absynthe has the upper bound of this hole

at DataFrame, it will substitute all possible values from PyType that are subtypes of

DataFrame. Since there is only one type i.e., DataFrame, it synthesizes expressions of

that type at the hole. For the next candidate C6, again by running abstract interpreter

bounds for □ are determined. The _ in the □ signifies that ColNames domain still is

an abstract variable, while the types have been concretized. Absynthe can determine

bounds for variables only if the abstract transformers have conditionals (discussed in

§ 4.3.1), not present in pd_merge of ColNameInterp. Running the abstract interpreter

eliminates candidate C7 as the partial program will not satisfy the synthesis goal.

Eliminating partial programs removes a family of concrete programs, narrowing the

search space further. Absynthe next generates candidates C8 and C9. C8, however,

is eliminated because the ColNames domain interpreter computes the final data frame

will have columns {’id’, ’valueA’}. Eventually, the keyword argument to the merge

method is filled with an array. Some ways of filling that argument fail the test cases

(C10), but C11 passes all tests and is accepted as the solution (after being wrapped in
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a Python method defintion), also shown in Figure 4.1e.

4.3 Formalism

In this section we formalize Absynthe in a core language Lf . Figure 4.4a shows

the Lf syntax. Expressions in Lf have values v, drawn from a set of concrete values

V; variables x; holes □ : a tagged with an abstraction a; and function application

f(e, . . . , e). Note that these are external functions f , e.g., to call out to libraries.

Programs in Lf consist of a single function definition def m(x) = e of a function m

that takes an argument x and returns the result of evaluating e.

Abstractions a include abstract values ṽ drawn from an abstract domain A. We

assume this domain forms a complete lattice with greatest element ⊤, least element

⊥, and partial ordering a1 ⊆ a2. Abstractions also include abstract variables x̃, which

Absynthe uses to label holes whose abstractions cannot immediately be determined.

For example, if Absynthe synthesizes an application of a function f , it labels f ’s

arguments with abstract variables. During synthesis, Absynthe maintains bounds on

such variables to narrow down the search space (see below). We refer to abstract values

from § 4.2 as abstractions in this section to avoid the ambiguity between abstract

variables and values. Concrete values are lifted to abstract values using the abstraction

function α, mapping concrete values to abstract values, i.e., α maps V to A. Likewise,

abstract values map to a set of concrete values using the concretization function γ,

i.e., γ maps A to the ℘(V). We write v ∈ ṽ as a shorthand for checking that v is in

the concretization of ṽ. We assume that for each function f , we have a corresponding

abstract transfer function f# that soundly captures its semantics. Finally, during

synthesis, Absynthe maintains two variable environments: Γ, binding variables x

to their abstractions, and ∆, binding abstract variables x̃ to their bounds. Abstract

variable bounds are written as a tuple of the lower and upper bound respectively
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Expressions e ::= v | x | □ : a | f(e, . . . , e)
Programs P ::= def m(x) = e
Concrete Values v ∈ V
Abstractions a ::= ṽ | x̃
Abstract Values ṽ ∈ A

Abstraction Function α : V→ A
Concretization Function γ : A→ ℘(V)
Inclusion v ∈ ṽ if v ∈ γ(ṽ)
Abstract Transfer Function f# : (A, . . . ,A)→ A

Abstract Environment Γ ::= ∅ | x : a, Γ
Bounds Environment ∆ ::= ∅ | x̃ : (a, a), ∆

(a) Syntax and relations of Lf .
Γ ⊢ e ⇓ a

η(v) = a

Γ ⊢ v ⇓ a
E-Val

Γ ⊢ x ⇓ Γ[x]
E-Var

Γ ⊢ □ : a ⇓ a
E-Hole

Γ ⊢ e1 ⇓ a1 . . . Γ ⊢ en ⇓ an

Γ ⊢ f(e1, . . . , en) ⇓ f#(a1, . . . , an)
E-Fun

(b) Abstract semantics for Lf .

Figure 4.4: Syntax, relations, and abstract semantics of Lf .

(details in § 4.3.1).

Abstract Semantics Next, we define semantics to abstractly interpret candidate

programs in our domain. Figure 4.4b presents the relation Γ ⊢ e ⇓ a that, given an

abstract environment Γ, evaluates an expression e to an abstract value a. E-Val lifts

a concrete value to the abstract domain by applying the abstraction function. E-Var

lifts a variable to an abstract value by substituting the value from the environment Γ.

E-Hole abstractly evaluates a hole to its label. Finally, E-Fun recursively evaluations

a function application’s arguments and then applies the abstract transfer function f#.
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Synthesis Problem We can now formally specify the synthesis problem: Given an

abstract domain A, a set of abstract transformers f#, and an abstract specification

of the function’s input and output a1 → a2, synthesize a set of programs P such

that NoHole(P ), i.e., P has no holes in it, and x : a1, ∅ ⊢ P ⇓ a2, i.e., P abstractly

evaluates to a2 given that x has abstract value a1. Then, the final solution is chosen

as a synthesized candidate P that passes all input/output examples.

4.3.1 Abstract Transformer Function DSL

Figure 4.5a shows Lmeta, the DSL to define abstract transformer functions f# for

Absynthe. The primary purpose of the DSL is to let users define f# that can handle

both abstract values aand variables x̃ correctly. It is expressive enough to write

the abstract transformer function for domains in § 4.2. Expressions ê in Lmeta can

be either such abstractions a, variables y, function application g(ê) and if-then-else

statements. We consider g as uninterpreted abstract functions. The conditionals b

for if statements include top? that tests if an expression is ⊤, bot? that tests if an

expression is ⊥, var? that tests if an expression is an abstract variable x̃, and val?

that tests if an expression is a abstract value a. Additionally, expressions ê can test

for ordering using ⊆ or can call an abstract function g(ê). The else branch of these

conditionals evaluate to ⊤, i.e., it evaluates to the largest possible abstraction ⊤ if a

test of ordering fails. This is done to soundly over-approximate program behavior,

while sacrificing precision. The abstract transformer is defined as a function f# that

takes the input abstract value as argument y and computes the output abstraction by

evaluating the expression ê.

Figure 4.5b shows selected big-step evaluation rules for the abstract transformer

functions written in Lmeta. Under an abstract environment Γ and a bounds environment

∆, expression ê evaluates to a new bounds environment and a value v. In general

these rules reflect standard big step semantics, except for the ⊆ operation, where the
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Expressions ê ::= a | y | g(ê) | if b then ê else ê
| if ê ⊆ ê then ê else ⊤ | if g(ê) then ê else ⊤

Conditionals b ::= top? ê | bot? ê | var? ê | val? ê

Transfer Functions P̂ ::= def f#(y) = ê

(a) Syntax of Lmeta.

Γ ⊢ ⟨∆, ê⟩ ⇓ ⟨∆, a⟩

Γ[y] = a

Γ ⊢ ⟨∆, y⟩ ⇓ ⟨∆, a⟩
A-Var

Γ ⊢ ⟨∆1, ê⟩ ⇓ ⟨∆2, a⟩
Γ ⊢ ⟨∆1, g(ê)⟩ ⇓ ⟨∆2, g(a)⟩

A-Func

Γ ⊢ ⟨∆1, b⟩ ⇓ ⟨∆2, true⟩
Γ ⊢ ⟨∆2, ê1⟩ ⇓ ⟨∆3, v⟩

Γ ⊢ ⟨∆1, if b then ê1 else ê2⟩ ⇓ ⟨∆3, v⟩
A-IfT

Γ ⊢ ⟨∆, ê⟩ ⇓ ⟨∆,⊤⟩
Γ ⊢ ⟨∆, top?⟩ ⇓ ⟨∆, true⟩

A-TopT

Γ ⊢ ⟨∆1, ê1⟩ ⇓ ⟨∆2, x̃⟩
Γ ⊢ ⟨∆2, ê2⟩ ⇓ ⟨∆3, ṽ⟩

∆3[x̃] = (a2, a3) a2 ⊆ ṽ ⊆ a3
∆4 = ∆3[x̃ 7→ (a2, ṽ)]

Γ ⊢ ⟨∆1, ê1 ⊆ ê2⟩ ⇓ ⟨∆4, true⟩
A-VC

Γ ⊢ ⟨∆1, ê1⟩ ⇓ ⟨∆2, x̃1⟩
Γ ⊢ ⟨∆2, ê2⟩ ⇓ ⟨∆3, x̃2⟩

Γ ⊢ ⟨∆1, ê1 ⊆ ê2⟩ ⇓ ⟨T (∆3, x̃1, x̃2), true⟩
A-VS

T (∆, x̃1, x̃2) =


∆[x̃1 7→ (a3, a4)] if a1 ⊆ a3, a4 ⊆ a2

∆[x̃1 7→ (a3, a2), x̃2 7→ (a3, a2)] if a3 ⊆ a2 ⊆ a4

∆ if a1 ̸⊆ a4

where ∆[x̃1] = (a1, a2),∆[x̃2] = (a3, a4)

(b) Selected Lmeta evaluation rules.

Figure 4.5: Syntax and evaluation rules of Lmeta.
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bounds get constrained because of the comparison. The rule A-IfT evaluates the

branch condition b and evaluates ê1 if it is true. A similar rule (omitted here) can

be written if the conditional evaluates to false. A-TopT checks if the expression

ê evaluates to ⊤. We omit evaluation rules for the false case and other branching

predicates such as bot?, var?, and val? which are similar to top?.

The rules for evaluating e ⊆ e are most interesting, as these test for the ⊆ relation

while constraining abstract variables x̃ to the range under which the relation e ⊆ e

holds. In general, the abstract variable narrowing reduces the range of x̃ to a sound

range for that evaluation through f#. In effect it is finding satisfiable range for x̃ for

that branch. A-VarConst tests for the ⊆ relation when ê1 evaluates to a variable x̃

and ê2 evaluates to a values ṽ. In such a case, if ṽ is within the range of the variable x̃

the term evaluates to true, while updating the upper bound of x̃ to ṽ. This narrows

the abstract variables, while still being sound under which the partial order relation

⊆ holds true. A similar symmetrical rule exists (omitted here) where the left hand

evaluates to ṽ and right hand evaluates to x̃. Finally, A-VarSub gives the rules for

comparing two abstract variables x̃1 and x̃2. It uses a metafunction T to describe the

cases where x̃1 is contained in x̃2, or has some overlap, or x̃1 is less than x̃2.

4.3.2 Abstraction-Guided Synthesis

To perform abstraction-guided synthesis, Absynthe recursively replaces holes by

suitable expressions and then tests fully concretized candidates. Figure 4.6 shows the

rules for hole replacement. These rules prove judgments of the form ∆,Γ ⊢ e1 ⇝ e2 : a,

meaning in bounds environment ∆ and abstract environment Γ, expression e1 takes

a step by replacing a hole in e1 to yield a new expression e2. In particular, S-Val

replaces □ : a with a value v from the concrete set that aabstracts. Similarly, S-Var

replaces a hole with a variable that is compatible with the hole’s label.

The next few rules are used to generate function applications, or more generally,
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∆,Γ ⊢ e⇝ e : a

v ∈ γ(a′) a′ ⊆ a

∆,Γ ⊢ □ : a⇝ v : α(v)
S-Val

Γ[x] = a′ a′ ⊆ a

∆,Γ ⊢ □ : a⇝ x : a′
S-Var

f#(x̃1, . . . , x̃n) = a′ ∆[x̃i] = (ai,1, ai,2)
ai,1 ⊆ ai ai ⊆ ai,2 a′ ⊆ a

∆,Γ ⊢ □ : a⇝ f(□ : a1, . . . ,□ : an) : a
′ S-Finite

∆,Γ ⊢ □ : x̃1 ⇝ e1 : x̃1 . . . ∆,Γ ⊢ □ : x̃n−1 ⇝ en−1 : x̃n−1

Γ ⊢ e1 ⇓ a1 . . . Γ ⊢ en−1 ⇓ an−1

f#(a1, . . . , an) = a′ a′ ⊆ a

∆,Γ ⊢ □ : a⇝ f(e1 : a1, . . . ,□n : an) : a
′ S-Solve

x̃i and x̃′ is fresh
∆,Γ ⊢ □ : a⇝ f(□ : x̃1, . . . ,□ : x̃n) : x̃

′ S-Enumer

Figure 4.6: Hole replacement rules for Lf .

any term that may have more holes. First, S-Finite generates function application

when the domain from which ais drawn is finite, e.g., a simple type system that

without polymorphic types or first class lambdas, or an effect system as used in Guria,

Foster, and Van Horn [49]. This rule can produce multiple candidates with each hole

tagged with distinct abstract values from the domain. Second, for abstract domains

with infinite values that can be represented in a background theory solver, Absynthe

applies the S-Solve. If the function application requires n arguments, only n − 1

arguments are concretized to a term. This gives the constraint f#(a1, . . . , an) = a′

with only one unknown, an, that can solved for and assigned to the hole. For f#

to be lifted to a SMT solver f# should also have an interpretation a background

theory supported by the solver. This is useful for representing predicate abstractions

or numeric domains such as intervals or string lengths (used in SyGuS evaluation in

§ 4.5.1). Finally, S-Enumer replaces a hole with a function application with fresh

abstract variables x̃i for the arguments and return. Notice there is no guarantee f

will produce a value of the appropriate abstraction. This is because, while we assume
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we have an abstract transfer function f#, we do not know what abstraction it will

compute without concretizing the arguments. However, unsound partial programs

will be eliminated by the abstract interpreter as discussed below. Given only forward

evaluation semantics and no other information about the domains, this is best way

to construct partial program candidates. Absynthe can switch between bottom-up

synthesis (S-Enumer) and top-down goal-directed synthesis (rest of the S- rules)

depending on which rule is applied. While these rules are non-deterministic, the

Absynthe implementation (§ 4.4) chooses and applies these rules for the correct

domain in a fixed order to yield solutions.

Algorithm 3 Synthesis of programs that passes a spec s

1: procedure Generate(a1 → a2, maxSize)
2: Γ ← [x 7→ a1]
3: e0 ← □ : a2
4: workList ← [e0]
5: while workList is not empty do
6: ecurr ← pop(workList)
7: ωenumer ← {et | Γ ⊢ ecurr ⇝ et : a}
8: ωvalid ← {et ∈ ωenumer | Γ ⊢ et ⇓ a ∧ a ⊆ a2}
9: ωeval ← {et ∈ ωvalid | NoHole(et)}

10: ωrem ← ωvalid − ωeval

11: for all et ∈ ωeval do
12: return et if TestProgram(et)
13: end for
14: ωrem ← {et ∈ ωrem | size(et) ≤ maxSize}
15: workList ← reorder(workList + ωr)
16: end while
17: return Error: No solution found
18: end procedure

Synthesis Algorithm Algorithm 3 performs abstraction-guided synthesis. The

algorithm uses a work list and combines synthesis rules for candidate generation with

search space pruning based on abstract interpretation, in addition to testing in a

concrete interpreter. The ordering of programs in the worklist determines the order in

which program candidates are explored (discussed in § 4.4). The synthesis algorithm
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starts off with an empty candidate e0 as a base expression in the work list. At every

iteration it pops one item from the work list and applies synthesis rules (Figure 4.6)

in a non-deterministic order to produce multiple candidates ωenumer. Each candidate

is abstractly interpreted, and then checked to see if the computed abstraction satisfies

the goal abstraction. If it is satisfied it is added to the set of valid candidates ωvalid

(line 8). As partial programs with holes represent a class of programs, abstractly

interpreting these eliminate a class of programs if they are not included in the goal a2.

Thus, the algorithm iterates through partial programs which are sound with respect

to the abstract specification. Any unsound programs generated by S-Enumer are

pruned here.

Finally, all concrete programs ωeval are tested in the interpreter to check if a

program satisfies all test cases, in which case it is returned as the solution. The

remaining programs ωrem contain holes, so these can be expanded further by the

application of synthesis rules. Only programs below the maximum size of the search

space are put back into the work list, and the order of the work list is always based

on some domain-specific heuristics (§ 4.4 discusses our program ordering).

4.4 Implementation

Absynthe is implemented in approximately 3000 lines of Ruby excluding dependencies.

It is architected as a core library whose interfaces are used to build a synthesis tool for

a problem domain. Additionally, to support solver-backed domains, we developed a

library (~460 lines) to lazily convert symbolic expressions to Z3 constraints and solve

those in an external process. Absynthe uses a term enumerator that, at each step,

visits holes in a term and substitutes it with values or subterms containing more holes

applying the rules shown in § 4.3.2. Absynthe requires users to define a translation

from the ASTs to the source program and a method that tests a candidate to return
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if the test passed or not. Users may provide a set of constants for the language which

are used as values to be used in the concretization function. In practice, this is useful

when the language has infinite set of terminals (like Python), and selecting values

from the set of constants makes the term generation tractable. For AutoPandas

benchmarks, we infer such constants from the data frame row and column labels

(§ 4.2).

Absynthe explores program candidates in order of their size, preferring smaller

programs first (line 15 of Algorithm 3). We plan to explore other program exploration

order in future work. The synthesis rules presented in § 4.3.2 are non-deterministic,

however, our implementation fixes an order of application such rules. It prefers to

synthesize constants and variables followed by function applications, hashes, arrays,

etc. Moreover, based on the definition of abstract domains (discussed below), it can

automatically choose to apply the S-Finite or S-Solver rules. If none of these

specialized rules apply, it uses S-Enumer rule to synthesize subterms.

Abstract Domains To guide the search, users need to implement an abstract

domain. Absynthe provides a base class—AbstractDomain from which a program-

mer can inherit their own abstract domains implementation, like Figure 4.2. The

base classes come with machinery that gives built-in implementation of ⊤, ⊥, ab-

stract variables x̃, and supporting code for partial ordering between these abstract

values. The user has to define how to construct abstract values for that domain (the

initialize method in § 4.2), the partial ordering relation ⊆ between two abstract

values. The abstract variable narrowing (§ 4.3.1) is implemented as the ⊆ method in

the AbstractDomain base class. Solver-aided domains (such as string length in § 4.5.1)

construct solver terms when initializing an abstract value, or apply functions that

compute abstract values (including ∪ and ∩). These terms are checked for satisfiability

of a1 ⊆ a2 in the solver when the ⊆ method is invoked, and any solved abstract
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variables are assigned to its holes. If the solver proves the solver term unsatisfiable,

the candidate is eliminated. The rule S-Finite is applied for domains with finite

abstract values and S-Solve is used for domains whose values can be inferred using an

SMT solver yielding top-down goal-directed synthesis. In case these cannot be applied,

Absynthe falls back to using the S-Enumer rule that is equivalent to bottom-up

term enumeration. We plan to explore a more ergonomic API for the Absynthe

framework in future work.

Absynthe also provides a ProductDomain class to automatically derive product

domains by combining any user-defined domains as needed. The ⊆ method on

ProductDomain returns the conjunction of respective ⊆ on the individual domains it

is composed of.

Abstract Interpreters Each abstract domain needs a definition of abstract seman-

tics, inherited from the AbstractInterp class provided by Absynthe (as shown in

§ 4.2). All subclasses override the interpret method that takes as argument the

abstract environment and the AST of the term that is being evaluated. In practice, it

is implemented as evaluating subterms recursively, and then applying the abstract

transformer function written in a subset of Ruby (similar to Lmeta in § 4.3.1) to

evaluate the program in the abstract domain. A sound interpreter for ProductDomain

is derived automatically, by composing the interpreters of its base domains. More

specifically, it evaluates the term under individual base domains and then combines

the results pointwise into a product.

Concrete Tests Any synthesized term without holes that satisfies the abstract

specification is tested by Absynthe in a reference interpreter against concrete test

cases. Absynthe expects the programmer to define a test_prog method that calls

the reference interpreter with the synthesized source program (as a string in the

source language), and returns a boolean to indicate if the tests passed. The reference
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interpreter runs the test case, which in many cases boils down to checking the program

against the provided input/output examples. If the program passes all test cases, it is

considered the correct solution. If the program fails a test, it is discarded.

Optimizations In practice, Absynthe uses a min-heap to store a work list of

candidates ordered by their size. This eliminates the reorder step (Algorithm 3 line 15),

saving an average cost of O(n log n) at each synthesis loop iteration. Additionally, we

found certain common subterms occur frequently in the same program, e.g., computing

the index of the first space in a string in a SyGuS program. Absynthe caches small

terms (containing up to one function application) that do not have any holes to save

the cost of synthesizing these small fragments. Whenever, a hole with compatible

abstract value is found, these fragments are substituted directly without doing the

repetitive work of synthesizing the function application from scratch again (similar to

subterm reuse in DryadSynth [52]). Finally, Absynthe tests a set of predicates

against given input/output examples, to guess a partial program instead of starting

from just a □ term. For example, Absynthe has a predicate that checks if the output

is contained in the input, then the output is a substring of the input. For the SyGuS

language, if the predicate (str.contains output input) tests true, then the partial

program is inferred to be (str.substr input □ □). This reduces the problem

complexity by cutting down the search space. Another predicate (str.suffixof

output input) tests if the input ends with output, then it infers the partial program

(str.substr input □ (str.len input)), i.e., the program is possibly a substring

of the input from some index to the end. We evaluate the performance impact of the

latter two optimizations in § 4.5 (No Template column in Table 4.1).

Limitations While Absynthe is a versatile tool to define custom abstract domains

and combine it with testing in a reference interpreter, the approach does have some

limitations. First, Absynthe only works with forward evaluation rules over the
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abstract domain, in contrast to FlashMeta [83] that requires “inverse semantics”,

i.e., rules that given a target abstraction computes the arguments to the abstract

transformer. While specifying only the forward semantics eases the specification burden

for users, it require more compute time to synthesize subterms such as arguments

to functions. Second, while we found product domain useful to combine separate

domains, these domains remain independent through synthesis, unlike predicates where

all defined semantics can be considered at the same time. We plan to explore methods

to make product domains more expressive in future work. Third, problems where one

can define full formal semantics are a better fit for solver-aided synthesis tools such as

Rosette [102] or SemGuS [58]. We share performance benchmarks on SyGuS strings

(which have good solver-aided tools) to give some evidence for this in our evaluation

(§ 4.5.1). Notably, solver-aided tools can jointly reason about subterms. In contrast,

when using solver-aided domains, Absynthe concretizes some of the subterms which

requires enumeration through larger number of terms. Finally, Absynthe falls back

on term enumeration when abstract domains do not provide any more guidance, often

leading to combinatorial explosion for larger terms.

4.5 Evaluation

We evaluate Absynthe by targeting it in variety of domains, to verify it can synthesize

different workloads. The primary motivation is to evaluate the general applicability

of abstract interpretation-guided synthesis to diverse problems rather than being a

state-of-the-art tool at a single synthesis benchmark suite. The questions we aim to

answer in our evaluation are:

• How well does Absynthe work for problems traditionally targeted using solver-

based strategies using the SyGuS strings benchmark [5] (§ 4.5.1)? We also discuss

the performance impact of optimizations and program exploration behavior in
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Absynthe.

• Can Absynthe be adapted to an unrelated problem (not handled by any

tools that solve SyGuS benchmarks) where it is difficult to write precise formal

semantics? We test this by using Absynthe to synthesize Python programs that

use the Pandas library from the AutoPandas [13] benchmark suite (§ 4.5.2).

4.5.1 SyGuS Strings

Benchmarks To test that Absynthe is a viable approach to synthesize programs

that has been well explored in prior work, we target it on the SyGuS strings benchmark

suite [5]. We believe strings form a good baseline to compare Absynthe with other

synthesis approaches that rely on enumerative search [3], SMT solvers [89], and

abstract methods directed by solvers [110] (discussed in details in § 4.6). In contrast,

Absynthe uses only abstract domains with their forward transformers to guide the

search. We do not expect Absynthe to out-perform the past tools, rather to evaluate

if it can solve most of the benchmarks at a lower cost of defining lightweight abstract

domains and partial semantics upfront.

SyGuS strings has 22 benchmarks with 4 variants of each—standard (baseline set of

input/output examples), small (fewer examples than standard), long (more examples

than standard), long-repeat (more examples than long with repeated examples). As

our approach is dependent only on the abstract specification and testing, not on

the number of examples, we show detailed results for the standard version of these

benchmarks. These results generalize to all variants of each benchmark. As we aim to

evaluate how abstraction guided search performs, we exclude any programs containing

branches. Previous work like RbSyn [49] and EuSolver [3] have used test cases that

cover different paths through a program to do more efficient synthesis of branching

programs. These can be adapted to a system like Absynthe with minor effort.

Absynthe parses the SyGuS specification files directly to prepare the synthesis
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goal and load the target language. As SyGuS does not come with an official concrete

interpreter for programs, we provide one written in Ruby that is compliant with the

SyGuS specifications [86]. Absynthe uses this interpreter as a black-box and does

not receive any additional feedback other than the generated SyGuS programs satisfied

the input-output examples or not.

Abstract Domains We defined the following abstract domains and their semantics

to run the benchmark suite:

1. String Length. A solver-aided domain to lift strings to their lengths, while

lifting integers and booleans without transformation. This means the concretiza-

tion of the abstract value 5 can be the number 5 and the set of all strings of

length 5, whereas the boolean abstract value true or false represents identical

concrete values.

2. String Prefix. A domain to represent the set of strings that begin with a

common prefix. For example, an abstract value with string “fo” is wider than an

abstract value with string “foo”, as the former denotes all strings starting with

“fo” and the latter includes a subset of that, i.e., strings starting with “foo”. The

⊆ operation checks if the prefix of one string starts with the prefix of the other.

3. String Suffix. A domain to represent the set of strings that end with a common

suffix, similar to string prefix domain. The ⊆ operation checks if the suffix of

one string ends with the suffix of the other.

These domains were created by looking at the input/output examples in the

synthesis specs, and encoding the simplest partial semantics that guides the reasoning.

For example, a few problems have programs that start with or end with a string

constant. This is how we designed the string prefix and suffix domains respectively.

On the other hand, many problems produce strings of fixed lengths or the length of the
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output string is a function of the length of the input string. The string string length

domain expresses semantics constraints of this kind. As the string length domain is

solver-aided, it can handle symbolic constraints from abstract variables like the string

length of a substring str.substr operation is j - i where i and j are the start and

end index respectively. Although the string length domain does not preserve type

information, SyGuS being a typed language (type-soundness enforced by the grammar)

all programs in the language are type-correct by construction. Consequently, we did

not need to write a type system as an abstract domain.

Finally, we give abstract specifications in the selected abstract domains where

required. Specifically, we run each benchmark without an abstract annotation, i.e.,

equivalent to ⊤ → ⊤ specification which results in naive enumeration combined with

abstract interpretation. If a benchmark times out, then we add an abstract annotation,

such as ⊤ → “Dr. ” for the dr-name example (Table 4.1). This specification means,

Absynthe should find a function that given any input string (⊤), it computes strings

starting with “Dr. ” only.

Results
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Table 4.1 shows the results of running the SyGuS strings benchmarks through

Absynthe with the discussed domains. The numbers are reported as a median of 11

runs on a 2016 Macbook Pro with a 2.7GHz Intel Core i7 processor and 16 GB RAM.

All experiments had a timeout of 600 seconds. In Table 4.1, Benchmark column is the

name of the problem, # Ex shows the number of input/output examples. Time shows

the median running time of the benchmark along with the semi-interquartile range

over 11 runs. The Size and Ht columns give the size of the synthesized program as

the count of the AST nodes in the SyGuS language and the height of the synthesized

program AST respectively. The # Tested column lists the number of programs that

were tested in the concrete interpreter before a solution was found. An abstraction that

works well reduces this number compared to a worse abstraction or naïve enumeration.

Domains column lists the domains used for synthesizing the program. These domains

were provided as a specification in the abstract domain. ⊤ denotes that an abstract

specification was provided as a product of ⊤ values in all individual domains for

input and output, resulting in just term enumeration. The rows which mention the

domain was provided abstract specs only from that domain, resulting in guidance

from the provided specification. The # Elim lists the number of partial programs

(denotes a family of concrete programs) that were eliminated by running the abstract

interpreter with the provided specification during the search. For the problems which

used the ⊤ domain, the abstract interpreter did not eliminate any partial programs, as

specification admits all programs. Any row with – denotes time out of the benchmark

under these abstract specifications.

Most benchmarks are solved within ∼7 seconds, with exceptions being name-

combine-3, phone-6, and phone-7 which take longer. In general a larger program

takes much longer to synthesize, due to combinatorial increase in the number of terms

being searched through as the AST size increases. For example, larger programs

with same AST height take longer to synthesize due to higher number of function
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arguments. The number of examples do not impact the time for synthesis as most

time is spent in abstract interpretation and term generation. Testing a candidate

on the examples take minimal time. Absynthe performs reasonably well, solving

around the same number of benchmarks as EuSolver [5]. We selected EuSolver

as it is based on an enumerative search method like Absynthe. The timeout of 600

seconds only applies to our Absynthe evaluation, whereas EuSolver was evaluated

with a timeout of 3600 seconds. Absynthe solves around 77% of the benchmarks

despite being a tool written a Ruby, one of the more slower languages. We suspect

additional performance gains can be had by writing the tool in performant language

that compiles to native code. We plan to explore this in future work. Additionally,

Absynthe does not have the problem of overfitting because the search algorithm

does not use the input/output examples. It merely uses it as a test case, and since

they do not influence term enumeration they do not cause overfitting with respect to

the examples.

Domain-specific synthesis costs Another key advantage of the Absynthe ap-

proach is only pay for what you use. The time of synthesis is dependent on the

semantics of the abstract domain. String prefix and suffix are implemented in pure

Ruby and does not incur much cost for invoking the solver, so these still guide the

search without much cost. However, the string length domain being a solver-backed

domain, requires a call to Z3 for every ⊆ check. So it give more precise pruning, while

taking a longer time for synthesis. Comparing the average time to generate all the

concrete programs explored gives evidence for this. For example, consider phone-6

which explores 5937 candidates in 100.54 seconds (16.93ms average) with the string

length domain, whereas name-combine-3 explores 117370 candidates in 47.86 seconds

(0.41ms average) with the string suffix domain. Depending on how expensive a domain

is, one can combine the domains to fit in a variety of synthesis time budgets.
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Impact of performance optimizations We explore the impact of performance

optimizations discussed in § 4.4. First, the performance of Absynthe on these

benchmarks when the small expressions cache is disabled is reported in the No cache

column. It is slower than the baseline across all benchmarks. Notably, phone-6 and

phone-7 reuse function application subterms. So without caching small expressions,

these two benchmarks do repetitive work synthesizing the same expressions in different

call sites, resulting in a timeout. Second, the No Temp column reports the performance

numbers of Absynthe when it is run on these benchmarks with the template inference

by testing predicates is disabled. It is slower on most benchmarks than the baseline,

and even causing timeouts on some (phone-7 and phone-8 ). The exceptions are phone-

6 and name-combine-3, where the no templates version is faster than the baseline.

Recall, that the inferred templates have holes, that have are tagged with a fresh

abstract variable x̃ resulting in enumeration of more terms. In contrast, the candidate

generation rules (S-) applied during the program search that may potentially synthesize

holes with more precise abstractions resulting in less terms being enumerated. We

plan to explore mechanisms to infer template holes with more precise abstractions in

future work.

4.5.2 AutoPandas

Benchmarks We want to test if the approach used by Absynthe, of guiding

the search with lightweight abstract semantics combined with testing to ensure

correctness, is general enough to be useful for another domain. For this purpose

we use the AutoPandas [13] benchmark suite from its artifact 1 as a case study. The

benchmarks are sourced from StackOverflow questions containing the dataframe tag.

Each benchmark contain the input data frames, additional arguments, the expected

data frame output, the list of Pandas API methods to be used in the program, and
1GitHub: https://github.com/rbavishi/autopandas
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the number of method calls in the final program.

Bavishi et al. [13] define smart operators to generate candidates and train neural

models from a graph-based encoding on synthetic data to rank generated candidates.

For a baseline, they consider an enumerative search synthesis engine that naïvely

enumerates all possible programs using the methods specified in the benchmark. This

narrows down the search space to a permutation of 1, 2, or 3 method calls specified

upfront, instead of search over all supported Pandas API. In contrast, Absynthe

works like enumerative search, but large classes of programs are eliminated by abstract

interpretation of partial programs, or terms are constructed guided by the abstract

semantics. Unlike SyGuS, all benchmarks in AutoPandas have only one input and

output example. The synthesis goal is a multi-argument Python method that given

the specified input produces the desired output.

The evaluation of AutoPandas benchmarks uses the same Absynthe core as the

SyGuS evaluation. We wrote a test harness in Python that loads the AutoPandas

benchmarks written in Python and communicates with Absynthe core running as a

child process. The Absynthe core is responsible for doing the enumerative search,

while eliminating programs using abstract interpretation. Any concrete program

generated by Absynthe is tested in the host Python interpreter. These operations

are performed as inter-process communication over Unix pipes between the host

Python harness process and the child Absynthe Ruby process. This allows the

testing of generated programs in the host Python process, saving the overhead of

launching a new Python process and importing Pandas packages (about 1-3 seconds)

for every candidate. If the input/output examples are satisfied the synthesis problem

is solved, else control is returned back to Absynthe which searches and sends the

next candidate for testing.

Abstract Domains The abstract domains used for AutoPandas benchmarks are:
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1. Types. A domain to represent the data type of the computed values (Fig-

ure 4.2c).

2. Columns. A domain to represent dataframes as a set of their column labels

(Figure 4.2a).

Our Python harness infers the data types and the column labels from the input/out-

put examples and the Absynthe core constructs the abstract domain values from

PyType and ColNames domains respectively. These individual domains are combined

pointwise using the product domain PyType × ColNames, and Absynthe soundly

applies the individual abstract semantics to compute values in the same product

domain. The types domain in Absynthe is a wrapper around types from RDL [36],

a type system for Ruby. Absynthe uses RDL as a library to build the PyType class

(the ty field holds an RDL type as shown in Figure 4.2c). This allows us to reuse

prior work that defines nominal types, generic types, finite hash types, singleton types,

and their subtyping relations. We define the semantics for these RDL types for the

Python language in an abstract interpreter PyTypeInterp to handle features such

as standard method arguments, optional keyword arguments, and singleton types as

arguments (like int). We define the concretization function µ over these types, for

example, nominal types can be concretized by all constants of the correct type from

the set of constants or the singleton types are concretized to the singleton value itself.

The semantics of the type domains are defined in terms of the PyType wrapper that

calls into the relevant RDL methods. The example implementation of these domains

in § 4.2 is a simplified version of these domains.

In practice, the AutoPandas benchmarks have input/output examples that are

not just data frames, but also integers, Python lambdas, and method references (such

as nunique from the Pandas library). Absynthe is soundly able to abstract these

into the relevant domains. For types, integers become Integer and lambdas are

inferred as a type Lambda. When these values are lifted to the columns domain, they
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are represented as ⊥ as these are not data frames, thus there is no way to soundly

represent their column labels. Additionally, Absynthe infers a set of constants from

the input/output examples as well. It adds any string or numeric row and column

labels of the data frames, in addition to any string or numeric standalone values passed

as arguments. This set is used to synthesize the constants during the application of

the S-Val rules.

Results Table 4.2 shows the results of running the AutoPandas benchmarks

through Absynthe. The numbers are collected on a 2016 Macbook Pro with a

2.7GHz Intel Core i7 processor and 16 GB RAM, with a timeout of 20 minutes

(consistent with the timeout of Bavishi et al. [13]). The Name column shows the

name of the benchmark, i.e., the StackOverflow question ID from which the problem

is taken. The Depth column shows the length of sequence of method call chain in the

final solution. The AutoPandas benchmarks are tuned to synthesize programs with

a chain of method calls, where the bulk of the time spend is in synthesizing arguments

to these method calls. This is characteristic of the Pandas API which accepts many

arguments, often optional keyword arguments. The Time column shows the median

of 11 runs along with the semi-interquartile range, where – denotes that a benchmark

timed out. The Size lists the synthesized program size as number of AST nodes.

Note that, this number is affected by both the depth of the synthesized program (the

number of method calls) and the number of arguments to those methods. # Tested

lists the number of concrete programs generated by Absynthe that were tested in

the Python interpreter. Finally, AP Neural and AP Baseline shares the benchmarks

solved by the AutoPandas neural model and naïve enumeration to aid in comparison

with Absynthe. Two benchmarks, SO_12860421 and SO_49567723, are marked

with a * as these were found in the AutoPandas artifact were not reported in the

paper.
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Table 4.2: Results of running AutoPandas benchmarks through Absynthe. The
Depth column shares the longest chain of method calls in the synthesized solution; Time
lists the median and semi-interquartile range of 11 runs for time taken to synthesize a
program; Size lists the number of AST nodes in the synthesized solution; # Tested
reports the number of concrete Python programs tested; AP Neural and AP Baseline
shares the benchmarks that AutoPandas neural model and naïve enumeration could
synthesize. The benchmarks denoted with a * were a part of the artifact, but not
reported in the paper [13]. Benchmarks highlighted in blue and yellow shows the
benchmarks only synthesized by Absynthe and AutoPandas respectively.

Name Depth Time (sec) Size # Tested AP Neural AP Baseline

SO_11881165 1 0.20 ± 0.00 6 40 ✓ ✓
SO_11941492 1 13.84 ± 0.04 5 2507 ✓ ✓
SO_13647222 1 - ✓ ✓
SO_18172851 1 0.42 ± 0.00 3 70
SO_49583055 1 3.77 ± 0.01 6 272
SO_49592930 1 0.22 ± 0.00 3 21 ✓ ✓
SO_49572546 1 1.50 ± 0.01 3 548 ✓ ✓
SO_12860421* 1 686.50 ± 1.68 11 1537521
SO_13261175 1 283.12 ± 0.39 11 237755 ✓
SO_13793321 1 5.70 ± 0.04 6 413 ✓ ✓
SO_14085517 1 216.14 ± 0.38 7 12844 ✓ ✓
SO_11418192 2 0.10 ± 0.00 5 11 ✓ ✓
SO_49567723 2 - ✓
SO_49987108* 2 -
SO_13261691 2 65.17 ± 0.17 3 22322 ✓ ✓
SO_13659881 2 0.21 ± 0.00 6 45 ✓ ✓
SO_13807758 2 54.92 ± 0.26 6 3144 ✓ ✓
SO_34365578 2 -
SO_10982266 3 -
SO_11811392 3 6.88 ± 0.03 4 921
SO_49581206 3 -
SO_12065885 3 0.24 ± 0.00 6 286 ✓ ✓
SO_13576164 3 - ✓
SO_14023037 3 -
SO_53762029 3 545.62 ± 0.91 9 229233 ✓ ✓
SO_21982987 3 - ✓ ✓
SO_39656670 3 -
SO_23321300 3 -
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Absynthe solves 17 programs, the same number of programs as AutoPandas

neural model. However, the set of synthesized programs by both tools are different

with a significant overlap. Benchmarks listed in Table 4.2 without any highlight shows

the benchmarks that were synthesized by both tools. Benchmarks highlighted in blue

were synthesized only by Absynthe but not by AutoPandas. Likewise, benchmarks

highlighted in yellow are the benchmarks synthesized only by AutoPandas but not

by Absynthe. The time taken to synthesize the programs is largely dictated by

how the abstract semantics prunes the space of programs, hence it is proportional to

the number of concrete programs generated and tested. The fact that, for the same

program size, the number of AST nodes in the method arguments (the difference

between size and depth) is indicative of solving time shows that synthesizing arguments

is indeed the bottleneck of this benchmark suite. For example, like SO_11811392

and SO_12065885 the type system quickly narrows down the search space, and the

solution uses API methods that have 0 or 1 arguments only, making the arguments

synthesis quick.

Discussion Absynthe solves a harder synthesis problem because it does not use the

list of methods to be used as provided in the specification. Instead, Absynthe uses

the complete set of 30 supported Pandas API for every benchmark. Approximately,

this gives us a choice of permutations of size 1, 2, or 3 (depending on the depth of the

final solution) from 30 methods, without considering arguments from those methods.

In contrast, the baseline enumerative search AP Baseline comparison limits the search

to only the Pandas API methods that will be used in the final solution. Typically this

limits the search space to 1, 2, or 3 methods as given in the specification. In other

words, under naïve enumeration, Absynthe explores a strictly larger set of programs

than AutoPandas baseline.

In the benchmarks where Absynthe failed to synthesize a solution, it falls back
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to term enumeration as the abstract domain was not precise. More specifically in

the benchmarks with depth 3, Absynthe could do better by jointly reasoning about

values in relational abstractions between multiple arguments of the same method. We

plan to explore support for relational abstractions in future work. The neural model

trained by Bavishi et al. [13] is good at guessing the sequences that are potentially

likely to solve the synthesis task. It, however, does not take into account semantics

of the program, thus eliminating impossible programs from being considered. This

shows up in SO_18172851 and SO_49583055 where both enumerative search and

neural models failed, but Absynthe succeeds. Moreover, any updates to the neural

model would need to be addressed with a new encoding or a retraining of the model on

new data, a potentially resource consuming process. However, exploring the synergy

of guidance from abstract interpretation combined with neural models similar to

Anderson et al. [6] to rank sound program candidate choices is an interesting future

work.

4.6 Related Work

General Purpose Synthesis Tools SemGuS [58] has the same motivation as

Absynthe to develop a general-purpose abstraction guided synthesis framework.

However, SemGuS requires the programmer to provide semantics in a relational

format as constrained horn clauses (CHCs). While CHCs are expressive and have

dedicated solvers [60], correctly defining semantics as a relations is prohibitively

time-consuming and error-prone. Moreover, SemGuS performs well in proving unreal-

izability of synthesis problems, but it has limited success in synthesizing solutions. In

contrast, Absynthe is a dedicated synthesizer that is geared towards synthesizing

programs based on executable abstract semantics. Absynthe can be thought of

as an unrealizability prover if coarse-grained semantics, the focus of Absynthe, is
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sufficient to prove unrealizable. SemGuS also supports under-approximate semantics,

which is an interesting future work in the context of Absynthe. Rosette [102] and

Sketch [97] are solver-aided languages that use bounded verification using a SMT

solver to synthesize programs written in a DSL. In contrast, Absynthe relies on

abstract interpretation to guide search, so it can reason about unbounded program

properties. There has been parallel work in synthesis using Christiansen grammars [75]

that allows one to encode some program semantics as context-dependent properties

directly in the syntax grammar. However, an abstract interpreter-based approach

gives Absynthe more semantic reasoning capabilities (like polymorphism).

Domain-specific synthesis SyGuS [4] being a standard synthesis problem specifi-

cation format, has seen a variety of solver approaches. CVC4 [89] is a general-purpose

SMT solver that has support for synthesizing programs in the SyGuS format. CVC4

has complete support for theory of strings and linear integer arithmetic, so it performs

better than Absynthe (which is guided by simple abstract domains) for SyGuS.

However, Absynthe’s strength is generalizability to other kinds of synthesis problems

as demonstrated in synthesis of AutoPandas benchmarks (§ 4.5.2). DryadSynth [52]

explores a reconciling deductive and enumerative synthesis in SyGuS problems limited

to the conditional linear integer arithmetic background theory. Some of their findings

has been adopted by Absynthe (§ 4.4). EuSolver [3] is an enumerative solver that

takes a divide-and-conquer approach. It synthesizes individual programs that are

correct on a subset of examples, and predicates that distinguishes the program and

combines these into a single final solution. Absynthe is close to EuSolver, as it is

also based on enumerative search, but it is also guided by abstract semantics as well.

We plan to support synthesizing conditionals in future work.

Past work solves synthesis problems using domain specific abstractions such as

types and examples [76, 37], over-approximate semantics on table operations [32],
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refinement types [80], secure declassification [50], abstract domain to verify atomic

sections of a program [107], and SQL equivalence relations [108]. These abstraction

can be designed as a domain and an abstract evaluation semantics can be provided

to Absynthe for synthesizing such programs. However, Absynthe being a general

purpose synthesis tool, will not have domain specific optimizations. We plan to explore

Absynthe as platform deploying domain specific synthesis in future work.

Abstraction-guided Synthesis Simpl [96] combines enumerative search with static

analysis based pruning, which is similar to Absynthe. However, the program search

in Absynthe can be parameterized by a user provided abstract interpreter allowing

the user to write specifications and semantics in a domain fit for the task-at-hand.

Additionally, Absynthe can infer abstract values for the holes in partial programs,

thus guiding the search using the abstract semantics (Figure 4.6). Blaze [110] is very

similar to Absynthe as it uses abstract semantics to guide the search. It adapts

counterexample guided abstraction refinement to synthesis problems by refining the

abstraction when a test fails, and constructing a proof of incorrectness in the process.

However, it starts with a universe of predicates that is used for abstraction refinement,

which is a requirement Absynthe doesn’t place on users. FlashMeta [83] is similar,

but requires the definition of “inverse” semantics for operators using witness functions.

Absynthe, however, requires only the definition of forward abstract semantics and

attempts to derive the inverse semantics automatically where possible.

Learning-based approaches There has been a recent rise of learning based ap-

proaches to make program synthesis more tractable. AutoPandas [13] is an example

of applying neural models to rank candidate choices constructed by other program

generation methods (smart operators in AutoPandas’ case). DeepCoder [11]

trains a deep neural network to predict properties of programs based on input/output

examples. These properties are used to augment the search by an enumerative search
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or SMT solvers. Absynthe is complementary to these approaches and does not

use machine learning. In future, we plan to explore extensions to Absynthe that

reorders the program search order using a model learned on program text and abstract

semantics. EuPhony [63], on the other hand, uses an approach inspired by transfer

learning to learn a probabilistic higher order grammar, and uses that in enumerative

search to synthesize solutions. Probe [12] learn a probabilistic grammar just-in-time

during synthesis. Their key insight is that many SyGuS programs that pass a few

examples have parts of the syntax that has higher likelihood to be present in the

final solution. In contrast, Absynthe is complementary to the approach of learning

probabilistic grammars; abstract domains can prune the space of programs, while the

grammar can assign higher weights to the terms that should be enumerated earlier.

We leave exploring the synergy between these approaches to future work.

4.7 Conclusion

We presented Absynthe, a tool that combines abstract interpretation and testing to

synthesize programs. It accepts user-defined lightweight abstract domains and partial

semantics for the language as an input, and enables guided search over the space of

programs in the language. We evaluated Absynthe on SyGuS strings benchmarks

and found Absynthe can solve 77% of the benchmarks, most within 7 seconds.

Moreover, Absynthe supports a pay-as-you-go model, where the user only pays for

the abstract domain they are using for synthesis. Finally, to evaluate the generality of

Absynthe to other domains, we use it to synthesize Pandas data frame manipulation

programs in Python from the AutoPandas benchmark suite. Absynthe performs at

par with AutoPandas and synthesizes programs with low specification burden, but

no neural network training costs. We believe Absynthe demonstrates a promising

design choice for design of synthesis tools that leverage testing for correctness along
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with lightweight abstractions with partial semantics for search guidance.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

This dissertation describes a synthesis framework that is both general and lightweight.

The two key ideas underpinning the framework are: first, an abstraction-guided search

component that can be inferred directly from the abstract domain and interpreter

definitions. Second, a testing component that checks for correctness and additionally

infers hints in the form of effects to refine the program candidates towards likely

solutions. We demonstrate how simple types and effect labels inferred from failing

tests can synthesize side-effect causing programs efficiently in RbSyn (Chapter 2). In

contrast, Anosy (Chapter 3) demonstrates the use of a precise abstraction–refinement

types to synthesize privacy preserving wrappers for queries on secret data. The use of

refinement types allows Anosy to generate verified bounds that are crucial for security,

without writing test cases. Finally, Absynthe (Chapter 4) abstracts over these tools

to develop a search algorithm that is guided by any user-provided abstract domains

and its semantics. This represents an important step forward in the design of practical

synthesis tools that provide lightweight formal guarantees by developing static program

analyses while ensuring correctness from tests. Together, these contributions show

that techniques from abstract interpretation can be combined with testing to empower

programmers with practical synthesis tools that generate programs in their languages
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or libraries of choice along with correctness guarantees.

5.1 Future Work

This dissertation lays the groundwork for a some interesting avenues of future work:

Abstraction guided synthesis While Absynthe shows that any abstract domain

can be used to guide the search to synthesize the programs, there are future research

questions that will allow synthesizers to be more efficient. First, can we use Absynthe

as a platform to deploy challenging abstract domains like probabilistic domains or

borrowing/ownership models? This questions boils down to can we have algorithms to

efficiently infer abstract value tags for each hole when generating terms. If Absynthe

scales to such expressive domains, we can synthesize programs that satisfy probabilistic

properties like fairness, quantifying information flow over distributions, or programs

that are resource safe, i.e., do not allocate and free memory, file and network handles

correctly. Second, can Absynthe do joint reasoning over all holes in a term? For

example, consider a function that that has two arguments. Currently, Absynthe

has to concretize one abstract value to infer the abstraction for the other hole. In

contrast, solver-aided tools like Synquid [80] can jointly reason over all holes in a term

and infer weakest preconditions as abstractions for such subgoals. It would be worth

exploring if algorithms from Synquid, that uses unsat cores can be used in the setting

Absynthe to doing joint inference of abstract values. Third, a synthesizer guided by

an abstract interpreter, like Absynthe, is complete with respect to the programs that

can be automatically checked by the abstract interpreter. This limitation implies there

may always be sounds programs that will never be considered because the abstract

interpreter rejected it due to imprecision. A common example of such imprecision

occurs when a type-checker rejects a valid program, and requires the programmer

to provide a type cast to type-check. However, in our setting it would be worth
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investigating the points at which a synthesizer lost precision and design a human-

feedback loop (akin to a type cast) to keep going despite the imprecision. Moreover, in

our setting the synthesis algorithm has access to concrete test cases which can provide

more information that just using the abstract specification.

Inference from testing RbSyn infers effect annotations for a candidate programs

and refines the program to match the inferred effect. While coarse-grained effects

were effective for the domain of database accessing web apps, other abstractions might

be a better fit for other domains. In general, the research question is can potential

reasons for test failure be automatically inferred as an abstract specification and

used to guide the search. As this inference is guided from test failures these are

under-approximate. In contrast, the abstract interpreters and specifications using

abstract domains provided by the user to the synthesizer as over-approximate. A

key question is can we use principles of incorrectness logic [72] to prune the search

space? I hypothesize just like over-approximations eliminate unsound programs, under-

approximations can give hints to the likely program but not eliminate a family of

terms. Such hints may be used to prioritize the order in which a synthesizer searches

through the program space, making it likely to reach a refined program from test

failure earlier in the search. I plan to explore this in future work.

Learned models Deep learning models for code generation has moved into regular

use in recent years. For example, systems like GitHub Copilot [38] use natural

language as specifications along with existing code in the editor buffer to suggest

code completions. However, systems like Copilot provide no guarantees of correctness,

requiring a manual audit of the generated code and often barring it’s use in safety

critical domains. There are opportunities in combining machine learning models with

reasoning based approaches explored in this dissertation.

This dissertation utilized two key heuristics to explore program in the search
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space. First, the size of candidate programs, i.e., smaller programs are explored first.

Second, the number of times a candidate has added an effect hole in RbSyn, which

is a proxy for program refinement using guidance from test failure. Deep learning

can be used to learn heuristics to explore likely programs based on how the partial

candidates programs from intermediate search steps are likely to satisfy the provided

specifications. Another potential future work is to leverage large-language models

like GPT-4 [74] to generate programs in one-shot, rather than gradually generating

programs in increasing order of size. As these generated programs will not be correct,

this is an opportunity to design effect error localization techniques to detect where the

candidate is not aligning with the specification and apply program repair techniques.
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Appendix A

RbSyn: Complete Evaluation and

Synthesis Rules

A.1 Evaluation Rules

We extend λsyn to include errors E . Errors can originate from the evaluation of an

assertion assert e and encapsulates the read effect ϵr and write effect ϵw inferred

from e. Results R of an evaluation can either be a value or an error. Collecting effects

while evaluating the postcondition of tests require special evaluation rules. Figure A.2

shows selected rules of the small step operational semantics for only postconditions

(rest omitted as they are standard rules). The rules prove judgments of the form

JE, c, ⟨ϵr, ϵw⟩, QK ↪→CT JE ′, c′, ⟨ϵ′r, ϵ′w⟩, Q′K that reduce configurations that contain a

dynamic environment E, counter of passed assertions c, the pair of read and write

effects ⟨ϵr, ϵw⟩ collected during evaluation, and postcondition Q under evaluation. Rule

Errors E ::= err(ϵr, ϵw)
Results R ::= v | E

Figure A.1: Extended λsyn.
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JE, c, ⟨ϵr, ϵw⟩, QK ↪→CT JE ′, c′, ⟨ϵ′r, ϵ′w⟩, Q′K

v ∈ {true, [A]}
JE, c, ⟨ϵr, ϵw⟩, assert vK ↪→CT JE, c+ 1, ⟨ϵr, ϵw⟩, vK

E-AssertPass

v ∈ {false, nil}
JE, c, ⟨ϵr, ϵw⟩, assert vK ↪→CT JE, c, ⟨ϵr, ϵw⟩, err(ϵr, ϵw)K

E-AssertFail

JE, c, ⟨ϵr, ϵw⟩, eK ↪→CT JE ′, c, ⟨ϵ′r, ϵ′w⟩, e′K
JE, c, ⟨ϵr, ϵw⟩, assert eK ↪→CT JE ′, c, ⟨ϵ′r, ϵ′w⟩, assert e′K

E-AssertStep

type_of(vr, va) = (Ar, Aa) m : τa
⟨ϵr,ϵw⟩−−−−→ τ ∈ CT (A)

Ar ≤ A Aa ≤ τa call(A.m, vr, va) = v

JE, c, ⟨ϵ′r, ϵ′w⟩, vr.m(va)K ↪→CT JE, c, ⟨ϵ′r, ϵ′w⟩ ∪ ⟨ϵr, ϵw⟩, vK
E-MethCall

JE, c, ⟨ϵr, ϵw⟩, Q1K ↪→CT JE, c, ⟨ϵ′r, ϵ′w⟩, Q′
1K

JE, c, ⟨ϵr, ϵw⟩, Q1;Q2K ↪→CT JE, c, ⟨ϵ′r, ϵ′w⟩, Q′
1;Q2K

E-SeqStep

JE, c, ⟨ϵr, ϵw⟩, v;Q2K ↪→CT JE, c, ⟨•, •⟩, Q2K
E-SeqVal

JE, c, ⟨ϵr, ϵw⟩, err(ϵr, ϵw);Q2K ↪→CT JE, c, ⟨ϵr, ϵw⟩, err(ϵr, ϵw)K
E-SeqErr

Figure A.2: Selected rules for operational semantics of the postcondition Q
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E-AssertPass applies when assertion evaluates to a truthy-y value. It also increments

the counter for passed assertions. If e evaluates to a false-y value, it results in an error,

in which case it returns the collected side effects with the error ( E-AssertFail).

Evaluation of a library method, gives a union of its effects with the already collected

effects (E-MethCall). During the evaluation of a sequence Q;Q, if the first assertion

evaluates to a value, the evaluation continues discarding all collected effects (E-

SeqVal). If the evaluation of an assert yields an error, the evaluation of postcondition

terminates with the error as final result (E-SeqErr). We define the big step semantics

as follows: Q ⇓ R if ∃E ′, c, ⟨ϵr, ϵw⟩.J[xr → v], 0, ⟨•, •⟩, QK ↪→∗
CT JE ′, c, ⟨ϵr, ϵw⟩,RK, in

other words, evaluating the postcondition in an environment containing the return

value of synthesis goal xr, will evaluate to a result.

A.2 Type-Guided Synthesis

Figure A.3 shows all the type checking and type-directed synthesis rules. The repeated

rules are same as § 2.3. T-Nil type checks the value nil and assigns it the type

Nil. The rules T-True, T-False, T-Obj and T-Err do the same for the values

true, false, [A] and err(ϵr, ϵw) respectively. Similarly T-NegB and T-OrB give

the rules to type check conditionals that contain negation or disjunction. T-EffHole

typechecks an effect hole with the Obj type. It can be narrowed to a more precise

type when synthesis rules are applied. T-Seq does type checking and synthesis for

sequences and T-App type checks or synthesizes terms in the receiver and arguments

of the method call. T-If type checks if-else expressions.

A.3 Algorithm

Algorithm 4 describes the synthesis of candidates that pass a single spec. The algorithm

uses a work list, which initially contains a tuple with the number of passed assertions
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Σ,Γ ⊢CT e⇝ e : τ

Σ,Γ ⊢CT nil⇝ nil : Nil
T-Nil

Σ,Γ ⊢CT true⇝ true : Bool
T-True

Σ,Γ ⊢CT false⇝ false : Bool
T-False

Σ,Γ ⊢CT [A]⇝ [A] : A
T-Obj

Σ,Γ ⊢CT err(ϵr, ϵw)⇝ err(ϵr, ϵw) : Err
T-Err

Γ(x) = τ

Σ,Γ ⊢CT x⇝ x : τ
T-Var

Σ,Γ ⊢CT b⇝ b′ : Bool
Σ,Γ ⊢CT !b⇝!b′ : Bool

T-NegB

Σ,Γ ⊢CT b1 ⇝ b′1 : Bool
Σ,Γ ⊢CT b2 ⇝ b′2 : Bool

Σ,Γ ⊢CT b1 ∨ b2 ⇝ b′1 ∨ b′2 : Bool
T-OrB

Σ,Γ ⊢CT □ : τ ⇝ □ : τ
T-Hole

Σ,Γ ⊢CT ♢ : ϵ⇝ (♢ : ϵ) : Obj
T-EffHole

v : τ1 ∈ Σ τ1 ≤ τ2
Σ,Γ ⊢CT □ : τ2 ⇝ v : τ1

S-Const
Γ(x) = τ1 τ1 ≤ τ2

Σ,Γ ⊢CT □ : τ2 ⇝ x : τ1
S-Var

m : τ1 → τ2 ∈ CT (A) τ2 ≤ τ3

Σ,Γ ⊢CT □ : τ3 ⇝ (□ : A).m(□ : τ1) : τ2
S-App

Σ,Γ ⊢CT e1 ⇝ e′1 : τ1 Σ,Γ ⊢CT e2 ⇝ e′2 : τ2

Σ,Γ ⊢CT e1; e2 ⇝ e′1; e
′
2 : τ2

T-Seq

Σ,Γ ⊢CT e1 ⇝ e′1 : τ Σ,Γ ⊢CT e2 ⇝ e′2 : τ3
m : τ1 → τ2 ∈ CT (A) τ ≤ A τ3 ≤ τ1

Σ,Γ ⊢CT e1.m(e2)⇝ e′1.m(e′2) : τ2
T-App

Σ,Γ ⊢CT e1 ⇝ e′1 : τ1
Σ,Γ[x 7→ τ1] ⊢CT e2 ⇝ e′2 : τ2

Σ,Γ ⊢CT let x = e1 in e2 ⇝ let x = e′1 in e′2 : τ2
T-Let

Σ,Γ ⊢CT b⇝ b′ : Bool
Σ,Γ ⊢CT e1 ⇝ e′1 : τ1 Σ,Γ ⊢CT e2 ⇝ e′2 : τ2

Σ,Γ ⊢CT if b then e1 else e2 ⇝ if b′ then e′1 else e′2 : τ1 ∪ τ2
T-If

Figure A.3: Type checking and type-directed synthesis rules
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Algorithm 4 Synthesis of programs that passes a spec s

1: procedure Generate(τ1 → τ2, CT , Σ, s, maxSize)
2: Γ ← [x 7→ τ1]
3: e0 ← □ : τ2
4: workList ← [(0, e0)]
5: while workList is not empty do
6: (c, eb)← pop(workList)
7: ωτ ← {(c, et) | Σ,Γ ⊢ eb ⇝ et : τ}
8: ωeval ← {(c, et) ∈ ωτ ∧ evaluable(et)}
9: ωr ← ωτ − ωeval

10: for all (c, et) ∈ ωeval do
11: cr, vr ← EvalProgram(et, s)
12: if vr = err(ϵr, ϵw) then
13: ωr ← ωr ∪ {(c, ef ) | Σ,Γ, ϵr ⊢ et ↠ ef}
14: else
15: return et
16: end if
17: end for
18: ωr ← {(c, eb) ∈ ωr ∧ size(eb) ≤ maxSize}
19: workList ← reorder(workList + ωr)
20: end while
21: return Error: No solution found
22: end procedure
23:
24: procedure EvalProgram(e, ⟨S,Q⟩)
25: P ← def m(x) = e, E ← []
26: (c,R)← JE, 0, ⟨•, •⟩, P ;S;QK ↪→∗

CT JE ′, c, ⟨ϵr, ϵw⟩,RK
27: return (c,R)
28: end procedure
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evaluable e1; e2 = evaluable e1 ∧ evaluable e2
evaluable e1.m(e2) = evaluable e1 ∧ evaluable e2
evaluable □ : τ = false
evaluable let x = e1 in e2 = evaluable e1 ∧ evaluable e2
evaluable if b then e1 else e2 = evaluable b ∧ evaluable e1 ∧ evaluable e2
evaluable !b = evaluable b
evaluable b1 ∨ b2 = evaluable b1 ∧ evaluable b2
evaluable _ = true

size e1; e2 = size e1 + size e2
size e1.m(e2) = size e1 + size e2 + 1
size let x = e1 in e2 = size e1 + size e2
size if b then e1 else e2 = size b+ size e1 + size e2
size !b = size b
size b1 ∨ b2 = size b1 + size b2
size _ = 0

Figure A.4: Helper functions used by RbSyn

starting at 0 initially and the initial hole of type τ2. The first tuple is popped off the

work list and applies type or effect guided synthesis rules, the ⇝ relation, to a base

expression eb to build the set of new expressions ωτ . Next, expressions with no holes

are filtered into a list of evaluable expressions ωeval. Then, EvalProgram is called

to make a program def m(x) = et and evaluate spec s in an environment E, starting

from a passed assertion count of 0.

If the evaluation of the postcondition results in an error err(ϵr, ϵw), the algorithm

proceeds to introduce an effect hole, using the relation ↠ to build the set ωϵ. If a

program passes all the assertions then it means a correct solution has been found so,

Generate returns it. Finally, the algorithm collects all the remainder expressions

ωr with holes and filters the programs that exceed the maximum permissible size

maxSize. This bounds the search to particular search space size. It then takes the

filtered programs and programs from the remainder of the work list and reorders them.

The programs are sorted by the number of passed assertions c in the decreasing order
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⟨e1, b1,Ψ1⟩ ⊕ ⟨e2, b2,Ψ2⟩ = ⟨b1, b1 ∨ b2,Ψ1 ∪Ψ2⟩
if e1 ≡ true, e2 ≡ false and b1 ≡ !b2

(A.1)

⟨e1, b1,Ψ1⟩ ⊕ ⟨e2, b2,Ψ2⟩ = ⟨b2, b1 ∨ b2,Ψ1 ∪Ψ2⟩
if e1 ≡ false, e2 ≡ true and b1 ≡ !b2

(A.2)

⟨e1, b1,Ψ1⟩ ⊕ ⟨e2, b2,Ψ2⟩ = ⟨e1, b1,Ψ1⟩ ⊕ ⟨e2, bg,Ψ2⟩ if bg ≡ !b1

and ∀⟨Si, Qi⟩ ∈ Ψ2.def m(x) = bg ⊢ Si; assert xr ⇓ v
(A.3)

⟨e1, b1,Ψ1⟩ ⊕ ⟨e2, b2,Ψ2⟩ = ⟨e1, bg,Ψ1⟩ ⊕ ⟨e2, b2,Ψ2⟩ if bg ≡ !b2

and ∀⟨Si, Qi⟩ ∈ Ψ1.def m(x) = bg ⊢ Si; assert !xr ⇓ v
(A.4)

Figure A.5: Branch pruning rules.

and then by the program size in the increasing order. This assumes that a program

that is more likely correct and smaller will be selected earlier for processing in the

work list. Lastly, if Generate doesn’t find a correct program in that search space it

will return an error for the same.

Figure A.4 shows the formal definitions of hasHole, and size functions.

A.4 Branch pruning rules

Figure A.5 formally describes the rules that allows RbSyn to do term rewriting in

λsyn for branch pruning. These are useful particularly for reducing boolean programs.

Rules A.1 and A.2 allows us to rewrite expressions into their branch condition if the

expression body is true or false reducing expressions like if b then true else false

to b. Rules A.3 and A.4 guess a conditional that is the negation of the other, if the

negation holds for the tests. Any ⊕ term where two branch conditions are negations

of each other reflect a shorter program if b1 then e1 else e2 in λsyn. If it is a boolean

program, then it might even enable application of rules A.1 and A.2 producing a single

line program.
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